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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted,) by the

CO.,

PUBLISHING

PORTLAND

OPENING

109 Exchange Sr., Portland.
IKdlars a Year. To mail Mibscnb
Seven Dollar, a Year, If paid In advauoe.
At

Eight

Trrvs:
an

t>

Kates

$2.50 a

Thursday Morning at

published every

year, if paid in advance at $2.00

a

year.

We have just opened a
large assortment of line
Holiday goods that we
propose to sell at low

Advertising: One inch of spaoe, the

of

eng:h of column, constitutes a “square.**
$i.60 per square, daily first week, 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00; contiiiu
Lng every other day after first week, 60 oents.
Half •quart, three insertions or less, 76 oents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements’* and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.60.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 oents per square for each subsequent
insertion.
Address

^

-SALE-

PIANO COVERS

New Dried Fruits.

all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING 00.

Per lb.

at

designs
please close

choice
that will

ENTERTAINMENTS.

prices
buyers.
New Portland Theatre.
SATURDAY, DEC. 17.

F^cy S

HANDKERCHIEFS
“The Man who Laukhs.” The bril ianfc Character Vocalist,

Clme.

Mis^

Maggie
Dance

The Peerless Sovg and
Duo, tbe
the long and short of
DDflC
it—r,
ft.
3 and 3 ft. 6.
DnUO.,
The ever popular Character Comedians,

Ilf PCI

cv
YV&OLC.T

McCarthy
The

j

A large assortment of
Choice “Styles at prices
lower than we have ever
been able to sell them

before.

The well-known Juggler,

^^«ho

CITY

HALL,

THE STODDARD LECTURES!
Brilliant

Handkerchiefs.

DECEMBER

EVENING

We have just secured
direct from the manufacturers a large lot of Linen
Handkerchiefs
slightly
damaged that we shall sell
very cheap. Also a full
line of perfect goods in
new and choice patterns.;

r«n

28,

CHILDREN’S

tt

50c. Reserved Seats 75c. A few
aiid $1.76 for remaining
couit-e ti. Lets at IP .2
lectures. Course and single tickets at Stockbi i ige’s
Admission

_d6t

ROLLER SKATING

RINK,

SPECIAL JiyNOCSCEME'T.
THCPSDAV EVE., Dec. 22-Sheet und Pillow
f'nne Forty.
SATURDAY P. M. Dec. 31—Juvenile ('cutest.
Prize, an Eleg int Pair of Skates.
THURSDAY EVK. Jan. 5-Pr-f. WIL 1411
of
FIGIill, Champion Holier .** kat«
A merica.
Jan.
Dress
and
THUBSDAY EVE.,
12—Fancy
Cod.ume Party.
^

fiy~Skat:ng every afternoon and evening.
Dln-ic • Kirsd-yr, Thursday nnu Saturday
Kveoiog*.
«lecl7 dtf

Or a ml

First

-BY THE

Fancy Hosiery finished
at 18 cts., worth from 25
to 50 cts.
Any of the
above goods wiU please
our customers.
Remember you can buy
more
goods for your
money at our store than
any place in the city.

STUDLEY,

Kail

—

HAIR DRESSERS of PORTLAND
AT-

CITV HAlt, HONDA* EVENING, Ore. 19.
Music
Cta. dler. Grand March 8.30.
by

25? Middle Street

admitting Gent and Lndies, 76 cents.

■Itet*

p“S

Term in Plain and Fancy Dancing

*3 00.
Aa-cmbly Every Tbonduy Evening.
dtf
dec!3

If you Want Gents’ fine Slippers,
go to KYEIi GKEENE & CO.'S.
go to

If yon want Hand Sewed Boots,
Go to Wyer Greene & Co.’s.
If you Waul Gents’ Gossamer
Boots, go to

Hall.

December 22.

Thursday Evening,

March,

yia.it by Chandler.
nov6

8 30.
dli

HOUDAY MUSIC
|ySenrf the price mentioned below,
by return mail one of these splendid
Books for Holiday Presents

receive

and
new

Music

$2.60 Plain; $3 Cloth; $4 Gilt.

Beau lies of Sacred
Elegant.

Gems of English
The best and newest.

Song.
PRICE

German Sonus

VolJ.

Standard Piano Music. J

mes

and Tunes.

GUt*

__

i

Creme de la Creme,
($1.50).

Fine

i

I

?2 Boam.

Charming Nursery and Kindergarten
Songs.

PIANO SCORES, containing

all the airs of

OLIVETTE.

50 cents.

MASf'O’r.

DOcents.

PATIENCE.

50 cents.

“S&

HEEL

go to

Wyer Greene & Co.’s.

y

eS.it lSme,

THE BEST

RUBBERS,
TO

—

If you wrant your old

REPAIRED,

NEATLY

BOOTS

Go to Wyer Greene & Co.’s.

ST.,

585 & 587

•

RARE PROOF ETCHINGS
Acknowledged

to be the Iinest

ever

in

tlio city

Porta'd Fine Art Store.

CYRUS F. DAVIS.
CONGRESS

593

STREET.

_dlw

declo

dtf

SQUARE

-ASD-

UPRIGHT PIANOS
many of the best Manufacturers, also

All

rent.

144 1-2 f xchange

nraimer.

Gentlemen.

Clamp

htth
JL

Hastings,

Si., Portland, Me.
d3mo

i Skate Straps,
j

Heel IMatew

"B

I
Wood

-AND

•JZ2T

Imperial Club,
—AND—

dteld

Congress

decl4

St.
dtf

Top @

j

-AND-

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL.

L. B
G.
nov24

Silk

£S2jgj2&,

Hosiery

Viittens*

silk Writers,

Shopping Bugs,
Ttavel in*

Bags

Brueh and Comb Cases,
*4
C.r l
44

Tea Trays,
Tete Sets,
Feather

Manicure Sets,
Hand Mirrors,
Portemouuaies,
Pursws,
Opera Glasses,
Fine Fans.
Fine Whitby Jet Jewelry,
Fine P ated Jewelry,

Fine Japanese Ware,

Dressing

o
pur
Kid Gloves *f every description,
Silk Gloves,
it
jviittui s
Fur trimmed G'oves and Mittens,
Driving loves.
Silk Handkerchiefs,
Silk and Worsted mufflers,
Um*reil-s

Plush, Satin and

in

Leather,
Linen Handkerchiefs,

Portland, Me., July 28.1881.
H. WARNER & C<).
Gentlemen—I am 1 years of age and for the past
twe ty pears have suffered e»cruciating pains in my
back from my kidneys
My water had a thick brick
dust deposit in it; and when I caught ooM it wa* as
red as blood. I have taken different medicines and
spe-1 much money, and consulted the best doctors
H.

in Boston, but all was of no avail until about thre
weeks ago, when I w as prevailed on to try a bottle
of Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure. I was
skeptical but before 1 bad finished the first bottle
the pains in my back ceased and the deposit disappeared from my urine. This may appear almost
miraculous but it is the truth.

39 Tyng Street.

them in cases where hope was
abandoned—have been voluntarily given,
showing the remarkable power of Warner's
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, in all diseases
of the kidneys, liver or urinary organs. If
any one who reads this has any physical
of delay.
trouble, remember the great danger
eodiwlm48 nr
nov29

Holidays
Diamonds,

MEDICAL.

WATCHES,

Benson s

Chains,

-AWARDED-

We cannot undertake to return
id unications that are not nsed.

JEWELRY,
SILVERWARE,
French Clocks,

..
i«ce
Fipinni Laces
i.ace Bed

Lv^kweT’

Vases,1

£a

Rolls,
Handkerchief and Glove Boxes,
Call Bells,
Silver Plated Salt and Pepper
Boxes
Neck ( hains,
S Ik Garters,

Inner Soles for Cold Feet!

M-rning Caps,
Toilet

eta,

KidMitens
silk or Worsted Wristere,

]k I'mtrc las
Canes
s Ik IlnKierv
Sdk lUMikerehiefs,
Silk ami Wo sted Mufflers.

Si‘k

or

Shoes, Slippers, Rubbers
from the best manufacturers in the
Ladies’ Waterproof Cork
world.
Misses’ anil
Sole Walking Boots.

Match Safes,
Pocket Match

Boxes,
Brackws,
Boxes,
Cigar Cases,
Collar and Cufl Boxes,
TolCh-sts.
RiDg8’

Children’s Waterproof School Boots,
Extension edges and low heels.
Whittier’s Heel Protectors keep children’s ankles from turning and add

Tobacco

one-half to the

ShavinsTpaper Cases,

SSS.’SET

Hat-ffi"'

RSMT

P^crTWali Pockets,

wear

of the shoes.

E. T. MERRILL,
455

Street.

Congress

lltl

FOR CHILDREN.
Castors,

Rolling

Jewelry,

BHthh g

Carnages.
Playing Carts,
Books,
Christmas Cards,
To> Clocks,
Clothes Pins,

^n^,
Tubs,

A rn_

iabI?f
Handkerchiefs,

^uthograp* Albums,

Umbrelfas,

INFANTS.

LORIMJ, SHORT & HARM,

Quilted Hoods,

CONSISTING OF

Sacks,
Alghans.

Toilet Sets,
Puff Boxes,
Eiegant Sashes,
Bibbs

tf^Hemembcr

our

Basement -Floor is

now

used for

n

lit tail Department.

Average Price, $15.00.
The Latest Groups

Owen, Moore <& Co*
d!f

de«8

IIMPORTED

H. FREEMAN & Co

LIQUORS

Wholesale and Retail Sealers in

bind*, in (be

oiciGiKAi.

OYSTERS.

paukagks,

-FOB 8A.LK

»1 V

—

Importers,

194 FORE *T., POHTIAJID ME.
40,31

225 Federal St. Portland, Me.
Fresh rupp leB from beds of Virginia and Maryconstantly on band. All orders by mall or otbdecl(Mttf
I errrise promptly filled.
land

imeiimcfa

Neuralgia, Sprains,
Pain in the.Back and Side.
these
palnlul
nothing
diseases; but the pain can be removed and
the disease cured by use or Perry Davis’
than

more

There Is

Pain Killer.
This remedy ia not a cheap Benzine
or Petroleum product that must bo kept
away from fire or heat to avoid danger
of explosion, nor is it on untried experiment that may do more harm than good.

Pain Killer has
lor

been in constant use
lorty years, and the universal testimony

___

nli

wavtc

fa

4-Virz

I#

BAUAP

fails. It

not only effects a permanent ewe,
but it relieves pain almost Instantaneously.
Being a purely vegetable remedy, it is sale
In the hands of the most Inexperienced.
The record of cures by the use of Pair
Killer would fill volumes. The following
extracts from letters received show what
those who have tried It think:

Minn., says:
Edgar Cady, Owatonna,
wife became
since

my
subject
About a year
to severe Buffering from rheumatism. Our
resort was to the Pair Killer, which speedily
relieved her.

Charles Powell writes from the Bailors'
Home, London:
I bad been afflicted three years with neuralgia

and violent spasms of the stomach. The doctors
at Westminster Hospital gave up my,case in
despair. I tried your jPain Killeb, and it gave
I have regained my
me immediate relief.
strength, and am now able to follow my usual

G.

ttw’alworth, Saco,
Me., writes:
Immediate relief from

Also

The

a

rheumatism and lameness.

are:

Shylock,

Fetching Doctor,
llalcouy.

Referee.

Full Lino ol

Popular

West’s

Groups,

At Popular Price*—Ranging from
One to Ten Dollar*.
9
The public are invited to call.

268 MIDDLE

WINES &

PLASTER*.
S.Wfcwlly_

_

_

qualities.

and goods always cheerfully shown.

that half of

(nol)

I experienced
pain in
the side by the use of your Fair Killer.
E. York says:
I have used your Pair Killer for rheumatism,
and have received great benefit
Barton Beaman says:
Have used Pam Killeb for thirty years,
and have found it a never-jailing remedy for

Toilet Powders,
Soaps ai d Toilet Articles of finest

Fine

Lace Handkerchiefs,
Velvet Bonnets.

help,

other plaster having a similar
See that the word is spelled
Price 25 cts.

...

Cloaks.
-OF-

Combs,

Brushes,

AXUfEX”

“ART

Hammock-,

Handkerchiefs,

some
name.

C-A-P-C-I-N E.

THE

Sscques.
Rubber

STREET,

No. 268 MIDDLE

Mittens,
Gloves,

Work Boxes,
Toy Hand Mirrors,

FOR

Silh

NOW OPEN

Kites,

Dolls* Dishes,
Dolls Tranks,

Raceme.

sounding

Button Boot,

un-Ink Stands,
Paperweights,
Thermometers.
Paper Cutters

OPPOSITE U. ». HOTEL.

now

uHU I lulls
palm off

Do
ters have been imitated.
not allow your druggist to

Gulpnre

Writing Desks,

HoKi„rv
Underwear
W rRied Mittens
4

Benson's Capcine Porous Plaa-

ni TflN

S

angSl

r^ktsr9'

Dolin’Mittens,
Dolls’ Furniture,

0.

Fni*Vr'cim"’
Fr'lt P aTs,
Lace Bed Sets.

Handk9rVe“tkShS"sf°"’

Shaving Mugs,

Sprains.

They Act Immediately.
They Strengthen.
They Soothe.
They Relieve Pain at Once.
They Positively Cure.

Fancy T.ble Covers,
lan y Side board Covers,
Lap Boards.
Crumb Trays,

^

Dressing Cases, Furnished
furnished,
Smoking Sets,
C'gar Cases.
Fme Wal'ets,
Pocket Books.
Utter Cases.
Pock, t Toilets,
Shaving Mugs,
Card Cases,
Playing Cards,
Pocket Flasks,

Worsted Gloves.

ESQUIMAUX

or

Neuralgia or Kidney Diseases.
Lumbago, Severe Aches or Pains
Female Weakness.
Are Superior to all other Plasters.
Are Superior to Fads.
Are Soperior to Liniments.
Arc Superior to Ointments or Salves.
Are superior to Electricity or galvanism

^

declO

FOR GENTLEMEN AND YOUTHS.
Kid G'oves
Dog Skin G'loves,
Buck Gloves,
Fur Trimmed Gloves,

-MEDALS-

Cramps

STREET,

Mr. Burditt writes:
It never fails togive relief in cases of rheumatism.
Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes:
From actual use, I know your Pair Killer
is the best medicine I can get
All druggists keep Pain Killer. Its price
Is so low that It Is within the reach of all,
and It will save many times Its cost In doctors'
bills. 25c., 50c. and 91.00 a bottle.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
eod&wly

28

Loring, Short & Harmon.

The Jamaica

(linger Cordial,

MANUFACTURED

BT

G. 1). POWS & CO., of Boston,
has just been awarded a Silver Medal, tbe
only one of any bind awarded to the
many Janntica Ginger preparations computing fur a reward.
It contaius no intoxicating stimulants
first-class Drugano is for sale by all
gists and Grocers.
bot30

DEBILITY.

YE IIVOIS

Thr„e doors above II. H. Hay’s.

dim'

A

Cure

Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve ani> Brain Treatment: a sp^itic for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Deprtssiou, Loss
of Meraorv, Spermatorrhoea, Inuotency, Involuntary Em ssions. Premature Old Age, caused by overcrti'iu, self-abufe, or over-indulgence, which, leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent c»ies Each bo* contains one month’s treatment.

One dollar

a

b x,

or

six boxes for* five dol-

lars; sent by mad prepaid on receipt of price. The
propr etors, John C. We*t & Co., guarantee six boxes

With each order rooeived for
anied «itbtive dodars, the prosix
prietors will send the puxchaser tlieir written guar
an tee to ret rn the mo-ey if tne treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H H,
effect a cure.
HA\ & CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
Me., at Junotion Middle and Freo Sts.
to

cure

nov!6

case.
accom

any

boxes,

prefer re con-

regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.

The Clayton-Bulwer Treaty.
Secretary Blaine’s despatch relating to the
abrogation of the Clayton-Bulwer treaty is a
vigorous and timely statement of the interests of this country in the contemplated canal through the isthmus. Its premises are
sound, and to its conclusions the British
government cannot reasonably, in view of
the position it has assumed toward the Snez
canal, take exceptions. The despatch will
command general assent on this side of the
water, and respectful attention if not entire
approval on the other. The State Department since Secretary Blaine has been in
charge, has pursued a foreign policy which
has in the main won the plaudits of the
American people. But no act of it deserves
higher approval than this latest letter to
Minister Lowell. It suggests a Hue of action
that our government, whether administered
by Republicans or Democrats, should inflexout.

The Worcester Spy thus sums up the results of Massachusetts voting on the license
question: Of the twenty-one cities of the
commonwealth twenty have voted on the
question of license, Malden, one of the two
new cities, not voting.
Eight voted against
license:
Somerville, Newton, Brockton,
Haverhill,
Gloucester, Fitchburg, Lynn,
and Newburyport; and twelve for it: Boston, Worcester, Lowell, Cambridge, Fall
River, Lawrence, New Bedford, Springfield,
Taun.on, Holyoke, Chelsea and Salem.

Generally the majorities were small, but
there were some exceptions. In Boston, in
a total vote of about thirty-five thousand,
the majority for license was about ten thousand. Three wards only of that city gave
In Newton the
an anti-licence majority.
tide of public opinion set far more strongly
in the opposite direction. In that city there
1349
were only 155 votes for license and
against it. Only one voter in ten was willing to vote for licensed liquor selling. In a
city where public opinion is so nearly united
in their favor, the most stringent prohibitory laws should be enforced with little difficulty. Other cities where the majority was
large on one side or the other were Lawrence, whose majority in favor of licence
was 1300 in a total vote of 5016; Lynn,
which gave a majority of 1040 against license in a total vote of 4945; Taunton,
whose majority in favor was 625 in a total
vote of 2569; Springfield, where the license
majority was 821 in a total vote of 3633.
The vote was closest in Cambridge, where
the reported majority for license, according
to the latest recount of the vote, was only 6
in a total vote of 5222, and Newburyport,
majority against license 24, in a total vote
of 1770. The vote in Lowell differed but a
trifle from that in Worcester. Its total vote
was 6578, Worcester, 6566; its
majority for
license was 240, Worcester, 356.

Advertiser, speaking of the

Irish question, says: Attention has been
called to the fact that the Irish make no
special efforts for winning friends to their
In England, It is safe to say, the atcause.
able to the Irish leaders. The City Council
of London has voted £210 for the support of
ladies who suffer because their tenants in
Ireland refuse to pay rent, although they
The act is in itself of very
are able to do so.
slight value; hut it is ominous in that it indicates the arousing si the British temper
and the approaching end of English forbearBe it just or iniquitous, politic or
ance.

Porous
Plaster.

Scarfs,
cy Doyieys,

Music

Screens,
Brackets,

Fine Perfumery,
Odor Cases,

6

Backache or Lame Back.
Rheumatism or Lame Joints.

St.
509 Congress_fodtf

Duster^

Capcine
^HeJ3estJ<nownJJemed£for

<fcC.

or

a

The Boston

Table

Photograph Albi>ms.
Velvet and Pln-h Frames,
Work Boxes,
Fine Scissors and Shears,
Work Ba-kets,
Fancy Boxes,
Glsss Clocks,
Jewe Cases,
Candle Slicks,

R. STANLEY & SON,
«od3w

Clark Street.

0l{

FOR LADIES AND MISSES.
G°°.l,

of nil

221 MIDDLE, Comer TEMPLE STREET.

6§

FOR THE

maybe found in

We submit the following list of articles which
stoch in first class reliable goods:

For Ladies

Acme Club, I <3

Wm. P-

494

our

goods carefully
desired. Plemy of

Wholesale and Retail.

Uer>al:1ng and Tuning done in the best

492

FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS!

1 lie above comprises bui an imperfect list ol our elegant stock.
and sell them at reasonaWe aim to beep first * lass, reliable goo<»s,
Panics wh<» r< »d the above list may aid themselves in
ble wrie s.
much de-ire to have
d-riding what to give for presents. We very
and can assuie them
neonle from all pui l» of the Stale visit onr store,
our stock.
All
t«at they will not be disappointed on examining
packed and promptly sent lo depot or any place

Duplex, Oxford
and Harraid Burners.

or

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT,

Opera Glasses,

Tq.Th&Sgw

—~Ay i>—

English

Instalments

Toilet
Quilts, prices
from $3.50 to $10.00.

& 235 Middle Sts.,

POR.Tr.AKrr), MB.

5SS7’

ENGRAVINGS

C. E. JOSE & CO.

Congress,

J oauese Dolls,
Ncjro Dolls
Dolls’ Heads.
Dn Is’ Bodies.
Dolls’ Sh«>es.
TV>1 s' Hosierv
n dls’

JVo.

guarantee

we

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
"Wholesale & Retail Grocers,

French 1 lolls,
German Dolls,
American Dolis,
Chinese I). lls,

Pottery

yfLU.

New Designs in fine White

name

_

®<“KI

Fitted complete with the

on

began using vvarner s aaie
ing my back. Jn duBe
Kinney ani Liver Cure and the pain has left me and
I now feel as well as ever.

from 61-4 cts. to $2.50 each.

diuitt

Open Every Evening.

novlO

Portland, Me., July 7,1881.
WARNER & CO.:—
Gentlemen—Last January T fell on the ice. injur-

H. H.

—many of

PREBLE HOUSE.

OPP,

Limoges,
Lougwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines,
Sitsnma, Kioto, &e.

Sell

TOWELS

10 Salem SI.

Thousands of equally strong endorsements

We also hare In sloek a large assortment of Foreign and Domestic Preserves,
briiits in Syrup,
James, Jellies and Marmaldes Brandy bruits of all kinds, Parry’s
and Domestic Dates, RichAlgliieri and Hue kin’s Soup, New Comb Honey, Foreign
lburber’scelebrated
ardsoii and Rm.bins’ Canned Fruits, Meats, (lamsand Pouitry.
of Foreign and Domestic
canned Fi nils and V*get»bles, Italian Maccaroni. all kinds
Cheese and a full line «t Crusse & Blackwell's Condiments
we always
The above, comprises but a small list of the choice table delicacies
keep in stock.
For a complete list with prices send for Catalogue.

TO

480 CONGRESS

e

From

Fruit

&

The

ibly carry

20

Per caii*
50 and 85
Richardson & Robbins Plum Pudding,.30,
...
(5 lb palls,)
Meat,
Prepared Mime
“
•*
(in bulk ptr lb,).
Shaker Apple Sauce. (5 lb pails,/.22
Sweet Cider J<lly, (6 lb pails,)..

ANYWAY,

Ocntrei.

(,R t\l>.

H H. WARNER & Co., Gentlemen—About two
y-ars aao I sprained n.y back, and since that ime
1 took
have suffered n.u> h pam from my kidneys
Waller's S.fe Kidney and Liver Cure and the very
first b ttle relieved me. 1 consider it an excellent
medicine and honestly recommend it for all diseases
of the urinary organs.

Lunch,
Dessert,

20

Almond F.g Candy

and
Are made only by manufacturers of acknowledged reputation
them absolutely pure.

*ecbief“na
FUsTAALLY
«sr'
Wyer Greene & Co.’s
GO

TABLE LA1PS

oelO

Cbeekermints.

20

2

ELEGANT

For Salo

g
g

20

If you want

tuthsat&wtf

With brantful

^*er

lb.

S

sets’.

If you want
CHILDREN’** S P K I N G

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

declfi

210 Oxford SI.

Portland, Me., July 27,1881.

—

ALSO

V^cbocolatoCreams .|§

Hand

If yon want the DONGOLA Boots,
Go to WYER Gf EENE dr Co.’s.

E3Ch BOOk

Franz’s Album of Soug.

Rhj

Boots, go to
Wyer Greene dr Co’s.

WYER GREENE & CO.’S.

Brightest music.

2

If

-of-

Gems of Strauss.
Rflp.t

you want Ladies’ Cloth Top

-GO

Song.

& Co.’s.

Wyer Greene

BOOTS,

Norway Music Album,
68 Sotgs.

jordansheied

of those
With our usual custom, we have put in a large variety
success of last
immense
Our
us.
sold
only by
famous French Candies
the variety, and besides the
season has induced us to gieaily increase
added various new and
have
we
in
this
list,
a soriment conlained
attractive styles made, especially for our Christmas trade.

Fine

Wyer Greene & Co.’s.

/

^er ^
Princess Paper Shell Almonds. 36

cleel 3

SLIPPERS!
SLIPPERS!
Boots,

Mechanics’

rior quality.

TRAY CLOTHS.

OAKTDIBS.

If you want Gents’ Cloth Top

ASSEMBLY.

Portland, Me., July 17,1881.
WARNER & Co Gentlemen—Wy wife was
seriously afll cted with ktduey disease and her back
using
pained her very much, when she commenced
Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure and from the
first it helped her. The pain cea.ed. Her water
assumed its natural color and now she is well. I
cannot i' o highly recommend Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.

—AND—

Shellback Walnuts. 10c per ut.
EnnTsh Walnuts.Io
..1Be«"ra>.

SLIPPERS!

GILBERT’S

SIXTH

'it"
*«

KTUTS.

.15

Per

the facts

nor can

H. H.

No.

auouymoos letters and commuti
and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication bnt as a guaranty of good faith.
We do not road

cations.

Every

In order that the public may fuily realize
genuineness of the statements, as well
as the power and value of the article of
which they speak, we publish herewith the
facsimile signatures of parties whose sincerity is beyond question. The truth of these
testimonials is absolute,
they announce be ignored.
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Commenced Monday Ere., Dec. 1®.
■WALTZING A- SPECIALTY.
Teims for Twelve lessons: Gentlemen $6 00; La-
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MESSINA LEMONS

FLORIDA ORANGES,
JAMAICA ORANGES,
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seams,

STORER BROS’ BUILDING, MIDDLE St
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MASK

Our Candies
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Jan.

Florence and Plan.
and lhe 'rat>«lil»u Shore.
Dl«.*s Hill to Dll. Olivet.
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FRUITS.

GrREEPJ

French M^ed

Xh-rougli Austria and Hungary.
UO,

—

BELGI11

Almonds****.

LADIES

Opening!

THE

NOVELTIES IN

Boxes.
Wiesbaden Crystnllixed Assort d Fruits, 1 lb. “
•<
then le«.
“
“
««
Situffe.* Prose.,
..
C’anton Stem Ois,er, Crjst.liixed, 1 lb. Boxes,
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f
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Boxes,

Whole

...

Dir fH*fc. ('4RDELLO.
late of Cardello an V*ctoieM, in his graceful and
the
Horizontal Bar introducing
feats
on
artistic
never attempted by
m ny new and difficult teats,
er
mist.
a<»v otl
Gyn
The talemeo Ethiopian Corn 'dian,
til. W. C. TURNER,
will appear in a r« und of Kbony Kccentaioities
cha
acterizatior.s
and xmusing Ethiopian
A b illiatit and nt ra five programme.—A complete ndefficie t orchestra uudpr the leadership of
th® accomplished virtuoso, Mr.CHAS. D’E^TKLLE.
dee 13
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VALENCIA ORANGES.

The famous Gymnast,

Sicily

and

Half

Quarter,

Raisins in

we have
made special purchases for
our Linen Department.
Among some of the articles to which we desire to
call especial attention are
the Fine Satin and Heavy
Double Damasks, both in
cloths and by the yard,
with Doylies and Napkins
to match.
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THE MAINE STATE PRESS

TRUTH ATTESTED.
LINEN GOODS Some Important Statements of
Well-Known People Wholly
! To
the demand of the

Recent Publications.

PRESS.

THE

d&*ly40

growing sentiment in
by jury should be susThe strongest Irishman,
will not deny that in a
hand-to-hand trial of strength they are likely to be defeated. The question therefore
arises whether the happiness of Ireland—
the only true object—can not be attained
by other means than those now favored by
the leaders of the Irish people.
unwise, there is a
England that trial
pended in Ireland.
on the other hand,

Federal coupon

250,

are

$537,532,discovers by getting

bonds, in

held, the census

all

returns from coupons turned in to bankers
for collection, three-fifths at home and two-

fifths abroad. Of those held in this c ountry,
$3 out of every $5 are presented for collection at New York city, so that holders in
and about the metropolis and foreign owners have about three-fourths of the coupon
bonds. One-twelfth of the bonds are held in
Boston and 3.0 per cent, in or near Philadelphia. This showing is a widely different
one from that made on the registered bonds.
In amount New York was found to hold a
a third, Massachusetts 0.9 per cent., Pennsylvania 0.23 per cent., the rest of the States
having much smaller amounts; while corpo
rations owned one-third of the whole.
In introducing Rev. Mr. Havgood to his
Boston audience, Governor Long said that
two things have made this the epochal year
since the war—the Atlanta exposition and
the Virginia election. Of the latter the govI know little of the intricacies
ernor said:
that led to it, as I know little of the Cochituate in which my dinner is cooked; but in
my judgment it marks another point when
the south, forever fhbbing out the color line
in citzenship, declares that there shall be

character, ability
and manhood, and puts itself side by side
with the North in throwing open to all alike

but one caste—the caste of

the

opportunities

maKlIlg

LUO

of advancement and in

LUUlUiUUWOBlkU

UlXC

CUUIIUUU

weal.
_

The Boston Traveller believes the general
judgment upon Mr. Blaine’s brief administration of our foreign affairs is that it has
been sagacious, spirited and thoroughly patriotlc; that, as in all other positions of responsibility In which he has been placed, so
in this, too, he has acquitted himself with
high credit.
A Southern opinion worth noting is that
of the Vicksburg Herald saying that “the
__

message of the so-called Stalwart President
is the most conservative State paper put
forth in thirty years. With one or two trifling exceptions, it could readily pass for the
message of a Democratic President.”
Mu. Pendleton’s speech in the Senate
is believed to be the first step in the scheme
to make him the Democratic candidate in
1884, with the expectation of electing him
He is
on a “better civil service” platform.
said to believe that Tilden will stand no
show against him in the Convention.
Gen. Gartrell of Georgia, who is a
great admirer of Senator Mahone, proposeg
to be an independent candidate for Govern
or of Georgia, next Fall, and feels confident
of success__
The Postmaster-General aunounces that
nothing will be done in most of the pending
applications for post offices until after the
holidays, as the President is too much en-

gaged.

'_

It lias been said that Senator Windom

is

going to support Senator Pendleton’s Civil
Service bill, and also his resolution allowing
the Cabinet to come on the floor of Congress.

The Five Great Monarchies of tbe Ancient
Eastern World. By George Kawlinson, M. A.
Camden Professor of Ancient History in Oxford University, &c. (New York: Dodd &

Mead; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
This

reprint

of Professor Kawlinson’s

re-

markably fall and authoritative work upon ancient civilizations is among the noteworthy
publications of the year. It is to tbe east that
the world, on its westward way, looks back for
the beginnings of human history, speech and
arts.

begins

All life arises where the sun

his

course; and spreads, a broadening light, over
the earth. Discoveries and researches have,
daring the past few years, very greatly enlarged
and stimulated popular interest in the cbronl.
cles of tbe ancient peoples; while each newly
found inscription, or buried treasure brought
to light, has supported with its comparative
testimony the theories of the savants. Cuneiform writing, and mysterious drawing upon
obelisks and tablets are not at all limited in
interest to tbe austere studies of the antiquarf.
but are—when translated for oor underdirect and full of life,
even of the beginnings of poetry.
Professor Kawlinson treats his subject delightfully; be is not over-rapid in his deducin,

standing—singularly

tions nor too eager to accept the very latest
theories not proven; while founding his work
entirely upon the conclusions of the best learn'
ing of the age, he tils the volumes with freshThe illustrations, in which
ness and interest.
the work abounds, show the state of art, the
household utensils, architecture, picture-writing and letters of the five ancient monarchies
of Chaldsea, Assyria, Babylon, Media and Persia. The completeness of this work is a matter for wonder, so thoroughly does it record all
that is known concerning the religions, the geography, arts and daily life of the early king
the
The ebaDters upon
doms.
History
and Chronology of Chaldma and Assyria have
hAAn iid(IAil since the first

nublication

of

this

work, and follow the researches made by the
author’s brother, Sir Henry Rawllnson, with
his assistant, Mr. George Smith of the British
Musenm.
Seven Voices of

Sympathy.

From tbe Writ-

ings of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Edited
by Charlotte Fiske Bates. (Boston: Hough'
ton, Mifflin Sc Co.; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon). The world-wide friendliness and
fame that hold tbe name of Longfellow attest
how swiftly and surely his sonss go to the
heart of the people. He has, in peculiar measure, the poet's aichemy that changes common
things into the liquid gold of verse. Hence it
is no wuuder that a volume of extracts, each
fitted for comfort of some human trouble, can
easily be selected from Mr. Longfellow's works.
The idea of this collection of poems was suggested by tbe late Mr. James T. Fields, whose
of literary wants
remarkable. It is one of the choicest of
gifts for those—and they are many—to whom
the gladness of tbe Christmas-time is shadowed

sympathetic understanding
was

with sorrow.

By Charles Dudley
American Men of Letters Series.
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Sc Co.; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.) Mr. Warner’s biography of Irving is a delightful one. It is
Washington Irving.

Warner.

vigorous, picturesque and touched with a genial grace that would surely have much commended it to his subject’s liking were he alive
to read the memorial. The literary period in
which Irving lived is set forth by Mr. Warner
with point and distinctness. When Washington Irving began to delight the public he stood
almost alone in our literature. He was, says
Mr. Warner, our only man of letters who had
reputation beyond seas. When he returned
from Europe in 1832, he found a far different
The group of writers that instate of things.
cluded Whittier, Longfellow, Bryant, awaited
him to join their number. Soon arose a periJ

.i_al_

_Vl.k

AT

Jnin.!V.u

_

with effective humor. Next arose in bis might
the humorous writer, the Funny Man, "whose
existence,” says the biographer, “is justified
by the excellent service he performed in clearing the tearful atmosphere.” He refers to the
sentimental era of our letters in order te give
his testimony against the opinion held by many, that Irving’s tender and meditative manof
ner set the fashion for the gashing crowd
writers, who missed—Mr. Warner observes—
“his corrective humor as completely as they
failed to catch his literary art.” The care
with which the literary period is described,
with its early influences and its later outcome,
is an excellent preparation to the following

chapters of

more

strictly biographical

matter.

Mr. Warner’s characterization of Irving is as
just as it is charming. It is more than a mere
literary balancing of his art and fame; it is a
sympathetic, subtle and brilliant summing-up
of the traits that won for Washington Irving
the instant and lasting approval of two continents, not the least among these the tender,
luminous vagueness that fills his work with a

charmed atmosphere.
James T. Fields. Biographical Notes and
Personal Sketches. (Boston: Houghton, Mil
flin & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon).
It was particularly fitting that a memorial volume should be prepared, giving the details of
the life of Mr. Fields; a life so intimately connected with literature that it seems fairly to
belong to the public whose taste he served and
helped to form for bo many years. Numberless are the pleasant memories of him, and the

anecdotes which are told concerning his kindHe met many distinness to literary folk.
guished people, and took great delight in their
sooiety; while pleasant testimonies remain, in
social notes and in verse, of their regard for
him. He had a positive genius as a publisher;
when a boy, serving in the bookstore of Carter
and Hendee, he could tell by intuition, to the

great amusement of the other clerks, what
book an incoming customer would ask for, and
was not often wrong in his
judgment. TMs
subtle sense of the relation of people and
books of course was meet beneficial to him in
his later career as a publisher. Letters to and

from Mr. Fields, and witty notes concerning
the adventures ot bis lecture tours, make up a
large part of this memorial volume, which is a
characteristic remembrauce of him rather than
a formal biography; and which must recall
him vividly to the many friends
his personal acquaintance.

History of Spain.

(Boston:

D.

Lothrop

Fogg & Donham).

who

enjoyed

By James A. Harrison.
& Co.; Portland: Hoyt,
An excellent history of

Spain, carefully arranged after the beat authorities, and so compactly and clearly written
that it should at once become a popular work.
The brilliant and exquisite art of the Moors
and the terrible power of their conquerors; the
continual agitations of Spain, and its wild and

romantic beauty of landscape, are apt material
for hiBtory or fiction. Mr. Harrison deserves
credit for his avoidance of usoless rhetoric
while conveying much of the charm and spirit
of old

Spain.

Happy Boy. By Bjdrnstjerne Bjbrnson.
Translated by Rasmus B. Andersen (Boston:
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Loring,
A

These
translations of
stories deserve for their fidelity
and freshness the preference of the novelist,
who has authorized Mr. Andersen as his translator. The Happy Boy is one of the moet
charming of these stories: its extreme simplicity, like that of a healthy child; its curious

Harmon).

Short &

Bjornson’s

idyllic quality, as distinctly northern as icefields or pine forests; an i its entirely foreign
rendering of things common to life everywhere
—set this story, with others of its author, apart
from tbs rank and file of fiction.
a Lady. By Henry James,
(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). During it*
process of publication in recent numbers of the
Atlantic Magazine, this novel will b *ve been

The Portrait of

Jr.

much read and discussed that its appearance
in book form needs little more than a mention.
The impression left upon the reader's mind is
ot incomplete outline, little general design,
so

over-nice touching and re-touching of details,
and a tone that does not harmonize with or
please the spirit of our society. It is not difficult to imagine a professed writer of “interna-

tional” fiction

as

a
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GUITEAU’S TRIAL.

M ETMOKOLOOIOa L.

The Prisoner’s Divorced Wife Testifies to His Sanity.
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Omen, Washington, D. 0..
Dec. 17. 1 A.M.
,

SEVERAL

THE

For New England,
Warmer and fair weather .southwesterly winds
and lowei pressure.

EXPERTS

DO

SAME.

Guiteau Continues His Insults to the

[special bulletin.]
Unusually fair weather has provailed during

Witnesses.

the day east of the Rocky Moumairs. It is 20
degrees above mean for the month in Minnesota and Iowa, and SOdgrees above the mean in
Dakota, where a warm wave extending to the
South and East is now central.
Fair weather is indicated for the Middle and
South Atlantic and Gulf StateB, Tennessee and
Ohio valley for to-day and Sunday.

Washington, Dec. 16.
usual, was densely crowd

The court room, as
ed to-day. The prosecuting attorney was a little late and Guiteau improved the opportunity
Looking over to
to make one of his speeches.
the vacant seat he said, with a chuckle, "I unis sick this
Reynolds
derstand that General
morniug. I wonder if Corkhill is. 1 guess
they got more thau they wanted yesterday. It’s
about time for Corkhill to get sick aud stay

ISmPH.

11Y

MEDICAL

ok.”
George D. Barnard, deputy clerk Jof the supreme court of Kings county, New York, took
8

MAINE.

the stand to prove the divorce of Annie J.
Guiteau ftom the prisoner. The witness presented the record of the court aud the orders
of the judge for his (witness’s) attendance here
this afternoon.
After lacking over the papers Scoville objected to their admission upou the ground that
they were not certified by the clerk of court as
required by act of Congress.
The court overruled the objection and admitThe.
ted the papers as originals in the case.
papers were read by the District Attorney and
divorce
of
absolute
the
set forth
upon
granting
tne ground of adultery, no defence having
been made by the defendant.
Scoville desired to note an exception to the
admission of the evidence.
Guiteau (with impatience)—“Oh what’s the
1 admit my maruse of quibbling over that?
riage aud my divorce. I don’t care for that.
I can get married agaiD outside of New York
State and for that matter in New York too.
Under a new law there if a man lives* strictly
virtuous life for six years after being divorced,
the courts will let him marry again.
Why, I
could get married in New York to-morrow if I
wanted to.”
General Reynolds was called.
Guiteau at once broke in, petulantly saying,
“I hope you will cat off General Reynolds aud
He has told
not waste any more time on him.

School House Burned.
Calais. Dec. 1(5.—The Primary school house
at Milliown, N. B., was burned to-day noon by
Loss $1200; insured
a stove too near the wall.
for $750.
Death of an Eastport Merchant.
Eabtpobt, Dec. 16.—Edward S. Paine, fora
long time member of the firm of Paiue Bros.,
died

to-day, aged

58.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Fire at Colebrook.
Colebbook, N. H., Dec. 16.—The horse
baru in connection with the Connecticut Lake
House in Pittsburgh, was burned this morning
with all its contents, four horses, harnesses,
carriages, sleighs. &c. The barn belonged to
the Connecticut River Lumber Co. and the
personal property to Smith Bros. Loss about
$2500; no insurance.

MASSACHUSETTS.

all ue Knows

The Ninth Massachusetts RegimentBoston, Dec. 16.—The report of the committee which has been investigating the charges of misconduct against the Ninth Massachusetts regiment during its recent trip to Yorktown will with the Adjutant Generals conclusions thereon be printed to-morrow morning.
Col. Strauchan in his report names twenty men
HIIOU1

UV.

UOO

V

ICCKW/U

V

w“

intoxication, disobedience of orders ungeutlemanly or unsoldierly
acts committed under tbe influence of liquors,
improper conduct such

as

He save however that a number of tbe
gravest charges made are wholly without foundation. Basing bis sction upon Col. Strachans
report, the Adjutant General issues the following special orders:
Ordered, That the members of the Ninth
Regiment. M. V. M., named in the annexed
report as guilty of improper conduct, be, and
they are hereby summarily discharged, the
interest of tbe service so demanding
Ordered, That the commanding officers shall
permit do volnntarv parade of the regiment or
any part thereof ontside its armories until tbe
spring drill in May or June next.
By order Comtnander-in-Chief.
A. Hus Beery, Adj'tGen.
etc.

WASHINGTON.
B. H- Brewster Nominated Attorney General.
Washington, Dec. 16.—The President sent
to
the
Senate to-day of Benjanomination
tbe
min Harris Biewster of Pennsylvania, to be
Attorney General of the Uuiled States. Also
Allred P. Howard to be bollector of customs at
Portsmouth, N. H. Mr. Brewster’s nomination
was referred in the Senate.
Relief for the Supreme Court.
The committee of the American Bar Association was in session this afternoon discussing
plans for the establishment of a jurisdiction
that will relieve the Supreme Court of a
Tbe Supreme Court
part of its business.
judges and Senate judiciary committee met
the bar association committee at a reception at
Mr. K. A. Merrick’s last night aud though it
was a social occasion the business iu hand was
informally discussed. The indications at present are that the committee will recommend
the creation of an intermediary court of api,.eiodin«inn

nf /Mistuin

of cases that now go into the Supreme
Court. The l- ipreme Court judges and Senate judiciary committee seem to favor this
plan but 'he details have not been arrauged.
1 he Charges Against ex-Secretary Sherclasses

man.

The sub-committee of the Senate committee
on appropriations to investigate the contingent
fund accounts and methods of the various d>
Col. K. J. Hinpart meets met this morning.
ton of the Washington Sunday Gazette, was
examined as to his knowledge of the truth or
falsity of the charges published in his paper
affecting the integrity of Secretary Sherman
and other Treasury department officials. He
lestiged he had no personal knowledge of the
truth of the charges, but from informatiou obtained from various sources he believed that
most of them could be substantiated though he
thought it not improbable tbat some of them
may be disproved. He suggested to tbe committee the names of several witnesses whose testibe useful for the purposes of the
mo y would

investigation.
Amos T. Bissell, formerly a Treasury department clerk and now a reporter of tbe Sunday
Gazette, gave testimony to the same purport as

Both these witnesses will be re
Col. Hinton.
called hereafter.
Cabinet Meeting.
Tbe Cabinet meeting this afternoon was at*
all
tended by
the members except Attorney*
General MacVeagh a ho was represented by
The session was
Solicitor-General Phillips.
short. Sectetary Blaine took official leave of
bis associates.
The Peru-Chili imbroglio was
discussed.
Nominations Confirmed.
The Senate in executive session confirmed
the following nominations of postmasters: S.
W. Kimball. Rockland; J. C. Spaulding,
Richmond; H. A. Willis, Thomaston.
Representative Robinson’s Bid for Noto*

iiety.
The following is the full text of the resolution which Representative Robinson of New
York has made several unsuccessful attempts
to introduce in the Hou-e:
Whereas, On tbe centennial anniversary of the
pulnrg down ot 'he fng'ish flag at Yurktown by

d his compatriots that English fl»g
was rch .isted and saluted without the autuority of
ssorcus
out, and
Congr
Whereas, At the very time when that salute was
flroo tta- hi glish gnverum m was trampling on the
last ve-tige ot free government by suspending the
writ oi AaAias corpus, suppressing public me. tings
and crowning tliei- jail- with hunurab.e gentlemen
unsecured 01 crime some of them Aroericau citizens ano otners th ch sen and honor d |repi eseut *tives in Parliament of their own pe -pie; therefore
Kt*olvt'l, That we extend our sympathies to those
patriots and members of Pailiumeut suffering irnprtroi ment under unheard of desi>otisiu.
Item ted 'J hat this H'Ure doea not approve of
the • lute g ven 10 me nag represeimug ids uu
hea-d of <>eBpoiUUD and that said sttlut* was uuiimilv, uucalled ior. u usual and was insulting to the
memorj of the brave men who a hundred >eais ago
pul lei it down aud hoped it nevei would be raised
again on American toil, in-ultmg to mi lious of our
fe low-citizens to whom and who.-e ancestors it was
ami is the emblem of tyranny, and i suiting to otbwere not saluted
er friendly powers a hose flags
thouga they deserved equal, if not superior, recognit on.
a. wired, That the Secretary of State is hereby directed to communicate to this House at he earliest
potoibie moment wh.iher mi» person or persons
e aiini> g u> be American ciliseus are now or r< ceut)y t ave been sufle iug impri onmeut in Bri ish
Jails mid if *> wbat crimes are al tged against them,
shat efl rts have beeu made to secure their speedy
trial or release with all cerresponuence relating to
the same.
Res Irtd, That the Secretary of State is hereby
also directe d 10 commuuicaie to the House o» pies
of sll correspondence with foreign governments
within the present year reLtive to the extradition
of a.ieged criminals, iu rein ion to the sacred right
of asymm in the e United States.
hat w hi e we at pre iate the womanly
It* strived,
sympathy «f \ ictorla in the sorrows of our departed
P e ident’s amily and can excuse her for not being
familiar wiih our written constitution yet her ministers r-huuld h«ve ku.»wn that the recepiion of any
pre^nl ot any kin*i whatever hy any peison holding office under the United States without the consent of Cougre>s would be a vio ation of our constitution ana an imamou oi the piivilcges of this
House.

Washington

»■

Reception to Speaker Keifer..
complimentary receptiou under the
auspices of the Ohio Republican Association
was given Speaker Keifer to-night at the Masonic Temple. Judge Lawrence delivered an
address of welcome to Speaker Keifer iu which
he extended to that gentleman the hearty congratulations of all its members for bis elevation to the position of Speaker of the House.
Speaker Keifer responded briefly, expressing
bis gratitude. Brief congratulatory speeches
were made by Gov. Foster, Senators Sherman,
Pendleton and Logan, ex-Speaker Randall,
Repreteu.stives Hiscock, RobesoD, Orth, Don-

.nA

ha

rlufnAla in tViu

Representatives.

TEMPERANCE CRUSADE.
All the Hotels In St. Albans Closed.
St. ALBAxa, Vt, Dec. 16.—As the result of
the temperance crusade all the hotels have
suspended business rather than close their bars
ana there Is now no other ,than private accom-

modations lor strangers.
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head or face or any of the
or symptoms of congenbrain. On the contrary lie
the
ital disease of
found from accurate measurement that the
prisoner’s bead w as symmetrical and exceedingly well-shaped. 'Witness found no external
evidence of any mental or physical ditetsc in
He considered him an eccentric
the prisoner.
of Die

prisoner’s

physical peculiarities

man.
1

Guiteau—Exceedingly eccentric when I am
abused. I've had to lake mo e abuse since
this trial begau than during my whole life befufe. I don’t take much stock in this bead
business (striking the table aud dashing his
eyes upon the witness ) You study up ou spiritualology ins'ead of crauiology aud you will
It is spirit that gets into the
learn something.
orain and behind it that actuates a man.
Witness was then ai-ked, "What is your
opinion upon the prisoner’s sanity?”
Answer—1 believe the man sane though eccentric and fully able to distinguish between
right and wrong and to realize the consequences.
Scoville noted an exception, and Guiteau
with the air of solemn seriousness added,
"And with all respect to this court aud jury
this kind of examination don’t amount to a
soap. Was my free agency destroyed, and that
is the question for this jury to decide. I swear
How is
that my moral agency was destroyed.
this prosecution goiug to prove that it was not?
and
all
of
it
that’s
aud
sharp
That is the short
there is in this ease.”
Pending the cross-examination of this witness the court adjourned until Monday.

SPORTING.

A

nell and others.
Mr. Blaine Invited to Deliver the Garfield Memorial Hospital.
The select committees of the Senate and
Honse appointed to arrange the obsequies of
the late President, met iu joint session ibis afternoon and decided to invite ex-Secretary
Blaine to deliver the eulogy iu the House oi

a

read from notes he bad taken on
the occasion of bin hist interview with Guiteau
He read "If
quoting the prisoner’s words
there is a Stalwart in the land I am he. Grant,
are the big
Cornell
aud
Gov.
Logan
Cockling,
guns among Stalwarts and I rank with them.
Guiteau retorted, “I never said I could rank
with them, but as a matter of fact I think I
can.” A number of newspaper slips which
witness read to the prisoner at this interview,
to show him what weie the sentiments of
Grant, Cockling and others in regard to his
(prisoner’s) crime mere then read by the DisGuiteau commented quite
trict Attorney.
freely as the reading progressed. When a letwas read in which the
Grant’s
of
Geueral
ter
writer speaking of Guiteau said "Mv sou tells
Guiteau became very anme be is a deadbeat
gry aud shouted “This is what Fred Grant
nice
He's
a
pill, iu’t he? hanging round
says.
bis father. I should say he's a bigger dead
beat than I am.”
Auotber passage was read which spoke of
Gaiteau’s crime as a "Mostaudacious act.”
Guiteau interrupted “Aud so it was to enter
that depot end shoot down the President of
the United StateB, surrounded as he was by all
his friends. I have wondered at it a good
mauy limes how I ever did it. 1 thought to
myself this morning I would not undertake it
again fora million dollars, but I was iu such a
deperate state of mind I could not resist. I
was impelled upon the President by pressure I
could not resist.”
Elleu C. Grant was called and Guiteau at
once shouted, "Mrs. Grant is the lady I boarded with prior to the 1st of July. She is a aery
I trust 1 shall
tine lady and I owe her $47.
pay you soon, Mrs. Grant. Soon at these fellows holding fat offices shall respond to my
call.
(Striking the tablejexcitedly ) I made
them aud if they don’t soon contribute I shall
call out their names in meeting.”
Witness—During forty-one days that the
prisoner boarded at my home I noticed nothing to indicate insanity nor anything peculiar
from other people.
Mr. Scoville questioned the .wituess closely,
asking her how many times and upon what
occasions she had conversed with the prisoner.
Guiteau became impatient and turning angrily towards Scoville shouted in bis face,
"You are a consummate jackass in cros—examYou don’t know when you have said
ination.
enough or when you have got through with
You’ve no business on the
your witness.
case, anyhow. You are compromising the case
all the way through.”
Mrs. Anna J. Dunmcre (Guiteau’s divorced
wife) was then called. There was a commotion in the audience and several ladies arose 10
Guiteau moved uneasileave the court room.
ly upon his seat aud looking angrily tow rd
lhejaudience cried oui, “There wou’t be any
smut on this examination. Ladies need not go
out. They have uo business to put this woman
wauts to stir up
on the stand uuleas Corkhill
tilth. I say it’s a blank outrage on decency
for Corkhill to drag this lady iu here aud have
her character ripped up, as it will be. Corkbill ought to be ashamed of himself. He’s'worse
I appeal to the court to inthan au old hog.
infamous action of C rkhill.
tercept ^this
I made
Arthur ought to kick him out.
Arthur President and I have the right to demand he shall put some reputable lawyer iu
the place of this infamous Corkhill.”
Very much to the surprise of every one, but
two or three question were asked the witness.
Her statement iu reply to the last question, “I
never saw any signs of insanity in the prisoner
while I lived with him as his wife,” elosed tho
examination by the prosecution.
Guitean, with a sigh of relief, said to Corkhill. “Thank you, Mr. Corkhill, lor the sake
of her children. This is the most decent thing
yon have done on this trial. I expect, however, Judge Porter aud Mr. Davidge insisted
on it, and they are both supposed to be decent
men.” Then turning impatiently to Scoville,
“Now cut this short and let’s have something
else.”
The cross-examination of this witness was
somewhat tedious and wholly fruitless. Guiteau
continually protesicd against it and
aoused Scoville roundly for hiB lack of sense
and stupidity. Finally Scoville desisted and
wituess was permitted to depart. As she left
thesiaud Guiteau shouted after her, “1 have
not seen this lady for eight years. As far as I
and I
know she is a high toned Christian la<
I wish her well in
have nothing against her
whatever station she may be.
Kecets.
After recess Dr James B. LoriDg, of Washington, physician in charge of the eye and ear
iulirmatory, testified that he made an examination of Gniteau’s eyes soon atter his arrest
aud did not hud indications of any disease of
the brain.
Dr. A. McLane Hamilton, of New York, had
made diseases of the mind and nervous diseases a special
study for the past nine years.
Wituess made examinations of prisoner at the
jail and had also closely scrutinized him
the 28th of November. He
in court since

Vr, Curtis "on c ivil 8ervlce Reform.
Buffalo, Dec. 13.- George William Curtis
lectuied here to-uight on civil service reform
He welcomed
before an immense audieuce.
Presided Arthur into the reform ranks and
trusted to see him carry out tbe declarations of
his inaugural message.
Failures for the Week.
New York, Dec. 16 —Dud, Wiman & Co.,
report failures for the last seven days throughout the country 155, somewhat less than last
week, but still far above the average of tbe
last year. Twenty were in Eastern States.

..U.ll

ana

Attorney.”
Reynolds

LNEW YORK.

_U1.

aoout uiis case

more.”
Scoville cross examined the witness and severely criticised his course in showing letiers
which the prisoner had given him for publication. Guiteau frequently interrupted, contradicted and insulted the witness. At one time
be shouted out, “I would have been bung a
hundred times last July but for the national
troops and all through your lying and Corkhill’s. I’m going to get even with both of you,
too.”
The witness explained that when he visited
Guiteau his trial had not been arranged. Garheld was still living and the witness bad no
thought o< being subpoenaed as a witness.
“Ton lie,” shouted Guiteau; “you mine to
my cell as a spy in the employ of the District

Boss’ Ultimatum to Hanlan.
St. John, N. B., Dec. 17.-The following
telegram was received last night by Well ice
Ross from Hanlan's representative at Toronto:
"Do you insist upon Hanlan’s rowing you before
he meets Boy i? Do you propose to go to England
within the next few months?
Ross

telegraphed:

he doses his match with Boyd,
do one or two things, elih.r name a day In
with
>
row
me.
t
put b g up live hundred dolJune
1 ,rs forfeit at once, or 1 will row him for. 00 pounds
the
aud
Sportsman challenge cup on the
a-ide
Thames the first week in May.

“Hanlan, before

must

CanMark Twain Refused a Copyright in
ada.
of Mark
Ottawa, Dec. 10.—The application
book
Twain for a Canadian copyright of new
has been refused. The claim for a copyr ght
visClemens
Mr.
of
was made on the strength
it and domicile for two weeks tu Montreal.
a
The authorities decide such residence is not

legal

domicile.

two
A fire at Newark yesterday destroyed
coal yard.
hat factories, five dwellings and a
are
hundred men
Three
Loss 8135,000.
thrown out.

SENATE.
Washington, Dec. 10
On motion of Mr. Allison, by unanimous
consent, tbe President pro tem. was authorized
to fill vacancies by recent changes in committee membership and other like vacancies previously existing.
Mr. Hoar’s resolution for the appointment of
a special committee on the subject of the rights
of women was taken up and Mr. Vest spoke in

opposition.

At tho conclusion of his remarks a discussion
ensued between Messrs. Hoar, Morrill and Bayard, aud a motion by the latter, to refer the
wl o e matier to the Judiciary Committee, was
under consideration at the expiration of the
morning hour.
Mr. Hill, of Colorado, at his request, was relieved iroiu service ou the Committee of Civil
Service and Retrenchment.
The following assignments in rearrangement
of committees were announced by the chair:—
Mr. Wiudomis substituted tor Mr. Edmunds
committee ou foreign afas chairman of the
fairs, aud takes the place Mr. Aldrich on the
also assigued to the
same committee; he is
committee on patents and education and labor
to fill vacancies, and to committee on transportation routes to the seaboard iu place of Mr.
Blair. Mr. Harrisou succeeds Mr. Logan ou
the Indian alfairs aud Mr. Sawyer ou territorties. Mr. Aldrich takes the place of Mr. Hawley on the District of Columbia. Mr. Sewall
is assigued to the chairmanship of enrolled
hills iu place of Mr. Rollins; Mr. Sawyer to
the select commiitte ou census in place of Mr.
Cameron of Wisconsin; Mr. Miller, of N-w
York, to epidemic diseases in place of Mr.
Miller, of California: Mr Hill, of Comrade,
to select committee ou Nicaragua claims iu
place of Mr. Hawley; Mr. Dawes to civil service and retrenchment iu place of Mr. Hill, of
Colorado: Mr. Sauuders to select committee ou
civil service iu place of Mr. Rollins; Mr. Van
Wick to pensions to fill a vacancy.
Mr. Voorhees’ resolution, referring to the
fiuauce commiitte the pans of the President’s
message relating to the repeal of the laws authorizing sliver coinage aud issue of silver certificates, was taken up aud that Senator addressed the Senate in its advocacy. The resolution w as agreed to.
The Senate, at 2 15, went into executive session, aud at 2.25 adjourned till Monday.
HOUSE.
The following were appointed a special committee ou expenses attending the illness and

1-1.1

..t

D.„ni.,An»

/ia.fleaial*_Mxxworo

T'wL .w

Prend, Cox of New York, Joyce, Leievre Belford, Blackburn, Page, Springer, O’Neil and
Shellv.
A resolution was adopted for a holiday recess
from Doc. 21st to Jan. 5th.
Mr. Robinson, of New York, rose to question of privilege. He staled that be had a resolution which he desired to offer. During the
recess of Congress an officer of the Governmeut, connected with the Stale Department,
had usurped the privilege of the House.
The Speaker—The gentleman has already
declared that he desires to proceed to business.
After further colloquy Mr. Robinson stated
that the Speakor would bear from him again.
The call of States was proceeded with and
several bills introduced and referred.
A bill was introduced by M.r. Chalmers, of
Mississippi, to pay the public debt and stop
the manufacture of money by corporations.
The provisions of the bill are quite lengthy.
Section t provides for the issue of S350,000,000 of United States treasury notes, which
shall have the same legal tender qualities as
are now given to national bank notes.
Section 2 provides that any bauk, national,
State or priva'e, shall be relieved from tax on
its deposits and from stamp tax on its check
whenever it will exchange with the United
Slates Treasury all the national bauk notes it
may have on band at the time, and enter into
a contract to make
monthly exchanges with
the Treasury of all the natioual bauk notes it
may receive for the Treasury uotes hereby issued. The natioual bauk which shall make
such exchange shall be relieved from tax. tion
on
circulation and in-iy hold ilie Treasury
notes herein described as its reserve fund.
Sect'ou 3 i-rovides that whenever one thousand dollars or more of national bauk notes
have been received into the United States
Treasury in any manner except by voluntary
surrender of the bauk issuing the same, the
United States Treasurer shall demand payThe
ment therefor from such natioual bauk.
said bank cha.ll have the option to redeem its
or
in
Unitnotes, either in legal tender money
ed States bonds, and if any bank shall fail to
redeem its notes on demaud the Treasurer shall
proceed to ell the United States bonds deposited by such bauk and pay for said notes, and
all national bauk uotes, when redeemed or
voluntarily surrendered, shall be canceled and
bauk uotes shall be issued
no more national
after the passage of this act; but wheuever
notes are cancelled which
national
bauk
any
were not purchased by the Treasury notes provided for an amount of these Treasury notes
equal totlie bank notes thus cancelled shall be
placed in the Treasury to be paid out as other
muds.
Section 4 provides that whenever any natioual bauk shall redeem its notes in United
Stales bonds such bonds shall be cancelled, and
whenever it shall redeem its uotes in legal leu-

Fresh Beef Market.
Corrected for the Pbess dally by Wheeler, Swift
A Co., Commission Merchants in Chloago Dretsed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
'Hinds. 7%@U
Sides. 0%@9
Fores.6%@7 iBatlbs. 6 fa 0
Rounds. 0
Hacks.0
@ 7
@8

toot Peru against any other nation. The company iB to p»y Chili indemnity for the war expense?. A prospectus of the company is printed this mnruiug. The scheme is a gigantic
one, involving many millious of dollars, and
the circulars are signed by J. R. Shipherd, attorney of this city.

Rump

POBTLAND Dec. 16.
The following quotation- of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial street:
Chicago.-Wheat-- --Corn-—Oats—
Jan.
Jau. May.
Feb.
Time. Jan.
9.30. .127% 128% 01% 00%
44%
9.60.127% 128 Vs 01V* 06%
44%
128% 01% 00%
10.81 .128
44%
11.30 1 27% 128 Vs 61 Vs 60%
44%
01 Vs 66%
12.80.127% 128
44%
61% 60%
1.02..1V7% 128
44%
01
66%
127%
...126%
Call.

The New York and New Haven Schemes
—Toledo, Delphoa and Burlington—English Land purchases.
New York, Deo. 10.—Wall street reports
state that tl e survey of the Vanderbilt road
from New York to New Haven is being pushed with all speed. Land has been bought, options on farms obtained and everything is being done »s if the intention was to build at
The New York, New Haven and Hartonce.
ford Company has a proposition to lease the
road not only from the New York and New
Englaud Company hut from the Vanderbilt inteterests, and it is said from the promoters of
proposed parallel road.
The holders of Jersey Central income bonds
have decided not to oppose the taking of the
road out of the hands of the receiver next
month, but will endeavor to obtain paymeutof
interest for 1880 to 1881.
There wsb a very light demand yesterday for
American stocks aud bonds.
The r-port that Mr. Gould has bought control of the Toledo, Delphos aud Burlington
road is officially denied by President Corso.
Platis are nearly perfected by Euglish land
companies for the purchase of large -tracts on
the line of the Atlantic aud Pacific aud other
Western roads.
The Lake Shore report to the State Enginearnings of $18,eer yesterday showed gross
073,435; expenses for transportation, $11,145,from
income
less
assets, $239,836;
iuterest
501;

Daily Domestic Keeeipu.
to Ir
By water conveyance—USX) bush Cornneal
W. True* Co.
__

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamsb p Sardinian—40,
4i2 bush corn, 16,300 do wh. at 6 00 do peas,
387 08 lbs cheese, 3I”,720 do butter, 230,064 do
bacon, 17,362 do potash. 4u0,OO«. do lard 80 cases
375
meat, 69 packages poultry, ol cases leather,
sacks flour, lz3 bbls ore, 271 bbls apples, 900 lbs
iron.

LIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Domin'on—25.-

000 bush corn, 13,200 d wheat, 9000 do peas, 33
bbls pork, 76 do potash, 40 do extract. 0 do apples,
134,640 lbs, buiter. 248,90 < do cne"se, 2 0,100
do laril, 20.00 do oatmeal: 25o bags flour, 11 tes
pig guts. 02 packages poultry, 4 cases bools aud
shoes, 8 organs.
■

Foreign Imporia.
TURKS ISLAD. Brig Addle Hale—13,122 bush
A
Dana
to
salt
Co._
Drx tiooda Wholraale Market,
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected dally by Storer Bros. A Co., Dry Goode,

rentals, $280,342; dividends, $3,957,320.

What Mr. Blaine is not Going to Do.
New York, Dec. 16.—A Washington despatch states that Mr. Blaine says that he expects to retire from the State Department uext
Monday. He also says that he was going to
do none of ttie various tilings which the newspapers had recently said lie proposed doing.
H„ was not eo-iie to take a Southern trio. He
to exhibit himself at Atlanta.
was not goiug
He was not going to accept the presidency of a
not goiug to reside in New
was
He
railroad
York. He was not going «o be a candidate for
Governor of Maine. He was not goiug to tbe
Court ofvSt. James, but lie is simply going to
live in Washington this winter.

Woolens and Fancy Goods. 144 to 162 Middle stieet:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
Heavy 36 in. 7%@ 8% Flue 7-4.14@17
Vied. 30 in. 6%@ 7%iFiue8-I.18@22
I Fine 9-4.22 @20
Light 36 in. 6 @ 6
'Fine 10-4...,27%@32%
Fibe 40in. 7%@ 9
BLEACHED COTTONS.
Flue 6-4.16
@20
Best 36 in. .11%@13
Fine 7-4.19
Med. 36 in.. 8
@23
@11
,ight3Hln.. 0 @ 7% Fine 8-4.21 @26
S ine 9-4.26
@30
Sine 42 in.. 10
@14
Fine 10-4 ,.27%@32%
Fine 6-4.... 11
@17
TICKINGS, BTC.

Francisco, Garcia and Calderon has
that it I find
given me instruction iu substance
is supfirst that such provisional government
influence of
ported by weight of character and
to
the Peru; si coud, that it is eudeavoriug
with a view
restore const,tutioual government
with
Chiand
order
negotiation
both to iuterual
li for peuflB then I am to recognize it as a proviBehoving from the evisional goverumout.
dence 1 can obtain that each ol these hypothetical propositions is sufficiently established,
ss
iu the affirmative I therefore formally expn
such recognition on the part of the governthe
Please
accept
ment of the United States.
wi h
assurance of high regard and esteem
which 1 have the honor to subscribe myself,
I. P. Christiancy.
etc
An Extraordinary Scheme.
desNew York, Deo 16.—A Washington
Chilian minpatch states that Senor Martinez,
note to Secreister, bus sent a memorandum
h claims that his G»~tary Blaine, iu which
demand from
to
erumeut (Chili) has the right
Chili win
Peru terriiorial accession, and that
10 *
insist upon that c. urse. Martiuez refeis
the
United
in
formed
company which has been
banand
of
Cochet
claims
States to press the
net
dreau (Frenchmen) to $1,200,000.00 aga
tnat Peru is to acknowledge this claim,
■

Peru;

aive certain guano deposits, saltpetre territory,
States is to pro
et§., and in return the United

Financial and cummercial
Portland Dully Wholesale market.
Portland. Deo. 18.
The Flour market is rather quiet, but prices are
firm at unchanged quotations. Corn and Oats remain tbe same. Pork and Lard are dull with a very
tigut trade. Sugars are quiet, but firmer.
ox .tluie

neutral.

PobClaud, Dec. 16.
■'or Port and, oars 28 miscellaneous mercnandJse,
(or oonneoting roads 75 oars miscellaneous moronandtse.

At Mataasas Oth inst, barque Ocean Pearl. Hen
ley, from Philadelphia, disg; brig K W Mesa r
Brewster, from Portland, disg; sen Geo K Hatch,
for New York.

Murphy,

ddilng up-

Sept 24, lat 26 N. loh 38 W, barque Joua Bourne,
Doane, from New York for Yokohama.
N- v 10, lat 14 N. Ion 120 W. suip Carrie Clark,
Storer, from San Francisco for Liverpool.

Savannah,Dec. 16.—Cotton steady;Mid iling uplands 1l%o.
Memphis, Dec. 16.—Cotton dull: Midf ling up-

F[NAN(J|AI

New

lands

at

Holiday

SPOKEN.

ll%o.
Okleans, Deo. 16.—Cotton steady :Mlddling
cp’anda ll^go
Mobile, Dec. 10.-Cotton is steady; Mid iling up-

lands

Announcement,

ll%@ll%c.

Unda at Il’yso.

____________

£nr«p««n iHarkrto.
Bv Telegraph.)
mai4 et
Liverpool,Dec. 16 12.80P. M.-Cotton
6
9-16d: Orleans 6 11-16d: sates
firm; Uplands at
futui-es
b, 00 bales; speculation and export 1,000;

MILLETT

firm.

Chicngo, III.

MARRIA4JK*.

AND

INVESTMENTS!

in this city. Dec. 15, by Kev. Mr. Hatch, H. A.
Drummond and Miss H. A. Hatch.
At Cranberry Isles Dec. 3. at the residence of th e
bride’s parents by Wm. P. Preble, Ksq., John Hod*
kins of Lamoine and Lahaina Bunker.

W
have eh'ice municipal uuil *cbool
for *a<e ; also
BONOwof Wemcm
t’hi« ago tt per ccut Car 'l rial I criificntCM,
an<l arr purchi>era «f the name.
Bai king in all branchea. Collections made with
immediate advice of payment or reason given for

sou-payment.
•foreign Exchange.

DEATHS

LITTLE,

rtec6-eodtfebl6

In this city. Dec. IE, Eva May. daughter of Henry
O. and Eliza A. Stone, aged 1 year 9 mouths and If.

In this city. Dec. 16, Annie E.. youngest daughter
of John and Eliza A. Bell, aged 23 years 6 month.
(Funeral this Saturday afternoon, at 2% o’clock,

n'this city ^iJec.0li;.

Maud, only child

Cor. Middle &

_

—

••

MWPruu

—

—-

—

>

Exchange Sts.,

Buy and sell liist-class State, City,
Town and Bailroad Bonds. Investments for trust funds constantly
on hand.
Correspondence solicited. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges

of William

E. ami Sarah B. Morton.
[-uneral service Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 016 Congress street.
In this city. Dec.16, George W.. son of George W
and Mary A. Plait, aged 1 year 4 months 18 days.
In Dee ing Dec. 14, Addle M. Robinson, aged 18
ye-r* 26 days.
[Funeral this Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at Congregational Church, West end.
In I leering, Dec. 16, Susan.). Williams, daughter
ui

516 Congress St.

I

'"fFuneral seiTice this afternoon at 3 o’clock, at No86 Brackett street.

eodtf

nov3

For CHRISTMAS & NEWYEARS
We offer, December 15th, an extremely large and elegant assortment of artistic and metal goods,
suitable for Holiday Presents. Below will be found some of the special holiday bargains which may
now be obtained at our store.

_

MAILING days of steamships.
FROM

Niagara.New

3o

9tty#
65

4%s.102?/f

Eastern K. R..
.*.•*%
Sullivan Mining Co
Blue Hill Company.. 1

Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Dec
Oder.New York..Bremen.I’ec

York Stock nod Money Market.
*
/By Telegr»ph.)
New Vork, Dec. 16-Eveiiing. M^nev fairly
6 and 4, closed offered 4
easy and loaned between
at
prime mer«ntile piper 6f> 7. Fxc" a ige ste»dy
4s0% for long and 484% for short. Gme i»me« ’8
which
4g
d.
and
uuebang*
coup,
except
j*re steady
are % lower. State bonds generally inactive. Railroad bonds fairly active.
The following are to-day's cloeing quotations of
Govermuen t*ecurities:
United States 6s, ex
.102%
United States 6’s ext.
United States new, 4% s, reg.114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.J14%
Unite States new, 4’s, reg.117%
United States new, 4’s, coup.
Pacific 6’s of 96.127
The ?olio wing are the closing quotations of stocks:

Samaria.Boeton.Liverpool.Die
...Dec

...

Chicago & Alton.131%
140

preferred.

Quincy.138%

Erie. 44%

Jr*

Erie preferred.
1*2%
niinois Central.
l^abe Shore..120%

Michigan Central.

..

Jersey Central

Northwestern preferred. ]
New York Central.’.
Rock Island ..
Milwaukee & St.
St. Paul
Union Pacific stock.
Western Union Tel. Co...

J34
Paul.J0p%
preferred.12<>%
8o%

6alifaraiatlinuu{ stocks.
(Bv Telegraph.)
D< c. 16 —The following are the
Francisco.
San
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
8%
Belcher
Best
....

_

*%
O'n. Virginia...•
1
Eureka
f5 V*
ould & Curry.
Rale & Norcross.
Mexican... .
Northern P*Ue.

Savage

2^»
10»/h
*;
2%

...

*ierra Nevada.
(Jnion *3on. .• ••••
Tellow .Jacket
••••

JyJfc
4V«

Gloucester Fish Market.
WEEK ENDING Dec. 16.

FOB THE

Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare lots
and jobbing lois command an advance on our fig

"Georges

qtl
large
Codfish—We $S%®*6
$4I4 for meillum:Baiik S4V. Cali'- for large and
84®*4Mi for medium; dry cured Bank at $4%®®*
for large and S3% for medium. Shore <'mlfish,
pickled cured, §3 for large and $4 for medium.
Bav trawl S*»4 a JIB for large; N. S. Shore So 14!®
$k: Newfoundlands*^.
We quote Cusk at $4, Haddock $3; Hake at S2!4
<®g2V« £> qtl.; Pollock atB2%(a$3; Kngllsh do at
for

and

Registered

-FOR SALE

SWAN &

MUNICIPAL
-AND

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

b<>ugbt or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York
Stock Exchange.

Moncton, NB-R R ties

oct8

Municipal Bond- of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,

flleared.

regArcing litigation and

via

lers of

Halifax-D Torrance & Co.
ScbBowdon, Randall, Baltimore-N alter, KlmU

Active, (Br) Bishop, Moncton, NB—Ryan

Also

sales.

buyers and sel-

same.

JOHN F. ZEBEFY A CO.,
lit., (Orexel Mailding,) New York.
m.w&»:Jru
aug!5

it Broad

&

0|$pY,
Sc Anaconda, Strout.

Sch
Scb
Scb
Sch

Millbridge—N Blake,
Agricola, Wbittimnre Ellsworth—N Blake.

SKATES GROUND*

M^Storer.

Notes—Scb Old Chad, of Bootbbav. 71 tons, fourteen vears old. has been sold to parties at Eastport
for $1700. She is to be employed as a packed between Eastport and New York in charge of Capt
Wm Holmes.
A M Smith of Portland has contracted with Geo
Christenson, of K.nnebuukport. for a fishing schr
JglU

lUUC,

w

«-w

—

----

—FOR—
j

Cents,

15

7

built from a model by .ion H uye» of Portland, and
is to be commanded by B H Spurling of sen Elizabeth M Smith.
Scb Kobt Bvron. of Bncksport 95 tons, bnilt at
Frankfort in 1870. has been purchased by Chas A
I>yor of Portland for S3 500. She Is to be employed
in the fishing business.
FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.
CRANBERRY ISLES, Deo 6-Ar, sch Coquette,
Portland
(three days round trip.)
Bunker,
Doc 10—Ar, sch S L Foster, Stanley, Portland.

MERCHANTS- EXCHANGE.
Sid fin Liverpool 13th inst, ship St Stephen,DongYork
New
lass.
Ar at Havre 16th Inst, ship Grecian, Dunbar, fm
FROM

@$ 34.

Market Fish—We quote steak Cod $4 ^ cwt: marks- do and Hadd ek $3 Cask $1%; Hake $2; fresh
lb.
tongues 1 • c
hundred
Frozen Herring—SI*4
Fresh Halibut—One Bank fare sold to-day at 9c

j

fl>, through.
Trout $ 14 B bbl: Swordfish at $B@7; Codfish at
$5, Haddock at $.3*4, Halibut Heads $3*4, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes at $4*4, Tongues
$3, Tongues and Sounds at $10: Alewives at $3(a
*314; Halifax Salmon $22 for No Is; $20 for 2s;
California doat$i5.
Pure Medicine Oil at 80c B gal, crude do at BOc;
Biackflsh Oil 65c; Cod do 36c; Shore do at 33c;Porgie do 30c.
Porgie scrap, $12 ton? Fish do $9; Liver do $9;
Livers 36c ^ bucket.
Domeatic Markets.
fBv Telegraph.)
Niovr York. Dec. IB—Evening.—Floor market
les* active and sti'l in buyers favor, prices however,

without decided impoitam change.
Receipts ot Flour 14,021 bom. exports 5629 bbls;
sa'es 14,7dO bbls; No 2 at 3 00 a 4 60; Superfine
vestern and State 4 20 ®5 10;common to good ext.
Western and State 6 00@6 00; good to choice Wes-

tern extra at 6 10® 9 00 common t > choice Whit*
Whe<»t Western extra 7 25® 8 25;fancy do at 8 30
^9 00. common to good extra «»hio at 6 36® 8 25
common to choice extra 8t. Louis at_ 5 25 a 9 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 7 16a7 25; choice t.«
d »uble extra I at 8 BO®9 00, including 26 0 bb'f
itv Mill extra at 6 90@>7 OO for W I; 1,200 bbls
No 2 at 3 uO@4 60; 8 '0 Superfine 4 20&5 10 700
bbls low extra 6 00&G 55; 3900 obis Winter Wh t
4700 obis vim.es »a extra at
extra at 5 26®9 •
Wheal-re5 < 0*9 00; Southern flour is weak.
is
hush
ceiDts 42,900
expo* ts 49,992 bush; Spring
firm cash Winter shade easier: options 34(al*4c
a moderate export
with
and
unsettled
weak
closing
trade and fairly active business on speculative account sales 2,*07,«*oo bush.including 263,0**o bu>b
,)u the sent ungraded Spring 1 2^; ungraded Red at
1 10.® I 41;No 3 do 1 3«*4(fel 3T;No 2 Red 1 4* *4
raw in 3/.
now 1
1 3/. 'n
i/t oil:
Mixed Winter
at l 37; ungraded White at 1 32@1 3*; No 1 do, 9,00 bush at l 39@1 39*4. Rvt* weak 94@9*% c.
Ba ley steady. Corn %ra%c lower; export demand
moderate and fair trade in options, closing dull and
heavy. r*ceiptr 37,2<3 bush, exports 66,420 bash;
sales 1,303,000 bush, Including 223,OOU on spot,
ungraded 68@71c:No 3 at B8@»8%«;No 2 at 69*4
@7«)%c; No 2 White at 74%r§7 c; No 2 for December at 69c; do January at »'9% « 70 %c, dosiug
at 69% c; February at 71 H 16 * 2%c, closing at
71% c; May at 74%@74%c, closing 74V4C. Oat*
about *4c lower, closing dull and weak; receipts 9,~
131 bush; exports 250 wish; sales 412.000 busn,
No 3 at 48%(§49%c new and old Wh'te do 60c;
No 2 at 49%<Tfor new, {'0%(§6lc old. do whit*-at
60% a61c new, 62c old; No » at 6uc; do White at
Wl ite do 6t (3
63@54%c; i<ed Western 49(3)5lc;
%c: u bite do 6La53%c
53c; Mixed State
No
at 49*4(3
t
for
bush
January
including 70,«»u0
49%c; 205,«»00 do for February 4W% @M>%. Sureat
to
firm
fair
is
'i%(3'7%;
*h»
good refining
fined is fairly active; White x (J at 8*436%. Yellow do at 7%(§H%c; Confectioners A at 9a9%.
cr.i8hed at 9%@9% c; powdered 9%: granulated at
9@9%c, standard A at 8%; * ubesat»%c. •§«Ism * unchanged. Petroleum is nominal; united «3*4c. Tallow very strong: prune city 7% §
k
(§7%; sales 60,000 ibs at 7 V4 @7 9-16, Po*
nominal y unchanged. i-«r«i 7% §10 lower and
dull, closing weak and declming.sales 470 tcs prime
atearn on spot at 11 2O3IL 2o; 276 city steam at
11 12%; refined for Contineut quoted at 11 07%.
ffatcer unchanged; State *0@4- c; Western 12(§
40c. 4'hee-»e very firm on fancy; others weak.
Freights to Liverpool dull. *0**' -p steam 3.
Chicago. Dec. 16.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Who*t lower; No 2 Chicago spring 1 26%,a)l 26%
cash; 1 2*;% for December; 1 27% for January.
I 28 for February. No 3 do at 1 12%; rejected 8Da
86c. Con unsettled and generally higher, closing
weak at 60% c for cash and December; 6i@61 %c
for January; 61 %c for February rejected at 69 a
69*4c. Oats weak and lower at 45% c '-ash; 46%
§46%c for December; 44*4« for .lauuarv; 44Vsft
44*4o February. Rye steady and unchanged. Barley shade higher at 03%. Dressed a16oge higher.
87% ash
Pork shaoe lower; old at 16 60; new
and December. 16 77%(3l*' 80 January: 16 97%.a
17 no for February; 17*20 March. Lard lower at
10 90(§10 95 cash and December; 11 06 January.
aulk Meats
II 20 tor February Ll 36 for March,
steadyj-boulderB 6 25; short ribs 8 85; short clear
9 10.
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
lower at 1 2»<%@l 26% fo
January; 1 27% tor
droop
February. Corn easier and % lower. Oats 44c
for
ing at 4o%c December; 44%c for January
for
lo
92%
16
76
Pork easier
January,
Feb. Lard irregular 10 97% December; 1102%
for January, li lo(§Ll 17% February.
*o«5e.pt»—13,000 ./his floui, 31,O' o oosh wheat,
117 OCO bush corn, 101,0<l0 ‘men oats, 4,800 bssb
rye 48,<)00 b«i"b bariey.
8h. m >ut*-12 000 *bis four, 27 000 hash wheat,
94,00o otuh o irn 25.000 ouah oate, S.500 Onsb
r,e. 18,000 bn'h oarley.

*<T;

j

_

<

5'(§61

February.

ST. Loins, Deo. 10.-Flour nominally unchanged.
Wheat opened lower, declined, but nearly recovered
decline at close; No 2 Ked Fall at l S3V4 tor cash;

MEMORANDA.
Chad, from Boothbay. mlsstayed below
Eastport 10th, while beating up river, and went
-he was hauled ofl
asior* on Hog island Point
next day somewhat strained and her bottom siove
through. She had prevl usly lost auchor and had

mamrail torn b\ collision.
Sch Emma K Smalley. Cousins, from New York
for Manzaiiilla, stmek on Homer Shoa's 16th and
-he pnt back aud was luu
came oft" leaking badly,
be pumpon Jersey fiats to keep from sinking. Will
ed out and placed in the dry dock for repairs.
462
tens
sailed
Rockland,
of
C
Sch
llanralian,
from the Kennebec river Deo 1 for Baltimore, and
out.
not
arrived
has
Sch Harvest Home, from Boston for St Pierre, is
ashore at Battery Point. Luninburg.
Calcutta, Nov 7—Barque Isaac L Skolfleld, from>
New York, which arrived here Oot 24 has a carg
of 60 000 cases kerosene oil, a sample casecf which
fla-b
was sent to the Examiner amt condemned. It
ing below the test point. The landing of the cargo
has been prohfbfted, but on application of the con
siguees another t st will be made.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 16th Inst, ship Bonanza,
Leach. Liverpool.
Ar 16th, ship Vigilant. Ross. Liverpool.
Sid 8th, ship Florence. Leonard, Antwerp.
CF.DAR KEYS —Ar 12tb, sch Vineyard, Rosebrook. Galveston.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 13th, sch Alfaratta S
Snare. Smlib New York.
GEORGETOWN, SC-C d 13th, sch DW Hunt.
..

Thomaston.

CHARLESTON—Cld 14th, barques Wild Hunter.
for
Minot, for Liverpool; Henry Knight. Pendleton,
Fernandina; sch A Bowers. New York.
P
M
sch
Thomas,
NC—Sid
12th,
WASHINGTON,
Weeks Georgetown, SC
BALTIMORE—Cld 13th, sch J M Haskelt, Crowell. Boston.
Ar 16th, barque Wandering Jew, Norton, from
Savannah.
Cld 16th. barque F L Carnev, Merry, Navassa, and
sailed: bng Fidelia. Harlow. Demarara; sch Sparlau. Hodgdon. Portsmouth.
Sid. sobs C H Morse, S P I burlow.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 14th, sobs Mattie F. Conary Pittston; Ka e M Hilton, Johnson, Boston.
Cld 15th, soh Hattie V Kelsey, Raudall, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th, sobs Franklin, Nichols,
Cedar Reys; Add'e M Bird. Smith. Georgetown for
Boston; Wi lie Martin, Willard. Portland; Alice
Oakes, and Jos M Hayes. McFarland, Jacksonville;
Moses Eddy, Simpson. Boston.
Cld 16th, barque John Bunyan, Laneauer, Bristol; sch E C Newman. Newman, St Domingo; Helen
MMrla, Look. Brunswick.
Sid 15th barque Au Sable, for Portland; brig H
M Bain, Baltimore.
_

..

_

fith. nc.liH Ned SniDDter. New
Yom for Providence; C H Spoffbrd, Weebawken for
Boston.
-1 ONIGNTON-Sld 15th. sch Helen G King, for
New York.
PROVIDENCE—Slil Kith, sobs American Chief.
Snow, New York ; Edna Harward, Seaman, do;
Lookout. Pororoy, Port Johnson.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 16th, sch Jed Frye, Langley,
1

Calais.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sld|16th. sobs Jed
Fryo, from Calais for New Haven; ME Van Cleat,
Rockland for Wilmington; Cabot, Horton. NS. for
T bos
New York; Sea Foam. Bangor for Greenport;
Hix, Rockland for New York; Sardinian, do for do;
■las O’Douobue, Bucksport for do; Mary SfewBrt.
P
Bangor for do; FJisa B Coffin. Calais for do Ned
Walker, Jonesport for do; Frank Norton, Rockland
for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Sid 16th, scbs Cayenne, from EastRockland for do;
port for New York; Donna Anna. do.
Billow, an Charley Hanley, do Tor
Robinson, from
Nettie
scbs
Cushing.
sailed,
Also
Rooklond for New York: Mary B Smith, Thocnafrom
Rockland
fordo;
S
Ruth
for
Hodgdon,
do;
ion
Louisa & Rosa, Boothbay for do.
Elisabethfrom
Barrett
Jones,
Jas
scbs
In port,
nort. Albert Jameson, Candage, for New York; Geo
B Somes. Norwood, and Trenton. Stewart, NYork;
reiumali, Bennett, from Wiscasset; Wm Butman.
Spr.ml, Weehawken; Samuel Fish, from Fall River
for New York.
Sch James Barrett, of

Bristol, will lay up here

for

the Sound 19th, barque DarlhwoOD’S HOLE—In
York for Portland.

ing from New
NEW BEDFORD— Sid 16th, schs War Steed,
Gonkin and J M Morale-, Waite, New York.
HYA'NIS—Passed by 16tb. sch G M Porter,
from Port John on for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 15tb. sob Frank M Noyes, Daggett,
Mayacnez 12 days.
eld 16th sobs Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Cardenas;
E R Emerson. Childs, Charleston via New Bedford;
K P Rogers, Oliver. Bath.
SALEM -In port If tb, scbs Charlie & Willie,
Vlnalhaven for New York; Laconia, Rockland for
New London; S J Lindsey, do for do; Carrie L Hi*.
lor do;
Spruce Head for do; H L Curtis, Bangor
July Fourth, do tor New London: Eastern Belle, do
'or
Wm
Calais
Todd,
Vineyardfor New Haven;
Haven: Knterpr so. Gloucester for Philadelphia.
PROVINCETOYVN—In port 16tb, barque Archer,
Mitchell, from Buenos Ayres for BoBton.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 16tb, sch Annie Frye, Bryant. Pembroke.
Sid 16th, sob Freddie Eaten. Mo's, Pembroke.
BaTH—Sid 16th. ship Iroquls, (new) Nickels, for
New York, to load railroad Iron for Tacoma.

Raw silk table covers,

fancy

em-

broidered woolen covers, linen
covers, towels, napkins and doylies,
fanny lin n tidies, blankets and
quilts, crib blankets, cardinal and^
**
bine all wool blankets.

N

Office.

the Press

Nov21andtf

Corns'

Cure Your

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harmless; la not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts. Bunions anti
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

FOBIIGN PORTS.

Singapore Oct 29. ship Gardner Colby, Kon-

da'l. for London.
At Batavia Oct 20, barque E.-eort, Waterhouse,
for New York.
Sid fin Vera Crus Nov 30, barqm Caribou, Shaw,
New York.

Callous

XT A LURE IS GUARANTEED.^M*
Per rale by nil DruggiHtN.
Price 43 cento.
Tr' it and yon will be convinced like thousand)and
now testily to its value.
used
it
who^ave
A «k for Mchlotterbeck’a Corn and Wart
Sslrenl and take
nov2S

If you

are

no

other.
Rtidrt

about to paint send for sample card
of colors of

Johns'

Liquid Asbestos Paints,
TO

—

SATINS.
We shall offer our black rbadaanti Merveilleux satins at 25
per cent lower ill m former prices
to reduce stuck before January 1st.
This is the b-s opportunity ever
off red in Portland to buy these
goods. We have the best variety
*»f colored Merveilleux and rhada« a satins and colm ed silks in Portland at reduced prices. Sicilian silk
for cloaks.
ma*

"Plushes.

—

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

HI Market Square. Portland,

Agents for the sale of Genuine Asbestos
Roof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings. Steam Packing, 51111
Board Coatings, etc.

Elegant black brocaded Plushes,
the newest material for elegant
outside garments, plain plashes in
all grades and colors.

*ndtf

oc4

SAFEST
Furnishes

a

OIL.

ASTRAL

PRATT’S

BEST.

AN

clearer, softer, steadier light than

fret op VOI R
Ett, PRATT’S GE.U'INE.
Re

rare

CO., Agents,
sneodt25ja

21 MARKET,SQUARE.

oct3

SHAWLS.

gas.

GRO-

«h**« yon

W. W. WHIPPLE &

Monday, December 5th.
We

shall exhibit

a

cboice stock of

thousand and ono pretty aud inexpensive, useful and fancy articles for presents for
a tults and children, not an old stock carried over
from former years, but all new and fresh goods.

Articles for obildren to purchase in great variety.
Prices from one cent upwards.
All

aro

cordially

invited
or

to look

at

511

•

these goods

Congress Street.
tsudtf
°

Prof. J. W.
the

Silk and satin fur lined circulars,
woolen loaks and dolman-, ulsters
and jackets for ladies and children
at reduced prices.

not.

J. M. DYER & CO.,
de«ti

DEPARTMENT.

Holiday goods

consisting of a

whether they purchase

variety.

CLOAK

-OF-

HOLIDAY GOODS.

and

Paislay, India, Himalaya
Woolen Shawls, in great

GRAND OPENING

Maynard,

dress
\
GOODS.

favorite blied Pianltt and Basso, assisted by

PROF. J. A.

HILL,

the Eminent Violin Soloist would respectfully anto »he public, that ihey ar* prepared to
furnish lirst class musical entertainments for
Churches, Fairs, Private Parties, Lteure Courses
&<*., at very reasonable rates. For terms, apply or

nounce

address

Prof. J. W. Maynard, 36 Boyd St., or at
Chandler’s Music Store, Portland, Me.
d.elB

Special attention is called to our
75 cent job lot of Dress Goods, formerly sold for $1.25. Lamest variety of black dress goods, figured
We offer the best Black
or plain.
Cashmeres to be obtained forth*
money in Portland,

dim

A FACT. MILLETT; LITTLE
For art goods of all kinds STUBBS BROS., have
the largest assortment and the lowest trices.
Picture

_

At

Housekeeping Goods.

BT USING

Sch Old

thn uair

We call special attention to onr
Lace Department. Real Ducbesse
lace scarf-, tlchns and handkerchiefs, at prices from $3.50 to $20.
Made up lace collars, Mother
Hnhb-rd sty lea, Spanish and Russian lace, collars and tichns, silk and
jrt beaded collar-, collars and colUre'tes for children, antique Nottingham and satin tidies, canvas
toilet sets in Kensington work.

AND
Directly op.oeic*

_

It for
Boneless and prepared fish from 3®nc
Hake and Cusk to 5H@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Scaled
Halibut at 10>4c p lb. Smoked Salmon 18c;
Herring l«o Jp box: No 1 at 16c: tucks 18c. Bloaters 7''« p hundred.
Mackerel—Rather more inquiry: stock light and
held at SI« for is, Sll for 2b, and So for 3s in
■»
straight lots.
^Herring— we quote uew round Shore *4*4^*$
B bbl; Bay Fundy large gibbed at *3; small $2*4:
choice Labrador $6*4 ;prime Nova Scotia split $5*4

LACES.

Exchange

,,

barque Gleneida, Corn-

'v

BABCOCK’S, SILKS
Street.
126

inst, ship Emily Reed,
..

pongee silk handkerchiefs, ladies’
and gentlemen’s linen handkerchief-, silk scarfs, ladies’ and
gents’kid gloves and mittens, ladies’silk mittens, children’s hoods,
and an endless variety of fancy articles too numerous to specify.

-AT—

_

San Francis* o.
Cld at Rotterdam 13th
Sheldon, United States.
Ar at Batavia 12th inst,
ing, New York, 112 days.

shaving mirrors. We have a fine
line of gentlemen’s silk umbrellas,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

•

Freeman. Torrey Tremout—N Blake.
Mjv Wyman, Sawyer, Tremont—N Blake.
Iodine, Constns Casttne-N Blake.
Scb May Snowman, Oliver. Bath—N Blake.
Scb Niger, Alley, soutbport—N Blake.
SAILED—Sobs MlDnie C Taylor, May McFarland,
Bowdoln,
Canton, F L Kiehardsou, Ella
aud others.

Ill

eodtt

Information furnished regarding

on

No material damage.
Scb Pearl, Teat, Port Clyde.

blscb

Street.

Middle

194

Western Bonds

Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—lime
Sch* Uiuisa
the bar inside Mos
Mors. & Co. Struck

Steamship Dominion, (Br) Reid, Liverpool

Prang’s Christmas and New Tear
Cards, chromes and placqnes,
French dolls, fan®, leather, plush
and seal skin pocket books and
bags, satin and plush wall pockets,

SAMUEL HANSON,

..

Jerusha Baker, Chase, Machias—shingles to

c A B
quitto Island 15th.

CHRISTMAS GOODS.

S TO O KLS

Sch E F Willard. Holbrook, La Have Banks, with
35 OOO lbs fresh tish.
Sch Chalcedony, Bryant, Machias—lumber to W F

to

—

Railway Bonds

FRIDAY, Dee. 16.
Arrived.
via EastSteamer Falmouth, Hall, St John. NB,

MSch
1

SPECIAL

cologne bottles, cabinet frames,

eodtf

novlO

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Melvin,
POSch°Kauger>I(’Br)
to E C Hersey & Co.

BARRETT,

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

ISHEWS.

MARINE

BY-

18(1 Middle St., Portland, Me.

MINIATURE ALMaNAO....DECEMBER 17.
Sun rises.7 31 I High water, (A M),* 7.44
3.33
gun sets. 4 22 I Mootwises.

..

.,£•'%
Northwestern.J*4%
39
New

rs
Portland city,
7»
Maine Central R. R. 1st Vort.,
7s
Maine Ce? tral R. R Consol,
6s
1st
A
R.
Kennebec
And.
R.
Mort,
6s
t asteni Car Trust,
8s
.Jackson Lan»ing & Saginaw R. R. 1st Mort.,
Guaranteed bv Michigan Central R K.
5s
R
R.,
Dayton dt Michigan
Guaranteed by Cin., Hamilton & Dayton R. R.
I
6s
.and
Mort.
No. Pacific R. R. Gen’l
Grant,
and Coupon,
17. S. 4 per ct. Bonds,

17
17
17
17
20
20
21
21
vl
22
22
22
22
23
24
24
24

City.New York..Aspinwall
Arabic.New York..Liverpool. ..Dec
Scythia.New York.. Liverpool... Dec
Alsatia.New York.. London.Dec
Amerique.New York.. Havre........ Dec
Parisian.Boeton.Liverpool-Deo
British Empire ...New York..Havana.Dec
Dec
Glensannox.New York. .Para.
City of Para..New York..Aspinwall. .Deo
Brooklyn.Portland .Liverpool-Dec
Scandinavian.Portiaud.. .Glasgow.Dec
City of iJoi'm.New York..Liverpool... .Dec
Atlas .Boston.Liverpool-Dec
Moravian.Portland... .Liverpool... .Deo 30
Colon.New York..Aspinwall....Dee 30
Accapulco.New York..Panama.Jan 10
Orescent

New

Chicago & Alton
C. B.

FOR

York..Havana.Dec 17

Britanii-.New York..Liverpool.Dec

%
%
Catalna.
14*4
Summit Branch. T76%
Denver & Rio Grande. 7*%
8 %
Northern Pacific preferred. 81
•«
»•
39%
rommon.
39%
Dec.
16.J
[Sales at the Broker's Board, Boston,
26c
Deer Isie Mining Company.s 10.

nor

Congressional board of visitors to West
Point rioommend the increase of the superintendent’s salary and the extension of the
course to five years.

Boston.

land.

M(och Unmet.

The Irish Situation.
London, Dec 16 —Lord Carlingford, speaking at the opening of anew Liberal club at
Frome last n gilt, said he believed that Irish
landlords would before long take a less alarming view regarding the laud courts, which,
having had under consideration cases in
which ihe rents were above Griffith’s valuation, bad naturally reduced the rents. He
said if party leeiiDgs were put aside and the
landlords courageously exercised tbeir rights
under lbe present law. supported by all the
force of tbe government, and confiding, as
they ought to, in the resources and good will
of the government, lie bad great confidence
that before long things would wear a very different aspect in Ireland.
Fourteen Persons Drowned.
London. Dee. 16—A boat containing 14 perArrou
sons left Galway last evening for ihe
Islands. Midway of the passage a storm was
encouulered and the boat sunk and all perished.
Generous Contribution.
Vienna, Dec. 16 —The name of the gentleman who cmstributed 362.500 to the fund for
the relief of ihe sufferers by tbe theatre fire is
He is au Austrian by birth and is a
Goeitel.
naturalized American citizou.

New York has subscribed $2,567 for the
Vienna sufferers.
Tbe President will probahly nominate a new
postmaster general before the holidays. All
the indications point to the selection of Mr.
Filley* Sycretary Hunt will probably succeed
Mr. DaviB on the court of elaims.

Sid fm Havana 7tb inst, barque Chaa Fobes, LorNew York.
Ar at Matanz&s lGth, brig Emma, Richardson,

ing.

Jamaica Plain, liec. 12. Mrs Elizabeth B.
Lowe, daughter of the late Samuel Gilman of Port-

X'n

37
Eastern..
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 96
L. R. & Ft. Smith.65

England.

M’

GOODS

X-MAS

Grand Cayman

_

At

9
8

The following quotations ol stoeks wore receiyed
of the
yesterday by Woodbury * Moulton (members
Boston Stock Exchange), corner of Middle and Exchange streets:
Optniiu/, Clotinq.
8%
.. 8Vs
.
7
WaterPower. 7
23%
common
23%
Flint & Pore Marquette
1 4
0. S. &Uev. 7s..
69%
Hartford & Erie 7s. 64
9rl>4
1. T. IS. F. 95Va
149%
149%
Maine.
Boston &
29
C. 8.*.Glee. 28%

FOREIGN.

Dr. Carver won the shooting match with
Gordon and Hobson at Haudon, England.
S. M. Felton has resigned the superintendency of the Pan Handle railroad to become
superintendent of the New Y7ork and New

HK» hnsn wbra
receipts 6,000 inns noor, 19,1
lu*j
29 0 si bush oorn, 11,000 bush c xta, 1,000
r e 34 000 bush barley.
'’“h
5
wbeat,
Sbl| ments-9,000 hbis dour, 18,00
bush
80 oOO Dust o itb, 2,000 bush oats, 000,000
Bariev. 4.0T0 husn rye.
White
at
To1
lower;
b
Pbtb-ht, Dec. 16.—Wheat
1 34 asked cash; December at l 34 ask ed; January
at
1
39
%;
March
April
1 35: February at 1 87%;
140% : No 2 Ked no sales; No 2 White l 30.
6,000; shipments 6000 bush.

Receipts
NEW YORR,Dec. 16.—Cotton firmer;

DRY

Kane,

....

_

Receipts

7

Cambrics. 6@ 6%
8
@10
Light.
Denims.12%@18% I Silesia..10@20
I Cotton Flannels. 7ail6
Duoks-Browu 9 @12
Fancy 12%®16% |Twiue & Warps 18@28%
Batting—Beet.11 %@18
Good. 8%@1 %

Coal Tonnage for November.
Philadelphia, Dec. 16.—The total tonnage
of all carrying companies for the month of
November was 2,717,868 tons, being an increase of 285,207 tons with compared as same
Total tonnage for the year
month last year.
to November 30th was 25,775,289 tons, an inof
crease
4,216,905 tons over the same period
last year.

8500,000.

of Dou

Corset Jeans....
kuttmtna

@7 8

'll

The Sprague Litigation.
Providence, Dec. 16.—A committee of the
tbo Sprague estate called a meetof
creditors
ing of all the creditors for Wednesday next to
consider the offers made or to be made for the
purchase of the Sprague estates now in the
hands of the trustee and assignee.

o-l_Twolonrl NT onrcmo

8@

I Drills.

Tickings,
Best.16

—

of the
My government having been informed
organization at Magdalena of what in your ciris
last
20th
styled a
cular note lo me of April
provisional government under the presidency

9

drain Market.

Dublin, Dec. 16—A cartoon published in
ibis week’s issue of the United Ireland, which
has been seized, represents Mr. Forster with
jailer's keys iu one hand aud a warrant marked •■Kilm iubam” iu the other. Before him
Btands a tigare wearing a helmet bristling with
bayonets aud with placards on its back, inscribed, ‘‘Martial Law” aud "More Coercion.” Iu
Irunt there is an array of females, representTne Irishmau
ing the Ladies’ Lind League.
aud the Shamrock, newspapers published iu
UtJC UiUUt3.Y buiu uiuuejr ouau uo an uuw appuc"
United
the
with
Ireland, were
the same office
lo the redemption or purchase ot United States
Tbe United Irenot touched by tbe police.
bonds, which shall then be cancelled.
land was seized by direction of tbe Attorney
Section 5 provides that the United States
General, who is of tbe opinion that tbe paper
Treasurer may purchase gold or silver bullion
tbe worst kind,
was a “no rent” manifesto of
with Uuiied States Treasury notes whenever it
seditious, ami a direct incitement to murder.
may be necessary, and shall keep in the TreasOne hundred and eighty-tbree plows aud 500
ury 30 per cent, of the amount of Uuiied
carts were engaged iu the operations on Mr.
S ates Treasury notes and coin certificates outlaud.
Parnell’s
star ding in gold and silver coin, and ail coin in
Tbe Earl of Dunraven denies the report
the Treasury in excess of that amount Bball be
that his tenants received an abatement of 33
applied Irom time to time to the purchase of
He says bis tenants
per cent, of their rent.
bonds.
Slates
United
paid two-thirds of their rent, pending arevaluaTtie call of States was not concluded, but the
tion of the lands.
thirteen States called to-day contributed 867
Stormy Debate in tbe Reichstag.
bills.
Mr. Dibble, of South Carolina, announced
Berlin, Dec 16 -There was a stormy disthe death of his predecessor, the late M. P.
cussion iu tbe Reichstag yesterday on the subO'Connor, and the usual resolutions of regret ject of official influence on the recent elecof
out
5
at
the
Herr Von Pultkimtner, Vice Presiand
15,
tions.
were
House,
adopted,
dent of the Council, siaud that the conduct of
respect to the memory of the deceased, adthe Prussian officials merited the thanks not
journed until Monday.
only of the government hut also of the EmHerr Richter said he considered that
pert r.
CHIU AND PERU.
Hotr Von Puttkammcr’s remarks degraded
the public officials to tho position of electoral
Herr Vou Benuigseu declared that
Mr Christiancy Misrepresented by Interagents.
the late elections surpassed all others for tbe
the
viewers—His Dispatch Recognizing
The government, he said,
rancor displayed.
Calderon Government.
and the pre.-s which it iuspired must be held
Washington, Dec. lti.—The following corto have incurred greater responsibility for
respondent is luruisbed for publication by the
these proceedings than individual. He proSlate Department:
tested a.a nst HeirVon Puttkammer’s attempt
Washington, Dec. 14,1881.
into
mg to drag the persou of the Sovereign
To Isaac P. Christiancy:
the electoral contest. Herr Von Pntikammer
Dear Sir:—You are quoted in different newsreplied that he could retract nothiug, as the
papers as asserting that my official dispatch lo
government had been accused of following an
you of May ilth did not contain the first parainterested policy of the lowest and ineauest
I must of amiss
graph as receutly printed.
description. Tlie debate lasted until past midthink that you are erroneously reported, but I
night and ended iu the adoption of a resolushould be glad to hear from you an avowal or
tion to refer the matter to the election comdisavowal of the statement attributed to you
mht* e.
Very Respeclully,
T< e Pmndesrath l as decided that tbe cost*of
James G. Blaine.
incorporating the Lower Elbe in the Zollverein
National Hotel, I
.shall be borne by all the States wituin the
Washington, D. C., Dec. lfi, 1881. j
i Union.
To Uon. James G. Blaine, Secretary of State.
Hurricane in Tunis.
Sir—I have just received your letter of yesTunis, Dec 16 A violent hurricane last
different
in
I
am
that
quoted
evening swept away numerous tents, destroyed
terday say iug
telegraph lines and demolished a wall, killing
newspapers as asserting that your official dispatch to me of May 7, 1881, did not contain the and injuring twelve soldiers.
I
have
to
In
first paragraph as pridled.
reply
The Submarine Cables.
to which
say that I have not seen the statement
London, Dec. 16.—The Times this morning
I have happenwhich
in
allude
paper
any
you
publishes a memorial signed by the officers of
ed to read. Had 1 seen it I should at once
21 telegraph and cable companies, soliciting
I have been
h»ve declared it uueuthorized.
he government to place submarine cables uninterviewed on three different occasions within
der the protection of international law. The
of the
a few days in relation to the recognition
companies also ask that Lord Granville receive
provisional government of Perue, and your let
a deputation to present their views on this subI said to all
ter of instructions of May 9,1881.
ject.
who interviewed me that I remembered well
Foreign Notes.
all that part of the letter containing the inSome sensatiou has been caused at Vienna by
of
the
no
recollection
I
had
structions, although
A. Baker’s statement that after escaping from
1
first paragraph preceding the instructions.
the burning theatre he purchased three candles
least of my interviews
was asked by two at
aud hastened back iu the hone of saving some
and 1 think by all if I meant ta authorize the
of the sufferers, but that the police arrested
statement that tne first paragraph as printed
him and refused to let him outer the building.
and I expresswas not in the origiual letter,
Ambassador at
Lord Lyons, the British
ly tdeclared that I did not and expressly
Paris, has had an interview withM. Gambetta,
foibade any such statement, saying, also, that
Council aud Minister of
the
President of
it was net at all material as the first paragraph
F»*reigu Affair*?, and presented a dispatch prorelated only to information which I was stated
testing against the action of the Tunisian authe department, aud I had in
to have given
thorities to the Enfida affair.
tact kept the department informed of all that
The Constantinople correspondent of the
.elated to the provisional government from iis
London Times sa\s Prince Bismarck has suga report ol ouly oue ol those
I
saw
inception.
gesled to the Uitomau special Mission to Berinterviews alter it was written out though X reinstead of golin that it should viSit Vienna
quested to he shown another, and one reporter
ing to Rome.
who called upon me at 12 o’clock at night was
has
the
British
Ambassador,
Lord
Dufferin,
by me to
expressly told he was ouly authorizedwas
refused to allow the authorities to search for
recogsay that the provisional government
explosives ou board a British ship anchored at
nized by me under instructions from the Stale
Department and against my own judgment, Constantinople.
witnout any other statement.
I. P Christiancy.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
p, s._Having yesterday examined the record
An unsuccessful attempt was made to assasof the letter iu question I have not the slightsinate John P. Chun in a stage near Tombas
est doubt it contained the first paragraph
stone, Arizona, Wednesday night. A horse
I had not
primed, though, as was natural, unlike the
was killed and the driver wounded.
Cowboys
As
it.
with
memory
charged'my
are supposed to have done it.
and no
rest of the let'er it called for no action
At a meeting of prominent members of the
I. X*. Christiancy.
special attention.
Merchants cluh of New York Thursday a comMr. Blaine states Christiancy never had in
mittee was appointed to proceed to Washingstruoliou to r. cognize the Calderon goven
ton and press the passage of the Lowell bankthe fulh.rneul except upon certain condition,
bill.
rupt
determined
to
be
meut ol which X'eru was left
The Grand Opera House at Columbus, Ohio,
by Christiancy.
......
was damaged $15,000 by tire
Thursday night
The ioliowiug is the letter in which ChrisAt Omaha, Neb Judge Dundy declined to
tiancy recognized the Calderon government
to
the
sit ou a case becau-e his life had been threatenshowing iu his own judgment according
condition of Peru the time bad come for formal
ed by August Arndt.
recognition.
R. W. L- Rossin & Co manufacturers of
t
Liabilities
Legation ov the United States,
fertilizers, Baltimore, have failed.
1
Lima, Peru, Juue 26,1&81.
Mr. Minister:

Loins.

WALL STREET.

@20
@10

@12 (Loins.10

Humps.9

Ar at Port Natal Oct 31st, brig Isaac W Parker,
Boston.
At Tonala Nov 18th, »cb San Juan, Dodge, for
York.
New
At Laguna Nov 21, barque Granada, Hodgdon, for
New York; brig Lahaina Foster, do.
Ar at (Jienfuegoa 6th inst, sch Levi Hart, Buck,

1 40%
1 86% for January; 1 38% for- February;
for
March. Oo n Is steady at 62% c for casta; 04%o are
Oats
March.
Janua v; 66%o February: 66%i'
arnm-y; 47% tor
J
for
cash,
47%c
at
47%o
higher
Feb.uary. Pork very dull.

framing of all kinds.

Christmas Cards,

STUBBS

n«

dMll

I'ougress Street.

end of styles.

BROS.,

ARTISTS’ COLORIMEN.
16 TEMPLE ST.,

516

PORTLAND, N1E.
d4s

NEW YEARS.
d<*15

dSi

press.
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Tun puns**
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Ftwxcxuleu, Marquis, Brunei A Co., Andrews, Armbiroug, Cox. Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
Robert Costello,
Boston A Maine Dcjot, and
Chisholm Bros., cd all trains that run out of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.

Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H.. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
•*

and C. J. Chapman, secretary, yesterday
awarded the contract for supplying the granite
for the elegant new Mill3 Block, to be erected
corner .of Wall stroet and Broadway, New

Jelleraon’e Bookstore.

Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.

Irish.
Mallow ell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler A Estee.
Lisbon, C. L. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Ritchiand, O. C. Andrews.
Sabatrus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa. at the Post Office.
8:ieo, of L. Hodsdon and H. B.
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vinaihaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
WbcMBet. Gibbs A Kundip*.
Woodford’s Comer, H. Moody.

York.
The ontside of the U. S. District Court room,
post office building, was draped with black
yesterday in memory of the late Judge Fox.
To-night Hon. Wilbur F. Lunt will lecture
to the Law Students Club on the subject of
pactice in Federal courts. The moot court will
Members of the bar aud
open at 7.45 p. m.

Gorham, J.

F. A, Millett.

friends of tho club are invited to attend.
The steamer Dominion of the Dominion line
Bailed for Liverpool yesterday morning. She
took a cargo valued at $134,222, including 105

Kendrick.

Yarmouth. C. E. Coombs.

CITY AN1) VICINITY.
Al>

VJSlKTlOJiMillNITS TU-JJAY.

ENTERTAIS VENTS.

Liverpool

the Scandinavian, from Glasgow, about Satur-

day.
What

aud

finish,

with and without stones.
xue cuoice auu

■something rsew.

uauuy

ar-

ticles made of cork, filling an entire show
cases at store 545 Congress street are as desirable as auy goods shown this year, and, too, you
can buy them at auction for one half the cost

import.

to

Soft and Stiff Flats at cost.

Coe.

Silk Umbrellas in all grades and very
handsome styles for Christmas presents.
del6-2t
Owen, Moore & Co.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell to-day at 12
o’clock m.,ou the premises, the Oerish Mill, < n
Deering’s bridge, arranged for grindiug grain
See
and salt. Also 20 horse power engine.
Auction column.

Gold Watches and Slide-Guard
tine assortment at reasonable pics
Also fine Gold Bracelets, sets
a- Latn6on’s.
of Jewelry, &o.
Ladies'

Chains;

a

House Blankets only 90c, Coe. the Hatter.
Nothing Is

Transparent

more

The ladies’

praying

temperauce

band

wil*

the Gospel Misgive temperance meeting
sion to night at 7.30. Good speaking and singing may be expected. All are invited.
Mr. W. F. Todd won the first prize in the
puppy class at the Lowell dog show with his
at

a

Seusation-Ciyinout puppy Zauetta.
A womau named Lewis has bteu getting
$2 25 for lessons in maeraine work from young
girls in Portland, agieeiug to buy all the bags
they made at 40 cents apiece, ajd furnish the
Now the girls would like to see the
twine.
money for the bags they made, after taking
lessons from her, or the woman, or both.
Griminer’s orchestra furnished most delightful music -at the Park street chnrch sociable

Thursday night.
John Connors was arrested last night for assault on Mary Mulligan and cutting her head,
and William Kelly for assault on a man named
McKenzie.
By order of Judge Lowell the District Court
jury has been paid and dismissed. Matters in
the court remain in statu quo.
Remember the service of song at the Y. M.
C. A. Rooms Sunday at 4.30 p. nt.
Rev. Wm. B. Hayden will till the Park
street pulpit to-morrow in the absence of Mr.

Alger.

chemical analysis than the fact that the
Soaps manufactured by Atkinson of Londi n
are free from all deleterious ingredients.
in

believe about the "hereafter” and
misrepresents us, will be tho

subject of Rev. F. E Clark’s fourth sermon on
“lugersoll and the Bible” at Williston church
to-morrow morning.
American Ideals, How they will influence
Our Destiny, is the subject of the seventh and
last Saturday lecture for this year at St.
Stephen's church this afternoon at 4 o’clock.

For Christmas C. H. Lamson. the jeweler,
has a new aud beautiful variety of fine Gold

6tyle

we

lugersoll

how

—

in

the corner of Middle and Exchange streets yesNo damage.
The First Parish, Unitarian church, is to he
handsomely decorated for Christmas.
the Allau Line, from
The Moravian, of
is expected next Wednesday, aud

Special Inducement’* Hearn.
Bth annual announcement—T. i. Welch.
New books r«*r bo>«—Estes A Lauriat.
Me Kenney 4
For winter use—C^e.
2d Edit on—Century Co.
Christmas St. Nichola—Century Co.
Wanted—Cleavelaud A Mansion.
To let A. D. Smi h
Fine rooms lor rent.
H t bak«-j beans Blake.
Useful g ft»—vie-ry.
Todd A Jriorte—Jewelers.

Finger Rings, beautiful

cattle aud 397 Bheep.
Steamer Sardinian of the Allan line sailed
for Liverpool yesterday morning. She took a
cargo valued at $243,769.
One of the horses of Cummings’ Saccarappa
at
express slipped on the ice aud fell heavily

terday.

City Hal’—Stoddard Lectures.
Roller Skating Kink.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
C. H. Lamsoa—3.
Merry -6.
Coe—5.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

S

of the pressure of advertisements.
Gen. George L. Beal, Adjutant General of
the State, has been inspecting the armories of
the Portland militia companies.
The Collins Granite Company of Maine, of
which Eben Corey of Portland, is president,
was

Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
■Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Ouma* rl&ud Mills, F. A. Vorrill

>£W

Brief Jottings.
was
very cold and
clear. The mercury at sunrise indicated 5s
above zero, at noon it was 17°, and at sunset
20°; wind norih.
SVe are obliged to omit the regular notices
for Sunday services this morning on account

morning

Yesterday

_

a

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

S&W

declT
Fer Trimming 25c per

yard.

Coe.

Opera Glasses, in Lcmaire’s and other reliable French makes. New stock just received
Owen, Moobe & Co.’s.
at
d2
decl6
Scotch Caps, 90c $1 00, $1.25 Merry, Hatte1
Christmas Gloves, Mitts, Gloves, Merry.

BOYLSTON STAK TttOUPK.

This evening the Boylston Star troupe, made
up of artists from the B ivlston Museum, Boston, will appear at Portland Theatre, in a
Cool Burgess, Maggie
variety entertainment.
Cline, Wesley Brothers and other character
The Worcester Spy
will appear.
The Boylston Star Troupe was greeted
a house filled to its utmost capacity, and
entertainment was so well received that
will be strongly tempted to come again.

actors

Best $2.00 Hats, New—Merry, Halter.

says:
with
their

they

NOTES.

Fer Trimmings, all kinds, Merry, Hatter.
Pur Collars, Muffs, Caps. Merry. Hatter.

The Bangor papers speak highly of the
Cecilia Quartette, Bertie Webb and Mr. Murray.
The Strategists at Portland Theatre Dec.
25th and 27th.

Oysters.

w

The first cargo of oysters^f the season has
armed to Timmons & Hawes, and from this
date they will sell only fresh shocked, opened
fresh every day at their wholesal house, 119
decl2 dlw
Commercial street.
Scotch Caps

imported,

Coe.

only 75c.

building

Special lots Hill’s
lars, one dollar size for 61c.

Blocks regu-

Owen, Moore & Co.

decl6d2t

Coe, the Hatter.

Fur Caps only $1.00.

Visible Improvement.
Mr. Noah Bates, Elmira, jn. x., writes:
"About four years ago I had an attack of bilious fever, and never fully recovered. My diorgans were weakened, and I would be

gestive

After using
for days.
two bottles of your Burdock Blood Bitters
the improvement was so visible that 1 was astonished. I can now, though G1 years of age,

completely prostrated

a fair and reasonable day’s
81.00, trial size 10 cents.

do

work.”

Price

decl2dlw

Lone Jack, Mo., Sept. 14,1879.
I have been using Hop Bitters, and have received great benefit from them for liver com
plaint and malarial fever. They are superior
P. M. Baknes.
to allother medicines.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will commence a manufacturers’ sale of fine triple plated Silver Ware,
French Clocks, Bronzes, etc., at 10 o’clock this
morning, at their rooms 18 Exchange St.
Xurse.
Forty Years’ Experience of an Old
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRDP is
the prescription of one of the best female pby"
sicians and nurses in the United States, and
has been uBed for forty years with never failing
millions of mothers for their chilsuccess

by

*'

dren. It relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-colic. By giving health to the child
Price Twenty-five Cents
it rests the mother.
a

dec3S,M&W&wly49

bottle.

Neck-Chains, Lockets and PepdaDts, in fine
solid gold, and also in the best plated goods, in
large selections, at C. H. Lamson s Jewelry
Store, 201 Middle street.
From Reo. Dr.

Quinby.

Augusta, Me., Jan. S, 1878.
•‘Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam has been
used in our family for more than three years,
n d we can recommend it as a superior remedy

decl2MWS&

for Coughs and Colds.”

w

Superior uourt.
BEFORE JODOE BONNET.
Friday.—L*vi H. Morse et al. vs

Samuel Hbalat-cc of $46.67 alin North
leged to be due for chopping cord wood
Defence
Bridgton last winter at 76 cent- per cord.
a
—th-it the plaintiffs contracted in writing to clear
a
wood lot If it did not exceed 250 cords at 76 cents
for me chautable wood, p
cord for refuse ana
cords
14'J
about
and cord it up.etc but after nutting
t m»ke
tbev abandoned the j b. saying tbey co-id
alth ugh after
anything. The plaintiffs claim that
it '•« av
abandon
did
cords
1
0
they
about
cutting
count of the depth of th- snow, yet the detendant
mure so
agreed that if thev would cut thirty cords
release them
he could lultili his coniracis, he would
and pav tb m for all they cu at the co tract price.
This the defendant denies. Decision r »jived.
C. A. Chaplin for plffs.
A. S. Kimball for deft.
W.
J. Winslow Jones & Co. (Limited; vs. Peter
a
Binford. Assumpsit on written contract wherein
of sweet
the defendant agrees to plant four acres
ta
corn and deliver the produc to the plaintiffs
that the d n ract
lory at Hiram. Plaintiffs claim
dedid
not
he
ibat
was violated by the defendant:
to anliver hem the corn upon demand, but sold it
case
The
goes
other party. Amount claimed §47.
to the law court on report.
C. P. Mattocks for pill's.
Drummond & Drummond for deft.

Dawes.

Court

Action

to

adjourned

recover

until

a

Monday morning

next.

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.
Michael
Fbidav.—Joseph H. Philbrook aud each.
O’Feal
intoxication. Fined $5 and costs
BradMicnael Fay, John H. Flaherty and James
*
each.
lev. Search and ,-eiziirc. Fined 100 and costs

Judge Fox’s Ancestry.
Hon. Edward Fox, whose sudden death
shocked the people of the Stale on Wednesday, had an honorable ancestry. He inherited
tbe blood of Jilin Fox, the author of “Fox’s
Book of Marryrs,” firBt published in London
in 1563; and was also a direct descendant of

George Cleaves, the first settler of Falmouth
Nick, two centuries ago.
The first of the name iu New England was
Thomas Fox, who came to Cambridge in 1638.
He was the grandfather of Rev. John Fox, of
Woburn, who married a daughter of Edward
Tyng, whose mother was a daughter of Thadeus Clark, of Clark’s
Point, w'liose wife was
Elizabeth, dauglit of Michael Milton, whose
wile was Elizabeth, only child of George

Cleaves, the proprietor, firs: se.tler, and afterwards magistrate of the “Neck,” now Portland.
Jabez Fox, who came to Falmouth previous
to 1743, was a son of Rev. John Fox, of Woburn. Hr graduated at Harvard College in
1727, aud studied divinity but his health would
allow him to preach. His second wife aud
mother of his children was the «idow of PhiuHer maiden name was Hodge.
eas Jones.
She owned a house and four acres of land,
bounded on three Bides by Middle, Exchange
and Fore streets. The house stood in the rear
not

of where the Merchants National Bank now is.
Mr. Fox took the house and laud with the
widow, aud lived there until his death iu 1755,
For three years previous to his death
he was a member of Gov. Shirley's council—
the Governor stopped at his house (which was
one of the best iu town) for two mouths while
the fort Halifax, on the Kennehec, was build-

aged

60.

ing, iu 1754, with an express by whaleboats
running between the two points.
Hon. Jabez Fox had a son John, horn in
1749, who married a MitS Fox, of Maryland,
who came here with her father for the purpose to embark for thg West Indies. Soon
alter tbe Revolution John Fox built a large
equate two story house on Fore near Exchange
street, which was moved back, aud was rousumed in she fire of 1866. He had a one story
story store on the same lot. He was one of the
foremost men of the town. He died iu 1795.
Tbe third of the eight children of John Fox
seuior was John, born iu 1785. He married
Lucy, daughter of Edward Oxnard. He was a
merchant aud a prominent citizen. He built
the two story brick house yet standing on tbe
east corner oi

Theft.

and made off with them. He was seen how"
and if he bad
ever, followed aud brought back,
not told such a pitiful story would havo been
handed over to the police. As it was lie was
sent off wiib an earful of good advice.
New Organization.
The Commode and Cabinet Chair Manufacfor buying, selling an<!
tory has been organized
and sell
owning real estate aud manufacturing
aud cabinet chair
commode
a
patent
ing
$150,000: capital stock paid in $00

auu

ouuiu

sireuis, wuuiu

he died in 1852, aged G7. Theffist horn of John
and Lucy Oxnard Fox was Edward, who beHis death suggests
came the eminent jurist.
W. G.
this genealogical notice.
Windham, Dec. 1G.
Personal.
Rev. Henry I. Cushman has declined the
call to ihe Congress Square church.
J. Murray Kay, manager of the St. Johu
and Maine Railroad, is at the Falmouth Hotel.
Mr. Hartley Eaton, late cautaiu of the Portaud Cadets, lias icmovedlo the West with ins
family.
Sigual Officer Laurens has been relieved
jrom duty in this city and will report to the
chief signal officer of the army at Washington,
D. C., for assignment to duty at that point.
Sir. P. T. Jenkins, the present assistant, wil*
assume charge of the Portlaud station.
Mr. J. B. Hudson, the well-known artist, is
to remove with his family to the South, whero
ltd intends to take up his permanent residence.
Rev. Messrs. Wright and Dickinson will exchange nulpits Sunday forcuoon.
Hop. Puilander Telman was in town yester-

day.
Mr.

White,

chairman

of the

paper for Solon.
Salmo Francis, gov- rnor of the Passamaquoddy tribe of Indians, died at Pleasant
Point on Friday, Dec. 9, aged 86 years. It
to

a new

will now be necessary for the tri5a to choose a
new governor, but in this matter the division
long existing in the tribe appears. The "old
party” look npou n election by the whole
tribe as

an

insurrection, and claim that

an-

The “new
cient uEage should be followed.
party” favor an election. The Indian agen.
will probably be called upon to settle the matt
ter.

_

__

Missing Bark.

shares $3

Some anxiety is felt for the safety of the
bark N. M Haven, Capt. Ulrich, from Philadelphia for this port loaded with coal, now
last seen off
some
was
overdue.
She
Cape Cod Friday of lust week by the steamer

G. W. Rhodes.

Eleanors. It is hoped that she has pnt off into
the Gulf stream .to get clear ox ice nod that
she will ultimately arrive all right.

Capita'

President—Wm. H. Rhodes.
Treasurer—Homer H. Hitchcock.
D™“wrs-\V. U- Rhodes, H. H. Hitchcock

Funeral

Services of the Deceased

•

Jijdge.

Address

Itev. Dr. Hill.

by

The funeral of Judge Edward Fox was held
at his late residence, No. 325 Danforth street,
It was expected
at 2 o’clock yesterday.
that a number of Federal judges from abroad
would be present, but urgent business kept
them away and Judge Lowell was the only
one in attendance.
Judge E. K. Hoar of Massachusetts was present. The members of the
Cumberland bar, together with the officers of
the Unitftl States court, and the supreme and
superior court officers, met at the residence of

Swagey, and marched to the funeral in
B. W. Fessenden, Esq., officiated as
a body.
master of ceremonies, while John C. Cobb,
Esq., was marshal in behalf of the bar. The
following gentlemen acted as pall bearers :
II. W.

Hon. Lot M. Morrill.
Hon. John Lowell.
Hon. J. W. Symonds.
Hon. Nathan Webb.
Hon. W. W. Thomas.
Hon. Wilbur F. Lunt.
lion. Israel Washburn.
Hon. William P. Preble.
The funeral services

Hill, who read various

Hr.

opened by
selections of scripture,
were

including the fifteenth Psalm and the fifteenth
chapter of I. Corinthians. He then spoke
briefly as follows:
Nothing can turn our attention more forcibly from that which is fleeting to that which is

eternal than a blow so sudden as that which
has called us together. Those to whom it
comes nearest may possibly be for a short
time stunned and bewildered, but that passes
away, and they simply receive a little later the
full "force of that lesson which is at once impressed upon others: Be ye also ready, for
the summons may come to you at an unlooked
impressiveness oi me lesson is
increased by the social position of the one so
suddenly called away, liouored so highly and
held in affectionate reverence by so large a
tor time.

1 he

community.

To those who arc left behind the suddenness of the departure gives a shock which
adds for a time greatly to the pain of separation, but a consolation will afterward be found
in the remembrance that to the departed one
himself there could not be a more perfect euthanasia. To be usefully, honorably employed in work of the highest public benefit,
with full power of mind up to the very last;
to lie down to well earned rest in full consciousness of health; and to wake in the
eternal morrow, rejoining departed saints, and
enjoying the unimaginable surprise and delight of the new life revealed to us in the
gospel; this is indeed to have death abolished
and immortality brought to life.
1 hose who best knew' our brother’s worth
will most sorely grieve that he was not permitted to fill at least the Psalmist’s measure of
One who heard him in the
human years.
strength of his moral and intellectual vigor on
Tuesday afternoon, would naturally expect for
him several years longer of usefulness on
earth, and hope, after that, for quiet and honorable years of rest. But we must recall the
true sayings of the wise Hebrews, "Though
the righteous be prevented with death, yet
shall he be at rest, for honorable age is not
that which standeth in length of time, nor that
is measured by number of years ; but wisdom
is the gray hair unto men. and an unspotted
He pleased God and was belife is old age.
loved of Him ; so that living amoug sinners he
He being made perfect in a
was translated.
For his
short time hath fulfilled a long time.
soul pleased the Lord, therefore hasted He to
’’
“Blessed is he who hath
take him away
wrought no iniquity, nor imagined wicked
things, for unto him shall be given the special
gift of faith, and an inheritance in the temple
"For God created man to be
of the Lord.”
immortal and made him to be an image of his
"The righteous live foreverown eternity.”
more ; their reward is also with the Lord, and
the care of them is with the Most High.
Therefore shall they receive a glorious kingdom and a beautiful crown from the Lord's
hand.

\v

isaom,

xnowieuge

unu

uuuei

of the law are of the Lord ; love and
the way of good works are from him.”
Nor are these sayings of the Hebrew writers
in any degree repugnant to that clearer light
which shines upon us from the pages of the
New'Covenant. Paul, whose glowing eulogiums upon faith have sometimes been quoted
as depreciatory of moral righteousness, is frequently as earnest as James in declaring love
to be the fulfilling of the law, the crowning
The betest and evidence of genuine faith.
loved John emphatically declared faith to be a
special gift to the righteous, evidenced by
their righteousness; saying with a solemn
preface, “Little children, let no man deceive
you; he that doeth righteousness is righteous,
“He that doeth
even as Christ is righteous.”
good is of God; but he that doeth evil hath
To the same import are the
not seen God.’’
words of our Lord himself, the master and
teacher of Paul and James and John; “By
their fruits ye shall know them.” “A good tree
cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.” God has
made faith the cause of moral goodness and
moral goodness the effect of faith. “This is
the victory that overcometh the world, even
our faith,” and “he that doeth good is of God.”
What nobler eulogium upon moral excellence could the apostle have given than he haB
given in these words? How broad and general the phrase, giving the highest benediction
to every man, whatever his sphere of life, who
tills it in the spirit of fidelity to duty. Blessed
is the man who still endeavors to fill his opportunities of usefulness ; who endeavors to
do good ; who strives to bring his heart and
will into conformity with the temper of the
sermon on the mount; and with the
spirit of
the gospels. The words both of -Jesus and
his apostles assure us that from such a man
God’s approval will not be withheld, but that
the peace of God which passeth understanding shall fill the mind and heart of those who
think on things honorable, virtuous and of
good report, to do them. Not therefore in
boasting, nor in a vicarious self-righteousness,
but in humble gratitude to the giver of good,
rheinspirerot true righteousness, would we, as
we recall a life so noble and useful, apply to it
the simple but grand and earnest lines of the

standing

English singer:

Whose passions not his masters are,
Whose soul is still prepared for death,
Not tied unto the world with care
Of public fame or private breath.

Who hath his life from rumors freed,
Whose conscience is his strong retreat;
Whose st te can neither flatterers feed,
Nor ruin make accusers great.

early

obnaori I lAob

frioml

This man Is freed from servile bauds
Of hope to rise or fear to fall,
Lord of himself though not of lands,
And having nothing yet hath all.

At the close of the funeral, the members of
the bar, the officers of the State and Federal
courts, and the jury, in session at the time of

Judge Fox’s death,

escorted the

procession

to

State street and took leave of it. The remains
were deposited in Evergreen cemetery.

numony and others testified tiieir regard by
useful and valuable presents which
were
duly admired and appreciated. The
all appearing to
was very enjoyable,

merous

evening

feel at home and in good spirits. The company
retired at an early honr after rendering usual
congratulations and receiving cake, cards and
thanks of tbo newly married couple.

Booming under Difficulties.
The schooner E G. Willard, airived yesterday from Cape Nigger with 35,000 pounds of
boom in

cod and haddock. She lost her main
the stiff breeze off Little River in Cutler, and
went in there for a new one. After her arrival
the crew had to walk eighteen miles into the
After the timber
country for a new boom.
fourteen miles
was secured they bad to go
further to obtain an ox team to lug the boom
to tbo v63sel. As nobody could be procured to
fashion the boom the crew had to do it them'
selves. It was a misfit, but managed “to ill]
the bill” until Portland was reached.
Fire on Emerson Street.
An alarm of fire from box 13 shortly before
l) o’clock yesterday morning, was caused by a
fire in a small- wooden bouse on Emerson
The cause
street owned by a Mr. Wetberbee.
was a defective chimney. A sou of Mr. WetbI fever, but be was
The house was entirely
got out uninjured.
The
mined. The loss is estimated at $1,000.

building

sick with

was

Wednesday morning

typboi

insured.

last,

a

man

speed. While going down the hill on the west
road. Miss Lucilla Cousins, a school girl,
caught the horse by the dragging reins and
held him till some men took charge cf him,
and delivered him to his owner without any
P.
casualty to horse, boy or wagon.

delightful
highland and lowlands

of Scotland, the scento conery which Scott’s own kind eyes loved
template, and which touched in his heart those
chords of sympathy that trembled with tenderness for Queen Mary and Jeannie Deans.

Our Shipping.
of vessels whose hail port has been
changed to this district during the year 1881:
Name and Rig.
Where from.
Tonnage*
445.10
Schoouer a. R. Weeks.Bath
31.07
Mary Lizzie.Bootbbay,
146.65
Nicola.Machias,
41.03
Clear the Track..Essex, Mass..
*'
44 86
Maud Muller
Marbiehead,
71.68
Kate McClintock. Wiscasset,
44
0.30
Relief.Bov<ioiuham,
43.64
M. J Sewall
..Bootbbay,
5o.91
Woonsocket.Kenuebunkport,
68.58
_Glouc- sier,
Sloop United States
19 67
Schooner S. H. Pinkhum....Kennebuuk.
List

Nor was Burns forgotten, but the poet who was
the friend of bumauity, beloved, perhaps more
than any other, by high and low, was embalmed in the lectuier’s golden words. “The
Banks and Braes o’ Bonnie Doan” in their
beauty, and "Tam O’Shanter’s” favorite, with
its aspect of lowly but substantial comfort, introduced the travelers, after landing at GlasFrom Ayrshire
gow, to the "Laud o’ itakes.”
they went to ihe Hebrides, with passing memories of William Black, the “Princess of
Thule” and “White Wings,” at least their
guide, and after some comical experiences of
the steamer
sea sickness, and a laudiug from
(belonging doubtless to the MacLeods of Dare),
ou his own
firm
which a facetious individual,
sea legs, aggravated by allusions to the miser
ies of others; found laughter merged in conIona’s rains and royal
as
templation,
graves came into view, and in awe beneath
the frown of Staffa and the sculptured front
and long drawn, sea-floored aisle of Fingal’s

5 04
55.99
23 42
41.46
50.22
43.42

Petrel.Saco,

_South Haven,
Fieetwood
Mary Jane .Bath,
4i
Mosos B Linscott
Mountain Laurel. Bristol,
•*
Maggie.So. W. Harbor,
*•
Webster...
..Saco,
Steamer Sea Flower.Bangor,
Schooner Quivet.So. Dennir,
Sachem.Kemicbuuk,
Steamer Phebe.Booibbay,
•'chouner Titmouse.So Dei.his,

Sloop Excaliber

oiuwp

in

52.74
45.07
70.77
16.nl
54.05
70.72
12.50

.Wise-asset.

27.70
14.09
L219.5K

Schooner Julietta...Bath,
4*
Mary E. Caswell.Kenuebunk,
Ship Pleiades.Bath.
.it

osijiiu

ii.'.'i'

i,

Schooner Litrle Katie— ..K^unebunk,
Boo libay,
E. K. Dresser.
Is ac Rich.Deer Die,
John H. Kennedy Waldoboro.
Brig Nellie Ware.New York,
Schooner Krnma J*ne.Gloucester,

dral in the sea.”
From Siatfa the route lay direct to the highlands. Lady Katrine called up the scenery of
the “Lady of the Lake,” the very spot—“The
silver strand”—whither Ellen sculled her
skiff at the hail of the wandering king, was
the beautiful embowered isle that has borne
her name ever since the appearance of the
aa hour
poem, and where the lecturer passed
reading the poem, opened the way to the
the
where
Loch
party
Achray,
Tros8achs and
traveled express to the aucieutg capital, and
listened with breathless interest, while their
frieud, philosopher and guide pointed out the
features in whicn it resembled Athens. Arthur's seat, the castle, from various points of
views; Mous Meg aud the Scott Monument,
both sides, were the next lions “done,” and in
connection with the last, Mr. Stoddard related
the touching incident of the meeting between
Sir Walter Scott and the future artist and successful competitor for the design, when meeting the great wizard of the North, a stranger
riding by in his elegant carriage, the puor apprentice lad, plodding wearily along the roadside, was invited to take a seat beside the baronet.
Before leaving Edinburg the new Innocents
Abroad were conducted to Holyrood Palace
mid shown the once splendid interior of Mary
Queen of Sto s’ b diojm, whe e some very
iurnuure was mouldering
French looking
away behind an iron railing. The most touchMr.
Stoddard thought, was
there,
ing sight
It was very
that of the Queen’s mirror.
small, but very precious, lor it had once reill-fated
the
cf
Q.ueeu, and
flected the beauty
in gazing upon it one could not but think what
it would be to possess the power to call back
for one brief moment that transient image and
behold one of the loveliest, as well as one of
• he most unfortunate of her sex, “in her habit

19.96

62 85

*•

Fred

92.18
53.19 |
248.88
42.15
144.08
26.71

Grey.Newburyport,

Bonita.Camden,
Burk Rose limes .bath,
Schooner WH ie & Alice....

835.42
41.67

Maino Industrial School for Girls.
The annual meeting of the managers of the
Maine Industrial School for girls was held at
There were presHallowell last Wednesday.
ent Governor Plaisted and Secretary of State
Smith, on the part of the State; Sidney Perham, Paris, president; Charles E. Nash, Au-

gusta, secretary; E. Rowell, Hallowell, treasurer and manager; H. K. Baker, Hallowell;
E. R. French, Chesterville; H. W. Tilden,
Augusta, and Benjamin Kingsbury, Portland^
The reports stated
of the board of trustees.
that the year had b»eu prosperous. Seventeen
girls have been admitted during the year,
□faking in all since the organization of the
Homes have been procured for 9b
school 130,
The great
girls during the past seven years.
and overshadowing requirement of the instituMrs. Mary
tion is for a new school building.
Erskine of South China, has recently donated
and othfund,”
new
“building
$1000 toward a
ers have indicated a purpose to increase this
fund; so that with aid from the State, it is
hoped a uew buildiug may be erected at an
early day. The old officers were re-elected.
The avenues leading to an early grave have
often been opened by a Cough or Cold. Thousands have been cured and saved by Dr. Bull’8
Cough Syrup. It is cheap, only 25 cents ft bot-

lived.”
During his visit

as she

to Holyrood there was a terrifle thunder storm, which not only, added to
the respect he felt for the iion railing round
the Queen’s furniture, but prevented him from
seeing the blood stains in the bed chamber
through which the jeaious husband and his
noble accomplices oragged the dying Rizzio
from the ante-chamber.
Through that room
they made their stealthy approach. Through
that room they dragged away the dying man,
plunging their daggers into his body as they

tle.
_

Neglect

cold, and

a

severe

suffering

over

something of the kind. One of the best
introduced to the public is Dr. Graves’ Balsam
of Wild Cherry and Tar, a preparation long known
forth© speedy and certain re'iefof coughs, colds,
rl he pecusore tbroat. hoarseness, bronchitis, &c.
liar combination of wild cherry and tar with other
pleasant and sootliina ingredients makes it easy to
take, speedy to relieve, and sure to give satisfaction.

Loch Laven, with the ruins of the castle
Mary was imprisoned, was shown in two
views by daylight and under a harvest moon,
the last scene being one actually wituessed by
the lecturer from the boat in the foreground;
me fact that M
escaped over the lake by
night having induced him to float, over its
waters for some hours all aloue.
Melrose Abbey was shown in all the prominent parts still remaining, by noonday, by sunset, in summer and in wiuter; and lastly, as
Scott says it ought to be, viewed by moonlight.
Abbotsford, with its interiors, showing the
hall the study, the room where Scott died was
thn

cherry and tar as remedies f »r Dulmonary affections, and if you give Dr.
Graves’ Balsim of Wild Cherry and Tar a trial jo\a
will get relief. Sample, 10 cts. Large bottles, 50
cts. For sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co.,
30
Portland.

Physicians prescribe

tale of the struggle to pay his creditors, in
which tile poet aud knight lost hisiife to save
his honor, was so touchingly told that the listeners seemed to hear it for the first time.
Jeauuio Deans’ cottage and grave, Dryburg
Abbey and the grave aud bust of Scott were
also strifciug|featuresof the illustrations, which
the descripwere as creditable to the artist as
tions were to the lecturer.
The next lecture will be (lovoted to a trip
“Down the Danube.”

/

slight

Slight Fire.
fire occurred in the

house of

V-'

IN-

been filled with grasses aid other ornamental
articles. Luckily Mr. Tucker and his son were
present and removed the burning substances
before much damage was done. The loss Is
about $2o.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
514

to say alarm in New York, Portland cannot be indifferent to it.
Both Baltimore aud Philadelphia have had
tbo benefit of railroad connection with the
west under single management, and in those
mainspring of the efforts of the
cities the
managers has been to make their respective
outlets for
ports the great and commanding
her produots. Tins has furnished an immense
business at those points and Eeemed an imadvance and presiige which we in the
east have been Blow to observe. New York,
however, has heretofore been the great shipping port of the country, though watching
with eagle eye rivals south of her. Now Bo»ton threatens her on the north, for although
the Bostou and Albany has done a verv large
western business aud has excellent terminal
facilities at East Bostou it has been dependent
York Central for its trunk, and
on the New
the latter is a grand anery whose outlet is at
New York city aud naturally carrying freight
it to be
along ils whole line instead of allowing
switched off at Albauy to reach tide water at
Bostou.
Portland has enjoyed the benofit of a trunK
line to the far west under one management,
aud in this particular has heretofore bad the
Bat while such has
advantage of Bostou.
been the fact, to ordinary observers it seems
that the
strange and somewhat unaccountable
Grand Trunk has sent a large amount of business to Boston over the Vermont Central instead of bringing its freight over the whole
length of its line, constructed for that purpose
aud laying it down here. The only explanation ot this suggested is, the lack of proper
terminal facilities here, and the advantage
which Boston has over us of being a port of
for
largo importations which furnish business to
lines going west in excess of what oomes
Portland. Be this as it may, it is both unnatural and undesirable that business which
of the
ought to come over the entire length
Grand Trunk should be switched off to Boston,
and if theie is any practical remedy for it the
this
same should be applied so as to make
out.port what nature intended, the principr.l
let on the Atlantic coast. Our local advantages
liave often been pointed out, but these seem to
In
have been quite slow of appreciation.
access to
point of nearness to Liverpool. eaBe of
and
water
of
our harbor in all weather, depth
for discan city, port chargee, and lacilities
position
patch in the bandiiug of .freight, out
to
is unmatched, and uuless violence is doue
and
apparently
the natural courto of things,
oil
to the interest of our railroads stretching
situato the west, those ought to command the
is
nc
There
tion and distance all rivalry.
oi
ground for apprehension that the scheme

Congress

St.

DOW’S MEW BLOCK
M

dec 17

/

Ready.

DECEMBER CENTURY.

Containing the fall-page portraits of Dr. Holland,
President Garfield, and Robert Browsing, the

ROBES.
Wolf Rotes, $8.50. 9 00, line ones plush lined,
large size $10.50, 12.00 to 15.00. Buffalo Robes.
_$*.0i> 10.00to 20 00.
Horse Bankets —Cut ones $1.00 to 2.00. Square
ones, $1.25 to $6,00.

Bailey
»

Auctioneers.

Co.,

A

docie d3t

SALE

auu aiouww,

nw.

F. «. BAILE Y A CO., Auctioneers.

UMBRELLAS.

FIXE

dec 13 dtd

In Silk. Alpaca and Gingham. Our §100 ones
Silk
the best. Warranted ones $1.60to $2.00
Umbrellas $3.00 and up. Alpaca ones $2.00 up.

BAGS,
EURS, MUFFS mil COLLARS.
Gents fine Soft Strap Bag* in all colors, Orange*
Ladies’ Fur Sets, Plain. Black and with Hairs.
and
Black.
date
Choc
Brown, Red.
Seal Sets. I tut. Seal Sets, GeniS Seal Caps.lmt. seal
COON COATI.
BCFitALO COATS.
Cat s, Ladies’ Fur Caps.
Fur Gloves.—Seal, Otter and Beaver, a large stock.
clones.
Cur assortment is very extensive, varying from a
Buck
HATS.
50 cent pair to the best fur Gauntlet. Gents
hi I, lined and unlined,
G! vcs, lined and unlined
One of the be*t presents for Gents is a Hat and
With fur *nd without. We can tit any hand.
after
the
we esexamte
Holidays. A Silk Hat, Stiff
ha-lies’ and Children’s Kid Mits and Gloves, fur 1
Hat, Soft Hat or Cap. Scotch Caps 90 cts to $3.00.
top and spring wrist, 76 cts. to $1.50.

Goods sent by mail

EDUCATIONAL
Westbrook Seminary
AND

FEMALE COLLEGE.
of
Term
Winter
weeks, will begin

The

ten

TUESDAY, JANUARY, 3d, J8S2.
Address J. P.

decis

WESTON, President,
eodtjn2Aw2t60 J

by express €, ©. D.,

or

with

privilege

to

examine.

Pronounced by the Springfield Republican "for personal portraiture and biography, the richest single
The first edition
issue ever made by a magazine.”
has been out of print for some days: second edition
now eady and for sale by ail dealers, price 35 centsSubscription price, $4.00 a jear.
Mrs Burnett’s novol of Washington life,

“THROUbH ONE ADMINISTRATION,”
began in the November number, with the new series
under the now name. New subscriptions should be.
will be
gin with ibis issue. The January Century

issued on the 23d of December. The February
“Midwinter” number will be issued in the cover
designed by Vedder.
The CENTURY CO.
Square, New-York City, N. Y.

BEGIN TWO SERIALS. “DONALD AND DOROMARY MAPLES DODGE, EDITOR OF ST.
“BY
NICHOLAS; AND "TnF HOOSIER SCHOOL-BOY,
EDWARD EGGLESTON.
BY

The CENTURY CO.
Square, New-York City, N. Y,

dec17

dlt

To thePublic.

NO. 237 MIDDLE STREET.
of the Gold Hat.
Sign
0

declT

STREET

177 MIDDLE

EXCHANGE.

OF

COENKil

in

Large Line'of Necklaces, Lace Pins, Rings
Diamonds, Pearls, Cameos, Carnets and

ever

all of the Precious Stones,
Butcons, Bracelets, Vases, &c.

i Holiday

FOR

FANCY

Announcement !

watchesTjewelry,

WINTER USE j Opera

Ware, Clocks,

Silver

These

this

are

year's robes.

HORSE
Blankets

GOLD FENS AND PENCILS.
AarisiaH in Cameo Met* in Gold. 9*0 to
$28: in Nto« k Plate*1 Melting*, $2 to$9.50
in Mtone
Plain and

$2«»;
to

$9.50.

VLunv

KID,

dvkjh.

76c.

75c.

T. J.
559
dal

McKElWY, the Jeweler,
Congress
°

Street.
diw

KNOCKABOUT

THE

CLUB

IN THE WOODS.
boy’s book of anecdote and adventure in the wilds
of Maine and Canada.

An account of

a

vacation

spent in healthy amusement, fascinating adv«m
ture and instructive entertainment. By C. A.
Stephens, author of “CamDire Out.” Fox Huntetc., with over 100 nne okioixal illustra-

Iing,*’
Illuminated board
tions

covers
extra gilt, $2.
For sale by all

Cloth,

and linings, $1.50.
Booksellers.

A Genuine Mark Down.
Any
this

on.

91.50.
THE JEWELER,

ONLY

McKENNEY,

531 Congress Street.

dec!7

goods.

dlw

SOUD GOLD RINGS,
GARNET, ONYX,

Caps.

AMETHYST and CAMEO.

Only $2.50.
deol7

dlw

NICE

VERY

■

Hot Baked Beams
AND

BROWN

COE,

-AT-

THE
HATTER

BLAKE’S BAKERY,
No. 532
dec 17

197 middle Street.-

AT

80,111

Street
Congress dlawSwS

Fine [looms for Kent.
Some very excellent
439 Congress street.
Heat
man.

fi r man and wife or young
Table board < an be bad at 3 different
bv steam.
place, wlihin 300 feet of tbe house. Call at house,
eod2w*
deel7
rooms

WASTED.

To Let.
ENTEEL tenement, No. 62 Paris street, with
J all modern improvements.
Enquire of A. D.
decl7dlw
SMITH, 400 Cumberlani street.

('
Apply

dlw

of

a

Cloak cannot afford to lo»o

Our

regular stock of

DRY&FASCYGWS
is

complete,

and

ofbar-

we are

fering some special
gains this week.
Don’t forget that

our

$1.50 RUBBER CIRCULAR
is the best for the money
in Portland.

MARK DOWN in

FELT 8115 ill UNDERWEAR
Sole agents for
Patterns.

Harper’s

Bazar

F. A. ROSS & CO.
Sts.
Congress & Brown
doe6 eodtf
0

HEADQUARTERS.
Below we eanwmle n few articles in
which we wi'l sell at
Slock
Extremely Lew Price..
Work Stands. Baskets. Bora., Dressing Cases,
Rocking Horses, Tool Chest-, Sleds, Bird Cages,
Silk Fringed Christmas Cards, Printing Presses,
Wallets, Bags, 1 nk Stands, idor Cases, D 11s of every
Aldesc-iption. Vases. Toilet Sets, Hand Glasses Doll
bums, Photo. Stands, Play Houses, Furniture, and
Punch
Cahs Baby Sl ighs, Autograph Albums,
Judj Shows, Writing Desks, Crtbbsge B ards. China,
Britannia Tea & Dinner Sets.Sideb ards, RefrigeraHor jj Cars.
tors, Castors, Ice Pitchers, Steamjwa
Cradles, i'ab es, Bedsteads, Bath 1 ubs, Bath Houses,
Arks Villages,
Noar’s
Guns.
Swords,
Toy tents,
Mil leal Tops. Horse and Carts, A B C. Bloke.
Building Blocks, Dissecting Pictures, S iced Birds,
House Jack
.tic Wood Tiu and Iron K. R. Trains,
Built, Dominoes, Games, Conjurer’s Cabinets. Toy
Books
Stoves.
Galv.nio Batteries, len-Pins, Pie-ure
Tin Kitch-ns, Office Baskets. Skates. Cbri«tmaa
Tree Holders. C.nd es, die. Tin andiron Banks,
Magic Lanterns Drums. Fish Pond Games, .lack
Stock of Toy*
Straws, &c. together with a Large
too large to enumerate.
We nave a stock of Gold Kings, Studs and Gents*
Pins at less than cost, to close.
_

BREAD

Every SATURDAY Afternoon at 5 o’elk,

CLEVELAND & MARSTON,
128 Exchange St

In need

opportunity.

SANTA CLAUS

Seal $4.00,
Otter $4.00.
Y reneh Seal $1.00.
Nutria $ .OO.
Bo^’s aps 26c.
We are closing out our soft and still hats at
about cost. Our $2.00 La l>e-l)as now
now
$1.60, our $*.60 soft and still hats Lad$2.00. I£ur trimmings of all kinds.
dies* Seal and Otter sets.

deo!7

7>wo

10.00

eod3t

Amethyst, Garnet, Onyx and Cameo,

at once.

810.00

12.00

Cor.

decl7

Paper covered $1 00.
Zinc covered $3.00.
Leather covered $4.50.
Also solid sole leather and Bureau Trunks.

A GAS PIPER.

Cloaks!

Cloaks!

(13.00 Cloaks for.

ESTES &LAURUT, Publishers.

of these

at

elsewhere.

Glorious New Book for Boys.

BAGS
Fur

Street.

FROM $5.00 to $10.00, warranted.

AND

specialty

Congress St.,

BOY’S WATCH ES,

TRUNKS
a

WELCH,

7_ST&lh

531
decl7

ARTICLES,

moderate Prices. Please
inspect before purchasing

goods

to show
not.

Three Doors Above Oak

50c.
$l.o0.
Ladies’ and Children’s Gloves and Mittens

We make

pleasure
purchase or
A

NEAR CITY HOTEL,

CALF MI IS.
76c.

$1.75.

to
Metiing*,
Bngraved Melting* 91.25

Gold

Call and examine.
whether you desire to

kinds, ranging from

CLOTH,

from 50c. up to

Glasses, Gold Headed Canes,

Miugn

exhibited in this city.

Our Stock will consist of
all sorts of USEFUL and

_dtf

i

dlw

of the finest assort*
merits of

CHRISTMAS
GOODS
WATCHES, FRENCH CLOCKS, SILVERWARE,

TTPTX7TPT TJTRQ
J JlLI VV Till r J-LvU,

Ladies’ Solid Gold

531 Congress Street.

SHALL

OPEN THIS WEEK

eodtf

one

decl7

WATCHES.
WALTHAM
ONLY $25.00.
McKENNEY, THE JEWELER

TuPSHam, Maine.

WE

ST. NICHOLAS.

IT

Winter Term commences

decl6-eod2w

MERRY

THE CHRISTMAS
A Christinas gift-book of 100 pages,
and nearly as many pictures, for only
25 cents.

FRANK I.IN FA<1ILV SCHOOL

TUESDAY, JANUARY 3, 1883
For Particulars address D, L SMITH, Principal)

“MEMORIAL NUMBER,”

decl7

F. 0.

BV
ENOINE
ANO
HILL
AUCTION.
Saturday Dec. 17th, at 12 M., we ahall sell
the City Gris' Mill, siiuated on Deering’s
Bridge. Said mill is fltred to grind grain and salt; is
furnished with a twenty-five horse power engine,
b tiler, *c„ in good order which will be sold teparate if advisable. This is a good chance to engage in
a paying business.

List of Our Prices and Goods.

Life-Mask of Lincoln, Dr. Bliss’s story of Garfield’s
noYel,
illness, first chapters of W. D. Howells’s
‘•A Modern.Instance.” etc., etc. A great

UNION

a

ON

GOAT,

(SCRIBNER’S MONTHLY)

IN

a.

ro ms
m.,
«ay
Block of Rich and Elegant triple plated liver War©
lea
from the beat manufacturer* in the country,
Seta. Urn*, Waiter*, Ice Pitchers, Dinner, Breakfast and Pickle Caatora, Tureen* Baking Diahe*,
Elegant Repou«#4e Epergnes, Tilt Pitchers, Vare*.
Toilet Sets, Butter Dishes, Cake Banket*, Berry
Dishes, Knives, Eorks, Spoons. Carver*. La lea.
Napkin Ri» g», Ac. Also Elegant Marble and
Cathedral gong,
Bronze French Clocks, strike
Bronze and China Goods, &c.

(dtlsr

CASTOK.
SI.00.

DHY,”

TueaJay, December

Saturday, Monday
ra., and 2Vh p.
ONeach
17th, 19th, and 20th, at 10
fine
18 Exchange street,
at

Street, Wednesday, Dec. 21st. Pictures on Eahibl
tion Monday and Tuesday.
Sale commences at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m.
dlw
dee It)

GLOVES

Union

cfco.
AUCTION.

BY

ranuings

A

THE

FRENCH CLOCKS

MR. J. B. HUDSON, being about t3 leive the
will sell at auction, his entire collection of

We have over twenty
HO cents up to $8.00.

2d Edition

Ware,

city,

WOLF. $8.50, *9.00 and up to SI 8.00,
Plush Umd, BUFFALO, So.oO, *7.00 nnlined, $10.00 to *20.00 lined with plush.

THE

■

Fine Silver Plated

PAINTINGS

OUR
PRICES
ON
ROBES.

HOLIDAY

Serious Accident.
One of the stevedores white unloading cargo
from the steamer Brooklyn, last night, was
struck by the shears and received a bad wound
Dr. Merrill attended him. The
ou the head.
injured man was carried home.

—

-OF-

6TH ANNUAL

INDUCEMENTS!

Payson Tucker ou Congress street last night,
caused by the earless throwing ot a lighted
match into an unused fire place, which kad

OF1

FUR CAPS emits
FURS
A HAT
BAGS

HFECIAL

Mr.

—

and

8|2' ^,5*

GLOVES

decl7

taining money and goods upon false pretences,
making use of tbo order to “feather bis nest.”
A number of kindly disposed Odd Fellows in
the city have been victimized by him.
A

15 El

Sleeve

young man, belonging in Pittsfield, a member
of Carrabasset Lodge, I. O. O. F., at Skowhegan, who has been at work in a job printing
office in this city, but who recently left for
Boston. Mr. Burleigh charges him with ob-

Auctioneers.

SIO,

SO.

■■■

HBB

A

An Alleged Swindler.
Mr. Josiah Burleigh, 134 Middle street, cautions members of the Odd Follows fraternity
and the public generally against being “taken
in” by one S. J. Whitten. He says ho is a

F. O. BAILEl A CO.,

Those looking for Christmas Goods would do well to look over our large stock
of useful articles. Any sroods purchased of us can be exchanged
after the Holidays.

wild

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

.1

suitable for Holiday Wilts ever In
Choice
in Portland.
store
goods s< Iting from one quarter
to one half their vulue.
one

HOLIDAY

ommend

nnhlo

Every Day and Evening ul More
No. 545 Congress St., file largest
anil most varied assortment of
useful and ornamental articles

use

went.

nn/l

o®eF</<
GIFTS

medicine, and it will soon
That may bring about the desired rewear away.”
»1
sult in some: but very few have sufficient physic
Some say, “J on’t

where

>nn

Holiday Goods.

___

is the result.

Strength to throw off a severe cold, without the aid
of some good balsam, and we should certainly rec-

portant

Wedding.
H. A. Drummond and Miss H. A. Hatch
were married at their rooms, 567^ Congress
street, Thursday evening. The officiating clergyman was the bride’s father, a well-known
The many
member of the M. E. Conference.
friends of the happy pair present at the cere-

was

whose
name was not given, and a boy rode up to Dr
J. F. Moulton’s, at the village—leaving the
boy to hold tho horse while be went in. While
in the bouse the horse became frightened,
turned the wagon throwing the boy out, and
left with the fore wheels at a flying rate of

not

The exercises dosed with prayer and benediction by Rev. Dr. Hill.

erbeo

Limington.
On

audience was delighted was evinced by their
rapt attention and by the frequent marks of
approval bestowed upon the beautiful tributes
paid to Scott and Burns by the lecturer, as
well as upon the superb views thrown upon
the screen. The lecture was, in every respect,
well-read and
a most eloquent,
a tour with
travelling companion, through the

_

-OF-

M AINK.

with Boston are aware that the terminal facilities for ocean commerce of the road referred to
arc on a large scale and have been obtained
aud constructed with a viow to make them
equal to if not superior to any on the Atlantic
If this movement has excited interest
coasr.

Who God doth late and
pray
More of his grace than gifts to lend.
And entertains the harmless day
ii’oll

The opening lecture in Mr. Stoddard’s course
was delivered at City Hall last evening before
an audience composed of the most intellectual
portion of the community, and, one too, that
fully tested the seating capacity of the apartment. There must have been over two thouThat the
sand ladies and gentlemen present.

Sale

Auction

Extensive

securing a vast ocean commerce which properly belongs to us our people cannot aud should
not allow sleeping over the situation.

Reference is made to the New
latter city.
York and New England railroad which has
now passed under tbo control of Jay Gould,
Russel Sage aud other large operators. The
line to the
purpose is to make that a truuk
West, ill coniieuiiiuu wua utuoio uuuox mo
same management, and to make Boston the
ontlet for its business. Those who are familiar

Who envies none that chance doth raise.
Or vice: who never understood
How deepest wounds are given by praise.
Nor rules of state; but rules of good.

n

Mr. Stoddard's Course

New Rival.
Me. Editoe:—There has recently been a
new railroad combination in Boston which has
attracted special attention in New York as beioir hostile to the commercial interests of the

How happv is be born and taught
That serveth not another’s will,
Whose armor is bis honest thought.
And simple truth his utmost skill.

lltdli

First Lecture In

A

Greenback

committee, and Solon Chase were in town
Thursday and, it is said, had a conference ill

regard
Yesterday afternoon a peddler of string,
thread, pins and needles, etc, loafed into E. G
Willard & Co.’s fish packing house, on the
vharf, and when he thought he was unobserved, appropriated four lately cured codfish

nice

Tne

AUCTION SALES.

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS_

Gould and a^ociates to utilize theN.Y. & N.E.
road will deprive Portland of everything yet attained, but when at all competing points and
harbors there is a constant push of the idea of

SCOTLAND.

EDWARD FOX.

Chas. Day, Jr., &Co.
leTMIDDi-E STRTET.

Stockbridg-e’s
MUSIC STOREChristmas Novelties, New Music and Becks,
InstruBacks, Music Rolls and Folios, Toy
HarmuBiess, Picments, Orguineites, Zithers, due
bindings. Mu
tures of Musicians, Gift Books lu
steal Instruments and Merchandise.

Music

1

156

Exchange St.,

SUR^UR^O^JRUNKESJiES^ Near City
14

^To^mnlcula^^ni^A^^Jo^KS^Noru^As-

salboro’,

Me

ang20isdtim

dec

Rnildin^.
dSw*

The czar says be it ready
death when it comes. It may not be
out of place in this connection to say that
death is ready to meet the czar wherever he
goes.- Bostou Transcript.

Singular unanimity:

PPUBLICATION8.

RECENT

[CONCLUDED

FROM FIRST

FACE.]

Country, equi-distant from either shore; swinging on the separating sea, like Mahomet's coffin in the impartial air not of earth or heaven;
and isolated in this liquid loneliness of literature
while the actual business of letters passes by
him, from this to that shore.

existing in the sea, the terrible octopus—the
pieuvre so thrillingly and almost without exag~
geration described in Viotor Hugo's Toilers of
the Sea—the curious plants, strauge beasts and
birds, and marvels of fire and ice which are depicted in this volume will be an unfailing
treasury of interest and knowledge. It is precisely a book to be eiijoyed by a family circle
around the Winter fireside, and also conveys

Do

Quincey. By David Masson.
(New York: Harpers; Portland: Loriog,Short
& Harmon). Although De Quincey is by no
means one of the most interesting subjects of
the biographies which are included in the English Men of Letters Series, Mr. Masson deserves
praise for an acute and strong handling of bis
theme. The literary qualities of De Quincey
are those upon which bis memory must rest;

and his biography presents these in masterly
fashion, while estimating clearly, but with
Charity, the grievous drawbacks to De Quina-elulness and success. So extended and
fine an analysis as this by Mr. Masson can be
little more than referred to in the space of a
review; the reader is recommended to the volume itself for a portrait of a man so rich in in-

cey’s

so

manly will

poor in

and

vigor.

Object-Teaching.

Manual ct

By

N.

A.

Calkins (New York: Harpers; Portland: Loring, Short £ Harmon). Nothing in the moda
ern systems of teaching inspires such confi.
deuce in the healthy and reasonabls future of
the children of this decade as the growing belief in object-teaching, in the wide-awake and
lively testimony of eyes, ears and touch of
hands as a substitute for the strain of memory,
neglect of imagination, comparison and refiection, ana me unreasoning tyranny oi textbooks which were the outcome of the former
methods of instruction. Three-score yearB and
ten are quite too brief for sight and hearing of
the world and what is in it; and if the tender
time when eyes are new, ears quick and fancy
forming, is spent in bending over books, it is
time worse than lost—for it means quick faculties blunted, habits of free observation checked
and a perfunctory reliance on cut-and-dried
facts instead of delight, wonder, fancy and
strength which are childhood's right. A manual like this of Mr. Calkins is useful to teachers, and will, moreover, suggest endless variations as occasion may arise.

Study of

the

Pentateuch. By Rufus P.
D. (Boston: George H. Ellis;
Portland: Dresser & McLellan). The works,
lately published by the school of Dutch commentators have suggested to Dr. Stebbins to
write this volume of inquiry and research con.
cerntng the age of the books of the Pentateuch
and notes upon the theories of the Dutch
A

Slippers

sett’s Cocoajne.

Housekeepers should insist upon obtaining
Burnett's Flavoring Extracts,they are the best.

Ragby

begin

everybody.

good example!”

CHILDREN’S MO MISSES’

A poor rule: “If you want your hens to increase, keep your hen-house clean,” says a
northern poultry journal. No necessity for it
down here. Some enterprising darkey usually

School Boot.,

Stebbins, D

BOYD’S
Fine N. Y. Boots, for Ladies' Wear, The Only Store
East of Boston that has Boyd’s Fine Boots.
Boyd’s Fine Boots in French Kid.
Cloth Top, Button,
11
•*
Oil Goat, Button,
C
and
D.
A
Widths, A, A, B,

Spring Heel Boots. Widths, A. B.

Yonr Boots

accoro.

Women she has taken as her model in writing
this story. But it is not possible to hare too
many books of this fresh and healthful sort;
and though imitations cannot be expected to
equal the original, Miss Irving’s story is both
and charming.

dec

CURE.

with good intentions. It is also lively and
rather entertaining. Bat a hopelessly thirdrat qualty pervades the book, not only as to
its English, but its general tone. A portrait of
a notable housekeeper—intended to be one of
the prim and painstaking spinsters such at
Mrs. Stowe, Mrs. Bose Terry Cooke or Miss
Jewett describe so r erfectly—will make the
matrons and maids of Maine to open wide
eyes. For this frugal person nsed the suds of
Monday’s washing to scour her baking-pans
and muffin-rings, and after that her tables and
floors—all with the self-same soap-suds. After
this it seems littls matter that Miss Shrewsy
put yeast in sponge cake, and that her johnDy
cakes include a cup of molasses and are set to
rise for two hours previous to baking. The
humor and romance of the story are nearly on
level with the sponge cake, though

subsequent

seems to

warrant

nothing

tbp soap-suds

episode.
the Wheel. By Harry Castlemon
George
Philadelphia: Porter & Coates; Portland:
Bailey & Noyes). One of the adventure books
which boys like to read, and will read unless
at

something better is given them. It takes
young people into rough company; and though
virtue is rewarded finally, it handles too much
pitch by the way. A boy-pilot on a river
steamer may grow up a good man, all the
stronger for his hard experiences; but needless
with profanity,
ty maywell be spared.

contact

Autograph

dishonesty

Birthday

all enelosed in a charmingly designed
It is one of the prettiest of the holiday books.
are

_

Books Received.
Happy

A

Bay.

Decker Bros’

Translated by ttasmus B. Anderson.
Author’s
Edition. Cloth, 166 pp., $1. Boeton: Houghton,
Mifflin A Co. Portland: Loring, short & Harmon.

Aevra Voices of Sympathy From the writings
of H W. Longfellow.
Edited by Charlotte Fisk
Bales. Cloth, 26S pp., $1.26. Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin A Co. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.

A Few Facta aad Puggeslion*
Trade

and

Banking*

By

J.

on

Also

on

money,

H.

Walker.

The jneadrlsseha Fam ly.
By Bebastla
Bensel. Translated by Carl Kllngemann. Two
volumes. Cloth, 340 and 359 pp. New York:
Harper A Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short A.
Harmon.

91ary Miuari; a Tragedy. By Algernon Charles
Swinburne. Cloth, *50 pp., $1.76. New York:
B. Wathlngton A Co. Portland: Loring, Short A
Harmon.

By IlaTid Christie Murray.
Joseph's Coal.
New York: G. P. PutPaper, 606 pp., 60 cts.
nam’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.
Vaar .Tlisalea.

Illustrated,
nam’s Sons

By Eilen M. H. Gates. Cloth,

24 pp., $2.00. New York: G. P PutP< rtland: Loring Short A Harmon,

Ryice for the Little Ooe-.
•agar
London:
Boards. Illustrated, 34 pp., $2.t0.
Stratum A Co. Portland. Loring, Short St Harand

mon.

3. It holds a greater amount of assets in proportion to i s Habibie- than any o’h r large company.
[See New Yo'k Insurance Report.)
Th« Northwestern hai $ 28.6u for every $100 of
liabi ities.
The C nnecticut Mutual has $115 for every $100
of liabilities.
The Mutual Life of New York has $114.80 for
every $ lot or liabilities
'I he Nor h western Mutual h»s about $2 of surplus
to the mutual Life’* and C> nnecticut Mutual’s $1.
4 It maintains the estab ished rates for insurance, thus reserving full security agamst contingen-

6. It has paid to its policy holders,-and has assets
band, $5 9 t >6^.49 «i«r* than it ha*
premium- 8>nce it- o ftgitnizaliou, a showing never m-<de by anv other company
at he 6 tiue age. (note the power of compound inter
est ini he
est.)
6. It is paying daily nearly $2< 00 for death losses.
7. It ha* for ten year* given to he public, printed
on

received for

HEAD

T. T» Merry
STATE AGT., AUBURN.

Block, PORTLAND.

A large and eleeant assortment of
Christmas and New Year’s Cards,
comprising a full line of L. Prang
& Co.’s and a great variety of imported

Cards.

Also,

Birth

Announce,

Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid

rnent and

Price of
Jelly, sm.ll bote
50c;
large boxes, $1. Cuticcka Resolvent the New
B ood Puri tier, $1 per bottle.
Cuticuka Medicinal Toilet Soap, 25 c.; t'CTI UK A V'EDICINAL
Shaving Soap, 15c.; oi bars for barbers and large
consumers, 50c. Principal depot.
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.

FRANK B.

CLARK,
dtf

Preparatory to moving I will offer at
cost my entire stock of Millinery and
F>ncy Goods, comprising a full line of
Ribhons, Feathers. Feather Bands and
Flowers, Hats »nd Bonnets in all shades
and styles, Web and Ribbon Velvets,
Silks, Satins and Plushes of all shades.
Black and White Laces of all kinds, real
and imitation, All Colors in Veilings,
Fancy Minds of all kinds, too numerous
to mention.
Will continue the sale for thirty days.
B. Positively ai cost.

WB4T IT DOES.
Tt cleanses the nasal passages of foul mucus, re
stores ibe senses of taste, smell and hearing vh> n
affected, frees the bead, throat and bronchial tubes
of offen-ive choking matter, sweet* ns ai d purifies
the breath, stop- thee u. h and arrests the pr g ess
of catarr towards consumption.
Such is the acMiitrru.

Complete external and internal treatment tor *1.
An exquisite misery sauati e; Cutlcura S<>ap.
One Collies’ Voltaic Ku <
f«nLLII\lei
Plaster

cost ng

25

O^Crr SgSSZS&S'K
Public

J.

Mrs

fit ctCRS
I ■»**

fore tbe
k*y insta t
ly relieve D spepsia, Liver
and
Fever
and
Complaint,
Ague
Kidney
ia,
and Urinary Difficulties, and may i.e worn over the
pit of the stomach ove< the kidne>s or any affecte
part. Price 25 cents. Sold everywhere.
a

DRTDEX,

COR. CONGRESS AND CASCO ST.

Mala

dec!4__dtf

J. W. & E. H. DEERING

declOS&W2w

Have

HOSETEfe

Insurance

purchased

the stock and taken the

stand formerly occupied by A. DEERING
& MIH, two i;«ngress aircer, neuu o>
Ureeu, now oiler to their friend' and

the public,

a

complete assortment of

Choice Groceries & Provisions.
Best Brands of Flour constantly on
handAll goods sold at reasonable prices.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

BASKETS.

8

Offi'-e, Scrap. Work, Wood, Lunch,
school. Hamper, Clothes, and
Dog Baskets, and a Imgc
variety of Willow Work
stands at
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
-BY—

In Hosts of Families
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters is as much regarded as
a hou*ehold necessity as sugar or coffee The reas *n
of 'his is th*t years of experience have proved it to
be perfectly reliable in those cases of etne gei.oy
where a promp and convenient remedy is demand
ed. Const!nation, liver complaint, dyspepsia, ind
gestion ana other troubles are ov«reou e by It.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers, to whom apply
for llostetLer’s Almanac for 1882.

Kendall & Whitney,
PO R-TIiAND.

dec3 eod 4w

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

eod&w^m

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

NOTICE.
are

of GerZeplin. Master, lately
man
arrived from Daniz c, as bo bills of their contracting wili be paid bv captain or consigner s.
decl5d5t
CHASE, LEaVITT & CO.
or

anv

of

the

crew

ESTABLISHED IN 1840.

S. 71. PETTENOILL & CO.’S
Advertising Agency,
I. State St., I
) 91 Park Kow,
BOSTON. (
N»V VOBK
i
furnished
Estimates
gratis tor Advertising In
Newspapers to the United State, and HrlUth Fret
BOM.

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

hereby cautioned against har-

persons
ALLboring
trusting
Bark “Cohnbeim,”

•

New Tear. Taster anti Birthday
100O styles Fancy Cards
< ards.
marked down, odd cards 5c per
dozen. Scrap Rooks. Card Albums
and Card 1 rimmtngs.

Stottite’rii Store,
156
de©14

Exchange

Street.
<*2w*

Company.

*1EETING.

stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Compaare hereby notified to meet at 'he office of
CO"* par.', iu Portland,on MONDAY, the second
of
day
January A D. 188i, at three o’clock p. m.,

for the purp- se of choosing peven Directors .‘or the
eusui g ymr, an<t for the transaction of any other
business that may then be legally acted upon.

R. O. C ;NaNT, Secretary.

...

trace

m

,,

...

ditional trouble or oxpeu-e.
of everything you can that is
fact, there i* ootliins; |l>«t Ozour wdl not preserve, lhink
WI
that Ozone will preserve it in exliable to sour decay or poll, and then reine ber ihat we guarantee
t is. it will save asking
remember
will
If
of
time.
tit
for
a
ou
wa.
am
you
length
actly the condition
will preserve an thing and
quest! »ns as to whether Ozo e will p;eserAe tnis or that article-il
of.
ihi«>k
can
everythin* you
There is not a township in the United States in which a live man can not make any amount of money, from
JFe desire «o get a live man interested in each county in the
$1 O' 0 to $IO,«»iX a year, that b« pleases.
in whose hands we can place this Pi’tserrative, and through him secure the business which
United

annual meeting of the stockholders of “The
rflHE
I
Bank of
for the elec-

Portland,”

Canal.National

tion o ceven directors and for the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before
will be he d at their banking house on
them
Ti ESDAY, the tenth day of January, 1882, at
eleven o’clock a, m.

secures control
q
| | gj» Awaits any man who
of OZONE in any Township or County
his first in-estment
A C. Bowen, Marion, Ohio, cleaned $2.COO in two months. 82 for a test package was
Woods Brothers, Lebanon, Warren County, hio. made $0 0<i0 on eggs purchased in July and sold f»ovemfirst
»atheir
a
*2
for
test
emberlBi.
pxka.e
investment_
,,
in handling and selling
F. K. Raymond Morri.town Belm nt Couuiy, Ohio, is clearing $2,000 a month
Ozone. 82 for a test package wa h s firs Investment.
....
for
a
test
month
since
August. $2
D. F. Webber, Char otte, a'nu County, ftlich has cleai ed $ 1,000 a
.a

vs

vestment

Cincinnati Feed Company, 498 West Sevemli Street, is making $5,000 a month in handling brewers,
vialt unpreserv^d sours in twentyalt, preserving and shipping it as feed to all part* of the country,
four hours. Preserved by < Z' NE it fc eps perfectly tweet for months.
Write
There
are scores of others.
of
we
wsked
tb*
h
have
e*e
whi
ances
privi
publishing.
are
ins
These
to any of the above parties and g t the evidence direct
to
m
we
in
this
we
h*ve
said
of
h
place
e
truth
paper,
propose
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ab>o
u
ove
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eve*y
ng
Now, to p
that we have not cl dined hall nou*h.
your hau(l» the mean* of proving for your»*lf
to
interested
sufficie
make
the
and
who
is
trip,
of
tl>
these
doubts
who
statements,
Tonnv person
any
fail to prove any statement
we will pay all traveling and noiel expens, s for a visit to this^ity, if we
that we have r«ade
The

n
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SECURE

TO

A

ft II C
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WITH

FORTUNE
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C

dozen eggs, or other
A test package of Ozone containing a snfficent quantity to preserve one thousand
This package will enable the
articles in prop'riion will be sent to any -pp icttut on rece pt o» §2.
applicant t pu sue any line of te-ts and ex criments he desires, and thus satisfv himself as to the
extraordinary merits of 1 zone as a Preservative. After having thus sat sfled himself, and had time to
look the field over to determine what he wishes to do in the future—whether to sell the article to
r any other line of policy which is best suited to him and to his
or heir or to Ait fie it to his own use,
township nr county_we will enter into an arrangement with him that will make a fortune for him and
exclusive
ownship or c uuty privi eg»s to the first responsible apgive us good profits. We wdl give
1 he man ahplicant who orders a test package and oesi es 10 control the busim s- lu his locality.
a monopoly whirls will
secures camroi of «z»ne for any special territory will enjoy

enrich biro*
day pass un il y u have ordered a l est Package, «nn if yon desire to secure an exclusive priviwe
a-Burr you th o delay may oeprive you of it, f n he applications come in to us by scores every
lege
Fits couie fi s served" ia our rate.
mail—many by telegraph.
If you do not care to seud money in adv <uce f r the test aekags, we will send it C. O. D.; hat this wi’l put
of m nev. Our correspondence is very large; we have all we
yon t. the expen-e o' charg s lor return
attention loonr work ng agents,
’iheref re we
can do to attend to the shipping o or'era and giving
do
not ord. r Ozone. If yol think of any artic e that you are
can not give attention to letters which
douht.fnr abou' Ozone preserving, r. nt u her we guarant- e that it will preserve it, no matter what it it.
tt e desire to call your attorn ion to a class of references which uo enterprise
DDFL'IIDVI
o. or firm based on any thing but. the soundest business success and highest
KJbr r, ll ij 1
commercial meri' coul' secure
We refer by perm ssim as to our integrity and to the value of the Prentiss Preservative, to th« following
ot Public W Tits; E. O. Eshelby, Oity Comptrolet;
g rtlemen: Howard C Hoye, deinber Board
Amor Smith Jr Collect r Internal Keveuue; Wulsin & Worthington, Attorneys; Martin H. Harrell
and B F. Hopkins. County C>m ussiun rs; W. S. Capp-ller, County Auditor; all of Cincinnati, Hamilton County, OMo. These ent e non are race familiar with the merits of onr Preservative, and know
from actu.l ouserva ion that we have without question

fcurel%
Don’t let a

THE

VALUABLE ARTICLE IN THE WORLD.

MOVT

lead you to secure
you Invest in a test package wi 1 surely
a year.
way is ab-olutely c ear to make from §2,000 §10,00
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1
send
au
lu
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full
address
litter,
every
Give your
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stockholders of the Merchants

PRENTISS PRESERVING CO., Limited,

10, 1882,

Jan.

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Portland, Die. 10, 1881.decludtd

NAT IONAL TRADERS BANK.

S. E- CORNER RACE AND NINTH STS.. CINCINNATI, 0.
diawl 3tSAtvi3t4y

dcc3

More than One Million
EVERYBODY WANTS IT.

a

iu.

w

cuwoc

i/uocbuio

uic

EfUAUf

EiNllVV
nilwii

tut

iuo

,7YlLCSTR'TED

SA9IPI.E 6 ( ENTS.

Casco National Bank.
Stockholders of the

r$

OPPOSITE

dec9

dtd

[fleeting.

of the Stockholders of the
COMPANY, will be
Augusta House, n- the City of Augusta,
the
WEDNESDAY
taenty-flrst dav of De- ember,
instant, at te o’clock A. M., for the » urpose of
of
dire
tors or the ensuing
a
board
eleeting
year
and the ransaciion of any tl»er business wnich
he meeting.
before
me
may legally c
dec5d2w»FKKD E. RICHARDS, Clerk.
Annual

at

ihe

First National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
First N ational Hunk of Portia* d,f<«r the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as ii ay egaliy come before them, will be held
at their B-nRing H«useou TUESDAY, the 10th
day of January, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 10,1881.
dtd
dec 2

THE

TMTTiM
Parties intending to subscribe to the
Telcpli»ue Exchange are hereby notillod
that a now hu<i complete list «f *nbscrlbers will be is-ued Jan. 1st, 1882.
Ami In order t« bare the lists ready
for delivery oo the first of Jauuary, uo
new names rail be added after the twenty-fifth of the present mouth.
Re- pectfnlly,
C. B. GARDNER,
Pres’t aud Geu’I Manager.

decl6-d3t__

E IN HEREBY GIVEN, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Executrix
of
the will

N©TH

of

A Policy for $3,500, on a well-known citizen
Portland, is now $9,360
Payments for Death Claims
erasins $125.00u weekly.

WHY

YOU

and Endowments,

av

dec 1 dtf

SHOULD INSURE

-IN

at 11.00 p m.
Pulluiau

in.xndl.10p

JOSEPH H. PEBLEY, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and baa
taken up-m ber-elf that trust as the law directs.
All persons having demand*- f^>on the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit the same, and all
persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
RUTH W. PERLEY, Executrix.
diaw 3wS*
Portland, Oct. 18th, 1881.

ni.

dt1

Rum ford Falls & Buckfield
R AIIjROAB
and
Leave Canton for Portland
Lewiston 4.00 and 0.20 a. m.
Leave Pori 'and f r Cant n
at 1.30
Leave Lewiston at 1.57 v m.
Stage connexion* WHO t>yron Mexico, Lnxneiu,
Peru, Livermore, Wesi ttuaimav and Turner.

OT18 HA¥FORD Supt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 6th. 1881.

WANTS.

over thirty years.
I' HAS PASSED THROUGH EVERY GREAT
PANIC since it* organization paying every honest
loss without dispute or del*y.

IT IS A POPULAR COMPANY, having gained
an established character for ibera^i y
by many
years of fair dealt g with its policy-holders.
IT HAS THE ENDORSEMENT of the highest insurant authorities and the most prominent busiand
ness and professional men all over the
for all these r-asous is entitled to your consideration and respect.

country,

IT IS A PURELY MUTUAL COMPANY, having
sto< kbo dtrs to take the li<-n’s share oi the profit". Mutual companies never fail.
TT HAS OVER TH1RTI-EN THOUSAND POLl
ClE< in force, and is therefore sure of a fair aver
age morality, and cannot be seriously affected by
no

A

HOME

WAX FK1>.
who would like to study Surveying mid ivil Engineering, at *he office of
E. C. Jordan, 184 Middle stieet. Call between 12

TWOyouogmen

AN OLD COMPANY, having been estab-

IS

y

12.30 and

m.

dec5

THE-

OF PORTLAND, HAINE.

KT

a

ou trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2 00 a m).
Through urki i» i«> all point* '•’e** and
Mouth may be had of J, M Fr nch. Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depoi and at Lnnn Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Meats nod
Pulluii*u Oar Ticket* for
Berth* »old at Depot Ticket Office.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and1 •'get Agent
D W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
lished

8.30

at

leaving Portland 8.45 a.
(Through Pullman Sleeping

Cars

UNION MUTUAL

IT IS

Parlor C'ar*.

On trains leaving Hr ston,
7.00 p in ana trai-s

of

COMPANY.

All policies
POLICIES!
INCONTESTABLE
issued after Nov. 10,1881 are incontestible after
tho
date
of
from
the
three years
policies for any
cause except fraud or mistatement of »ge.
ITS PE‘IN»TB CONTRACT POLICY provides
for every contingency which cau occur during its
c ntim ance and is so simple and clear that even a
child can un erstand it.
ITS MAINE LAW EXTENSION is the mo6t lust
and perfect plan for t rotecting the interest of the
policy-holder ever devised.
Whenever
ACCELERATED ENDOWMENTS!
the reserve upon the policv and the dividend additions thereto, amount to the num insured the policy becomes payable at once as a matured endow
ment.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF DEATH TOSSES.
OUR ESTABLISHED RULE is to pay ur death
claims promptly upon their approval by the loss
committee, without waiting the customary ninety
days a iid without rebale of interest.'
President.
f. DC WIT
JOH
DANIEL SHARP Vice President,
HENRV D. SMITH, Secretary,
NICHOLAS DeGRcoT. Asrisiant Secretary,
THOMAS A. jtust J£KV Meaicai uirecior.
■

■

and L p.

deciCdSi*

m.

WANTED.
NICE

woman cook, who D
willing to assist
in other work;one wb is sraari and
(Cooking for transmit compaxix mostly.) Address at
one* Post Office box, No. 11, Bo hel, Me.
dlw*
dec 16

A

so

actlve>s^

e

NEW' CHRISTMAS BOO
“LIVING T UOlU.HIM.t’ a colection or
2,600 sel c-insof pro-e and poetrv. I b ».rel
Pliilr
illuniriit'onn. price $2.50
Agents
wanted. Addrras, F P. SliUAiWA¥, Jr„ 21 Bromdec7dlm
tie.d St., Boston, Mass.

WANTED
SALESMAN xml book-keeper in the Varnish
and Oi business. Addre s * ith reference P O.
Pox 1019 Portland. Thi- is a pood opportunity
fra young man who can make himself useful in
both positions.
novl7 dim

A

WANTED.
buv a Scboon* r Smack, 36 »o 0^ tons N. M.
Well stna.k preiorrcd. F. W. MILL* R & CO.,
oct2ikl2m*
Mobile, Ala.

TO

l‘u

Ferris, Manager.
W. A. MORRIS, Agent for Portland.
eodtf
dec3

Lfcl-

To Let this Winter.
F. B.
decl5d3t

for his keepiBg.

Press offi
AFOKSE

Address

e.

A Nice Boom fo Kent
144Ms Exchange St., and a rorm at 22
Wilmot. T*o good 2d-h »nd ►tore- for sale—
at W. P. Hastings* Piano Warerooms
J44l/a Exdecl4 d2w
change St.

AT

Boom io Let,
mwo young gentlemen can be accommodated

X wi h
pleasant h

dee9-'itf

board and room « n reasonable terms in
A<<* res
use up town.
F. VV. L., Press Office.

a

kSlATl.

HKAb

For S»le.
AXA'n' 1 /IP

UATi.a

rtn

Cnrnoa

Cnnfaitu:

al rant

moms, shed, gas ai d Seb go. l/>t 40 by 00.
P easi ni and bunnv; g* ad location. Bv
JK.S. <1 vKOlNKR,
No. 03 Exchange Street.
declTeodlm

V>/

Suretyship.

The

Guarantee

SfiNO NOW.

FOB SALE.

COMPANY
North

of

situated in the town

MUl.
THEof Orrington
Orring on, Maine «b« ut three
of
Said mil) bus
the
City

Bangor.

uiilea from

tailing

never

a

power, t*o run ot f ur foot burrs and all
DeecMiarv machinery tor doing a large custom business.
Alwrays grout d more or less western wheat
and has the reputation oi being <be b* st flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dw«.ling boase goes with the
be proprieKeaton for selling: 11) health o
mill
tor. For funber informal ion. call on or address
W
BK<
BRASTi
»S.,
brewer Villag *, Maine.
ect21d&wtf43

water

FOR t>ALE

America.

Especial

Facilities

for

Specialty.

a

Fife

Size Crayons.
Jly7©odfc

Ai®s—TO PLEASE.

CRATI'FIJI,—COMFORTING.

ELIXIR
-OF-

LIFE ROOT!
THE

HAN IYER

KlllM V IIOEIIV!

EPPS’S

COCOA

BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
wh'cn
govern the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and b‘ a careful application of the fine
properties o* well selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro-

breakfast tables with a delicately flavored
beverage which may save us many heavy doctor’s
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of
diet that, a e nsti ution may be gradually built up
I uiiti strong enough to resist everv tend© cy to
Hundreds of subtle maladies ar« fl ating
: d ek-hs**.
1
around us ready to attaek wherever t* *r« is a weak
poi» t We may »sc*pe many a fatal shaf» by keeping omselve* wHl fortified wbh pure blood and a
properly n'»u ished fr* me."—Civil Service Gazette
Made simply w th boiling water or milk. Sold in
tius on y tVa-Ib and lb), labeled.
vided

our

EPI*« Jfc
CO., Homoeopathic
Cbeutiito, London, England.

JA.71F*

iu,S4wlyr49

nov29

therefrom such

as
Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, I anamination
Dust
of the Bladder, Brick
Deposit,
Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Female
ana ail Diseases
Complaints,
of the Urinary Organs.

A Druggist has Maid

over

Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him

Westfield, Mass., March 28,1 1.
j. W. Kittredgk, Agent Elixir of 1.1ft- Root
'or four years
Dear Sir—Having suffered
with disease of the Kidneys, after having during
tried
without
obtainvarious
medicines
time
that
ing
'ef, I was induced to tr> a bottle of your
and
it
affords
me
OF
LIFE
pleasui e
EL
ROOT,
1
to say that one bottle of It completely cured me
it
as
the
onlv
valuable
and
certain
cure
recommend
I would add
for kidney troubles 1 have ever seen
that before taking your medicine I had become fo
Hoping
weak that I was about to give up work.
that others who have suffered like myself may be o
fortunate as to try your valuable medicine,
T. F. McMAJN.
Truly yours,

intensely

u

RAR*^™-*Impotency.

Disetucs that follow
sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and manyd
other Diseases that

AFTER TAKIHQ.
BEFORE TARI«R.^mpISri.V:
Premature Grave.
Op*Full particulars in onr pamphlet, which we desire to
senufree by mail to every one. ggB^The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at $1 per package, or six packages for $5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by
addressing

THB

(Sciatic Rheumatism)
Is considered by physicians an incurable disease.

BISHOP

SOULE’S

LINIMENT

will cure thr wor*t forma of thn* pn inful
di*e*»e- Use LA KM* E bolt e* for tciatioa. hheu
matlsm and Neuralgia Price $1 50,- unuU b ttlss
(for 8praini, Lams Back, An), 75 amts. S'dd by
droggtots. V. W. RYOHR A SON, Proprio
deeOalm
lore* Boston, Hum-

QRAY MEDICINE OO.,
No. 106 Main Street, BcrrAio, N. Y.

CATARRH. Elys’ Cream Balm
Effectually
the nasal

cleanses
passages of

Catarrhal virus, can*
ing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sore* and restores the

Elixir of Life Root Company,

SCIATIC A

Authorized Capital.$1,000 oro

Paid up in Casa.
Assets June SO, 1881, over...
Deposited with the Insurance Department a. Albany.

PRIVATE SURETYSHIP IS ABOLISHED.
It is under the same experienced
management which first introduced and
has for nearly 19
tears successfully tronsacted tlie
business on this Continent.

of

taste and
smell jbenefleial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
sense

Catarrh, Hay Fe4c. Unequaled fo
colds in the head.
Agreeable to use. Apa mm
mm mm mm mm
ply by the little finger
■
a
MAY rbYbni Into the nostrils, on
receipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale In Port
cure

ver,

laud

by

nov24

wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS* CttEAM BALM CO., Owego.

N. V.

U4wly48
Westbrook, Maine, Dec., 12th, 1881.
I, the undersigned, giro my son Jueeph L.
Smith his time, 1 shall claim none of his earnings
or be liable for any debts eon rioted by him after
this date. Witness, D. H. Drummond,

NOTICE.

decli dlw*

Particular aliealion af Bailvra,

The
f’o

naniea.

d

Hnab*

nail alher

TWO

FOR SALE.
FIRST CLASS FANCY AND BCSIAESS

27O.«t00

200,000

f'nrnaen

SALE.

First-Class Traverse Runner Pongs, to close
out.
E. A. JORDAN,
lnqubeef
27 Market Square.
oecl3-eo<i2w

ShKIGHS!

320,000

This Deposit is for GUARANTEE
ONEY, no other business
beiUK transacted.
business is
This
4'ompany's
solely that of issuing Bonds of
Suretyship for ofllcers and Emin
positions of trust,
ployes
whereby the necessity for

Prices

At

c. E.

to

Suit

WHITNEY, REAR3I

tlio

Times.

GREEN STREET.

decld___dlw#

MILL and PRIVILEGE FOR SALE
at Hollis Center, Me., near tlie depot
of (he Portlaud & Riicliester R. R.
New mi l readv for machinery of any kind; Dam
Address
of ledge 30 feet high.
CLARK,
Nnuford, .tie.

JltlEM O.
declG-dlw
-—,

-—■■■■-

.—

■

1

——

Apothecary Stock for Sale,
FIX TERES. Also lea«e of store. Kent
One of the oldest stands in

WITH
reasonable.

Portland, Me. Ad'lro-s H. A. BEKKY, care Cutler
Bros. & co.. Boston, Mass.
deo7d2#*

ia directed i*> the act that thi* i* the
V I’0*Ep»NY exelnairely dervird to
ON
GIT * BA NT EE
B(J-IN»8«, and offer*
the mo«t ample aecn* iiy. both aa to fna *
and expetieuced
management, of
any
Company trana tcling ihia bnainea* on the
Continent of Anei lea.

Head Office: 260 St James
Street Montreal.
DIRECTORS.
MONTREAL
President— 81B AH X4NDI B T. GALT
«. c. in g.
(Formerly Finance Minister of Canada.)
Vice President-John Ranking, Esq., (Rankin, Beattie* Co.)
1 bum as Cramp, Esq., Ex-Pres. Board of Trade.
Hon.
J. Ferrier, Senator, Chairman Canadian
Board, G. T. K.
D. L. Macdougall, Esq., Pres. Montreal Stock Ex-

change.

Edwd. Mackay, E«q., Director Bank of Montreal.
James G. Ro s, Esq. President Quebec Bank.
Andw. Robertson, Esq., President Dorn Board of
Trade and Chairman Harb. rommissioners.
James Ros
Hsq., Merchant.
Bankers—Bank of Montreal.

Rales. Docammi* a ml full informalion as to the workings
of tue system, and lists
of corporations
which have accepted the Bonds of
the Company, mn» be obtained
ou

JOKK SMITH.

application

Prentiss

{rgp~Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221 Congress St.,
anal'oung tf Stone, oor. Congress and Green Sts.
aug29dlyr

ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

FOIl

Devoted Solely to the issuing of Bonds of Security for persons in
positions of Trust.

General Man«ger—Edward Rawlings.

as a

MPBINSi TONIC AND APPETIZER IT HAM NO A-QB 41.

J. W. KITTREWQE, Aarnt.
ROi.HL.AND. MAUVE.
&-ALL DRUGGISTS SEU. IT, ,43
eod*wly22
je

&TRAMJMRK

:^g|np||ag^Wjpl|iKjip^
*nd all

1,000 Beetle*

Rockland, Me., April 25, 1*81.
I have sold over one thousand bottles of Klixir of
Life Root, and have never found a case where it
failed to give satisfaction.
WM. H. KITTREDOE.

As

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRAD*

ESTABLISHED 1871*.

....

HOTEL.

FALMOUTH

a. m.

TELEGRAPH
THEEAnTEkNMeeting

held

$92,000,000.

a m. for Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro,
Saco,
Hiddeford, Ke ncbut.k Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction connecting for all
8'alions on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburvp*rt. R*h m. Gloucester, Lockpott,
Lynn. Chelsea and Boston, •♦rrivtug at 1.16 pm.
c -rboro. mioo,
At I.IO p u». for Cape Hizabeib
Bi deford, Kennebunk, W. 11$. North and South
Berwick, Kittery, 1 ortau outb, Nt-wburypprt.
Kook port, Lynn, Che sea and
Salem Gloucester
B aton, arriv ng t 6.1U p m. <onnecting with
Souno and Kail Lines for all Southern and Western points.
Traiu* leave Ko»t»n.
At 8.30 a. hu. and arrive In Portland at 12 30 p.
in. At 12.80. p. m. and arrive in Port'and at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland

Flour

ARTIST PHOTOGRAPHER,

f

1881.

over

p. in.
At M 4*

-OF-

PARKER,

on

Portland, Dec. 8,

CASH ASSETS,

Its RATES of PREMIUM are LOWER, its DIVIDENDS LA 8GKR, its Security Greater thaw any
other Life Gom* any. in the WORLD, Its Policies
are continually increasing in value.

v

STATE AGENCY

The Gold and Jewelled Medal awarded the author of the Science of Life was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.—Massachusetts Ploughman.
Thousands of ext> acts similar t • the above could be taken from the leading journals—literary, political,
religous anl see--titic—hrough m the land.
The book is guaranteed to be a better medical work, in every sense, than can he obtained elsewhere for
double the price, nr th mo .y will he re-unde l in every instance
Thousand, of Copies are -en' by until, seen* ely sealed and post.paid, to all parts of the
world, every meuib. upea receint of pr ee. SI il k
M. D.
Address PEARODY MEDI AL INST TUTE or W. H.
4 But fine**
, Boston, Hass.
Nov22ood tanglS
N. B.—The author may bo commuted on all diseases requiring skill and experience.

■

*

OF NEW YORK,
1848.

Established in

*hii

^

for the
THECasco National ngBank of Portland such
A Positive Cure for Kidoih
choice of Directors and the transaction
efore them, aiil be
business
may egally
ney & Liver Complaints
he d at their Banking House
TUESDAY, the
0 o’clock
lbtii uay of Jauuary. 1882
all Diseasesarising
and
WM A. WINSHiP, Cashier.
at

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

—

cu-

THE

c*nie

ALSO, THE OLD

Revised and Enlarged.

(New.)

Fine Portrait Work

Annual Meeti’ g of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National B»nk, of Portland will
be held at their banking bouse on Tuesday the l<>th
rtay of January, 1882, at IU o’clock a. m., for the
choice of Direc ors for the enduing year, ai d the
transaction of any other business that may legally
W. H. SOULE, Cashier.
come before them.
declOdtf
Portland, Dec. 9,1881.

as

■

Copies Sold !

S«*lf-Pr«*»erva»ion. A Great Hectical Treatise
Jlnnheoil; the. t'auae and C ure of C.xhan*trd
and •
f>ebilitv, also on
the Untold v*i«.e- i** arising from the Gxcewen of nature Years. 3«»0 payee. Royal s«» o- The ver> finest
12o invaluable Prescription-, for all
steel engravings.
acute and chronic diseases.
ful
French Muslin, embossed, full gilt,
in
beaut
Bound
TUV^ri P
I HtLii Pr*ce only I
by Mail. (New Edition.)
t
’*•

Cumberland National Bank.

er

■

Everybody Needs It. Bonds of

The Science of Life, or Sel -Preservation, is the most extiaordinary work on Physiology ever published.
There is nothing whatever that the m rried or single of eiiher sex cau either require or wish t» know, but
Toronto Globe.
In shoit 'he b..os is inva uab e to nil who wish for good health
what is fuily explained
The book for young aud middle aged men to read just now is the Scieuce of Life, or Self-Preservation. It
Times.
-Medical
in
Its
weisht
is worth many limes
gold.
He reaches the very roots and vitals of di-ease
The author of tb« Science o Life is a noble bene .ctor.
and is enabled to apply thorough remedies. The book already is read upon both continents by millions.—

10,1881._declodtd

of tho

$1,200,000.

Assets.

Commonwealth, of Boston,
Assets,
$800,000.
Western, of Toronto,
Asets,
$1,350,000.
Lion, of London,
$1,300,000.
Assets,
Trans-Atlanticof Hamburg,
$900,000.
Assets,
Northwestern of Milwaukee,
$1,100,000.
Assets,

on

8Uin year, and to act on any other business that
may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Casb er
Dec.

Ai nual Meet

$4,000,000.

Yiinlity. iServsai

shareholders of the National Traders Bank
aje
their anat
Banking Boom,
meeting
1 Us.SDAY, the lenthdayof January next, at

M

$3,800,000.

Assets,
$1,000,000.
Orient, of Hartford,
Assets,
$1,200,000.
Shoe & Leather, of Boston,

or

of Portland,
THE
hereby notified that
iheir
will t>e held
nual
A

■

•

us.

J. F.

National

meeting
ensuing year, and the transaction of such other
bus ne*s as may legally be brought before them will

on

ALSO THE

Old Phoenix, of Hartford,
Assets,
Losses Paid, o*er $3,000,000.
Continental, of New York,
Assets,
National of Hartford,

a.

MAINE STATE AGENCY,

are

TUESDAY,

33

$68,00070007

Portlnud.
iNigtn Pullman) for Saco,
Hiddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portnuonib,
Newbnryjiort, .m*.ou., Lynn and Poston, arriving
at 8.30 a. m.
A special
Sleep u* »5*r will no
readv tor -wnpanev fn FortUn* staHon, *f o.OO
ard
is attached to tbi» train for Boston,
P rr
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill li
Truiu* leave

J

At

county, and then yonr

or

he eby notified that their
Bank of Portland,
THE
lor the choice of Directors fur the
annual

on

Surplun,. ..93 170,0*0

Net

Losses Paid, over

epidemics.

i

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

be he’d ar. the bank,
at 10 o’clock a. m.

$5,268.372 37
Liabilities,. $2,096,355.87

Mates,
county ought to produce.

every

B. C.S JMERBY, Cashier.
declOdtd

10,18*1.

OF LONDON, ESTABLISHED 1782.

Total A sects,-.

....

....

12,1881._dec!2d3w
CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

Dec.

dlw

dec 14

MF&

or taste.

no

The process is so si -< pie that a child can opperate it as well and as successfully as a man. There is no expemive appHrUu-or mnebinery nquir»rd.
be treated at one time, without adA room tilled with different articles, such a» eggs, meat, llsh, etc., can

258th Edition.

THE
ny.
said

Mockltold*

STOMACH

HI
THIM
AFTER BFINC TREATED
■ 1—»
TKOIESH WILL NO! BElOTIF RANCID
1—^1 T 1
natural
condition for weeks
Dead human bodies treated before decomposition sets in can be held in a
without puuoturing the skin or mutilating the b dy in j»Dy way. Hence the great value of Ozone to
■ ■ ■
l"1
■

», ■ ■■
*

THE

TO THE LADIES.

VOLTAIC

d y

Portland Society of Natural History.
Annual Meeting for Choice of Officers will
be held at the Hall of the Society, Elm street,
Wednesday, bee. 21, at 3 p. m.
declu-17-21_.John M. Gould, Secretary.

Dec.

nov9

iui
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AGENTS,
51 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.
e

j

PlHBDix Assurance Company

JlUlIR

C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND,

the crowd.

Bookseller and Stationer,
515 Congress St.

nr.

McLELLAN,
GOBBA.ll.

ANNUAL.

CHRISTMAS CARDS

by all druggists.

ve

nat-d at a cost o') ss than ore dollar a thousand dozen, and be kept in an ordinary
six months or more, thoroughly preserved, the volk held in its normal condition, an l the
and wi 1 sell as str ctlv “cl.oi e."
1 be adand
lres'1
eggs as
per ect as on ibe day they were treated,
seas' ns when they can be bought for 8 or It) oenls
vantage iu preset vi g e. g is reaillv stem tbeieare
of
from
one
hundred
to
three
an
advance
hundred
for
<v»n
be
sold
them
per
a dozen, aud hy holding
One man with this me hod can preserve P,Ot if) dozen a day.
cem.
and
can be transported to any part o1
cilnwte.
native
ih
in
their
to
be
ripen
may
permitted
J
me world. Tin- juice expre-sel from Iruite cm be held for an iudetlnlie period without
fermentation—hence tin great value of this process lor producing a temperance beverage. Milk and
Cider on be held perfectly sweet any le glh of time.
vio can be kept foi an indt tiidte period m their natural condition, retaining their
yrnc. wm a |i
All
IiUli 1 Aff lifiij odor ami flavor, treated iu the r original packages, at a small expense.
griin. flour meal, etc., ere be d in theii normal condldon.
liUECII Al L' 1 'I C vuch as beef, muttou veal, pork, poultry, game, fiih, etc., preserved by this
MLA I Q method can be sbipi ed to turopo, subjected to atmospherio changes, and
I
return to this country in a slate of pc feet prest rvati n.

D. W. FESSENDEN and

LOCAL

stock of llrst-elass

QUARTERS
FOR

Thanksgiving,

awiwbAu

company that dues it.

Ocean

CUTICURA

decl

The Literary Life. Edited by William Shepherd. Authors and Authorship. Cloth, 258 pp.,
$1.26. New York: G. P. Putmam’s Sons. Portland: Loriug, Short A Harmon.

2. Ii gives you insurance cLeaper than any other
company.

Pianos,

dtf

cures)

Christmas Carola and midsummer Songs.
By American Poets, illustrations by Am.rican
Boston: D. Lotbrop
Artists. Boards, 70 pp.
A Co.

•

dtf

TBURSTOA,

sep29

almost aw.
Head c ver. d with scabs and sores,
suffered fearfully and tried everyihiug.
Permacured
Cu.ic ra Resa vent (b.ood p ritier)
by
nently
an t Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (tue great skin

Birthday Book for
Aafagraph
Vonag Felka. Edited by Amanda B. Harris.
Cloth, 300 pp., $1, Boeton: I). Lotbrop A Co.

A Co.

choice

3 Free Street

SKIN HUMORS.
Mrs. S. E Whipple, Decatur, Mich
writes that
her face, head an some par s of her body were

The

Ward

Co.

cured^and

Life ef Gaiaeppe Garibaldi. By J.
Theodore Bent. Paper, Illustrated, 60 pp 20
eta. New York: Harper A Biothere, Portland:
Loring, bhort A Harmon.

Heme. By J. G. Sowerby and Thomas Crane
Boards, Illustrated, 56 pp. London: Marcus

a

SAMEL

Tfce

At

Seven of the Many Reasons Why Ton
Should Rave a Policy in this Company.
1. It give* you insurance at actual coat.

DISEA^r

o/iAfMou a

NClcwnbe't

MtHPI

ANNUAL MEETINGS

Boeton: Houghton,
Cloth, 106 pp., 76 eta.
Mifflin A Co. Portlacd: Loring, Short A Harmon-

Bay after Day; a Proverb Calendar, Compiled
by the Bev. Asa Bullard. Boston: 1>. Lotbrop
A Co.

Assets. Jan. 1st, 18«l,
$18,346,212
Surplus (New lock Standard
4,062,234
Amount paid to Policy
Ho'ders since Us Organization over
25,000,000

novo

F. H. Drake, Esq., Dctr it, Mich, suffered beyond
all description from a skin di-ease wb eb appear d
on bis hands, be*d an face and
nearly de^tro ed bis
The most ca>fu< doct ring tailed to be p
eyes.
him, and after all bad failed he us d the Cuticura
Resolven (bio *d purifier) internally, Cuticura a- d
Cut icura Soap (t he great skin cures) ext« rna ly, and
was
has remained perfectly well to this

uuu

'■

package was his fi st investment
J B GhvIokI, 8o LaSalle Streer, Clilcsgo, is preserv ng eggs, fruit, etc., for the commis«inn men of ChicaHe IB preserving f>,<«s dozen
go chare ng I He per d z, ii for eggs and other articles in pr .portion.
0 a month clear. $2 for a test package was his first inegg- a day, and on nit business is maki< g $8,u

MILWAUKEE, WISi

OFFICE:

The most wouderful case on
cures) externa'ly.
rec rd.
Cure certified to before a jus ice *»f the
peac>- and prominent « itizens. All afflicted with itching and scaly diseases should send to us for this
testimonial in full.

are for sale
a Medici al

os a natural preserver has been known to our abler chemists for years, but until now
f producing it in
practical, inexpens ve. and s mple man tr have beeu disc 'Vccii.
Microscopic observe lions prove that d-ca, is due to seplio lustier. or minute germs that deve ope and feed
bie
t
uctures.
OZONE, applied bv the Premise rnetnod. seizes and destroys
and
animal
veget
upon
At our < flice- in Cineim atl c.n be se n almost every article
these germs at once, and thus prose v s
this
bv
of
process and evety visitor is welcome 10 come in, lasto, smell
be
can
t'a
preserved
thought
take awsy wl'h mm, and test ill every way Ibe merits of OZ 'NK >s a p'eservalivo. We will also prevr sent pepaid to us, and ret-ru it to the sender, for
serve tree of charge, any article that is hi ought
no means

hUtt I Ultl^

(CHARTERED 1M7).

ON—

MONDAY, DECEMBER oth, 1881

_

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

the Cuticura Resolvent (blood pu ifier) internally
and Cu ticura and Cuticura Soap (the great skin

Remedies
CuTICUJtA,

dtf

LEWIS

PSOKIASIS.
H. E. Carpe*.ter. Esq., Henderson, N. Y., cured of
Psoriasis or Leprosy, of wenty years’ standing by

tric

By Bjorneljerne Bjornson.

STREET,

CALL and SEE

by

binding.

declO

only

Be>*d neck, face, arms and lt-gs for seventeen ears;
not able to walk except on hands and knies for one
year: not able to beln himself f r eight years; tried
hundreds of remedies; d ct»»rs pronounced his case
h peless permanently cured by Cuticura Resolvent
(blood purifier) internally, «nd Cu icura and Cuticura Soap ( be great skiu cur s) externally.

Amanda B. Harris (D. Lotbrop & Co.: Boston). A dainty and delicate little volume, in
the present pretty fashion of antograph spaces
and poetic selections. A poem for eicb month
of the year is signed with the autograph of its

writei; and young admirers of the songs of
Whittier, Longfellow, Mrs. Thaxter, Mrs.
Piatt and others will be glad to see their signatures. The 3G6 verses, the mottoes and pic-

Hotel.

Jy29

and brutali-

Edited

Book.

Falmouth

Wliitney Gaiter Shoe

Rheum

ihe lore 01 ibr • arm liable to tirray o< spoil whir h OZONE, the
will osi pi esei ve fur all nnicia a perfectly fresh an., palatable

ou

>

Mutual

arch 13, 18N1.

Dearborn St.. Chicago,
of Salt

Exchange St.

Cl* 8

RHEUM.
euro

LORING, Agent,

No. 31 1-2

MTDWESTEM

15__eodt

Under.,the

THECCTICUBa

Will McDonald. 2f>42
ackn iwledges a

.treasurer.

THE

Gaiter

ScaiyOiseascs, Scrof-

gratefully

all

PRENTISS

THE WHITNEY

KEATWFKT, for ibe cure of
Skin, St alp and B ood Diseases, consists in the
internal use of Cutjcora Kesolvent, the new
blood purifier, and tho external use of Cutjcora
mm uunti nA ouAr, me gr^-iti Bain cure*.
For Sunburn, 1 an and Greasy kin use Cutioitra
co*>p, an exquisite toi et bath and nursery sanative,
fragrant with delicious flower odors and healing
SALT

n«lhina

Ere-ervative,

new

fltiNIl

Liabilities.394,526 03
Surplus regards Policy-holders.. 1,104,546 O I
J. N. Dunham. President; Sanford J. Hall. Secre-

At 421 CONGRESS STREET.

balsams.
Dr. Gilbert’s Daughters. By Margaret Harriet Matthews (Philadelphia: Porter & Coates;
Portland: Bailey & Noyes). The best that
can be raid of this story is that it is written

There is

or

ulous Humors. Ulcers, Old
Sores end mercurial
Affections.

story for the older girls, w~bo have not lost
their liking of fun ard yet are quite ready for
innocent romance. The. author is evidently an
admiring follower of Miss Aloott, whose Little

..

wrigut,

■

V

Capital sto<-k all paid up.$1,000,000.00
Outstan ing L sses.
70,376.88
Re-Iutiuraiice Fund
650,000.00
13 725.00
All othci Claims..

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

INFALLIBLY CURES
and

$2,128,626.91

auurew.j.

“OZONE—Purified air, active state of |i»*ygen.”- Webstkjc.
This Preservative is not a liquid, pickle, or any of tbo old and exploded processes, but is simply snd purely
OZONE as produced slid <p|d ed by an entirely new process. Ozone is ibe amisept'C principle of
anin al and vegetable structures from decay.
every substan e and possessc the power t pri serve

_

aieuted

Itching

STATEMENT JULY 1st, 1881.

over
as

A New Process for Preserving all Perishable Articles,
Animal and Vegetable, from Fermentation
and Putrefaction, retaining their
Odor .and Flavor.

in the slightest particular in the fippearance of any article thus preserved, and
There^L^change
uuatural odor
of any foreign

DEALER.

SHOE

THE

Jndge.

SKIN

CO.

INSURANCE

Paid In Great Fire of Chicago...$625,000.00
Paid in Great Fire of Boston— 250,000.00

vary,

BROWN,

man got up with scarlet face and quivering
lips, and commenced tyiDg up his papers as if
to quit the court room.
“Do I understand,
Mr. Stevens,” asked the judge, eying “old
Thad” indignantly, “do I understand that
you wish to show vour contemn' of this conn?”
“No, sir! no, sir!” replied “old Thad,” “I
don't want o show my contempt, sir; I’m try-

GREAT

Charter Perpetual.

FIRE

-O ZONE !-

■

MILLION Dollars.

1S40.

-OF-

One day Thad Stevens was practising in the
Carlisle coarts, and he didn't like tho ruling
of the presiding judge. A second time the
judge ruled against “old Thad,” when the old

1

Six Girls. By Fannie Belle Irving (J. Q
Adams & Co: Boston; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg
& Donham). A very interesting and lovely

tures

Pe;fect Fit Guaranteed.

W inter Arrangement will go into effect

D. LITTLE & CO.

They represent the old

The value of UZONE

in Massachusetts. Losses Paid $8,000,000.00.
All losses in Portland, Chicago and Boston, paid
promptly and in full.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

The young men converse: “What are you
going to give yonr girl this Christmas, George?
Don’t you find it rather hard to select anything
appropriate?” “Oh, no. That don’t trouble
me.
I shall give a few things my last girl
sent back to me.”—Lowell Courier.

conceal it.”—The

a

To buy Your

you are running a daDgerous risk—better use
Dr. Thomas’ Eclbctbic Oil, an unfailing
remedy in all snch cases.

to

Incorporated

Surplus

PROPER

When you are continually coughing night
and day, annoying everybody around you, and

ing

Capital ONE

CO.

$1,^4,100.88

by Mail, giving the size and width.

Postage prepaid and

Small Comfort.

own

M. and F.

ORDER

speaker,” replied thedeacou, “but when there’s
so much noise I al ays think it was made
by a
blank cartridge.”—New Haveu Register.

ius

INSURANCE

LIABILITIES.

“How d’ye like the sermon this morning?”
asked a good brother of the deacon as be passed
out of the vestibule.
“Good, loud, forcible

ut

Springfield Fire end Marine

CASH ASSETS,

only my nerves, my poor nerves,” she replied,
“which are so very weak that I am startled by
every stupid thing I see.”—Boston Star.

away

No one of the Six Companies represented at this Ageucy has
Assets of Less Ilian

LARGEST

Wives ought really to be more careful about
telling the truth to their husbands. “Why do
you start so whenever I come into the room?”
asked a brusque man of hiB better half. “It is

Exchange St.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

specialty.

W

Are furnishing Insurance fur I heir
fiiendsand customers, on as favorable
terms as any other agency iu Portland.

THE HIKE EORTRRE-MAKER:

FI»E & MARIIKE

lowest.

Made to Measure at 222 MIGDLE
Juvenile Books.

a

a

imrun I All I

INSURANCE

White Kid Slippers, A. B. aod C.

It is some consolation to know that a man
may shoot his hat without being put down as a
crank.—Puck.

gu

the

Misses’ and Ladies'

was

school.

good

goods

Wm. Soule.

w iji

as

Hand sewed French Calf
Bait*., Kami sewed Fren h Calf Congress,
H and sowed F ench Cloth Top Congress,
Jersey goods i a all the lead ng styles.

FId©

impossible for me to
sleep on account of my
aching, but now. owing to the Great Kidney Remedy, “Elixir of Life Root,” I sleep
like a top. It is truly a wonderful medicine.

it

low

GENTLEMEN’S

cleans out the hen-house for you, but the number of hens are not increased, but rather on
the contrary. That rule won’t work in this
climate.—Texas Siftings.
One month ago it
whole night's

as

Eastern Railroad.

Grocers, Packers, Hucksters,andthe General Public

IMDflDTIMTto

—

No. 311*2

eldest son was born. But he didn't seem very
jolly. Not but what he was a fine boy. But
he said: “Old friend, just think cf it! Here
at the eaily stage of twenty-three I’ve got to
to set a

premiss mm,

only twenty-three when his

was

get a
back

accurate and scientific information.

tellect,

Premature Lobs of the Hair
May be entirely prevented by the use of Bur-

Mr.

A World of Wonders (New York; D. Ap*
pleton & Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham). An admirable popular volume presenting with excellent descriptions and many
wood' UU the marvellous creations which natuThe lowest forms of life
re history includes.

Thomas

“HOT

to meet

RAILROADS.

INSURANCE

MISCELLANEOUS

INSURANCE

MISCELLANEOUS

Wit and Wisdom.

PRESS.

THE

STATE

to

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agts
Tulh&Sly

aug

STATE OF JlAIHfE,

Cumberland,

Loring,

AGENT,

No. 311-2 Exchange Street

declOdtf

To Persons r_ ig Insurance.
ROLLINS & ADAMS

aredolngas well for their cnatoui.

In matter of insurance
any other Agency in Portland.
ers

as

OCt6dtf

ss.

Superb r Court

in vacation.
Dec. 1st. A. D. 18*1.

Bcidamin S. True of Portland, in said Count of
Cum' 6'1 nd, Plaintiff v. rms Samuel Elliott, Master of the English Brig ‘*ida C,” Defendant, a d
Wil lain Leavitt and Twkesnury L. Sweat of said
^Portl nd. partne»s in business under the firm of
Chase. I eavitt & Company, al'eg^d trustees.

Action or assum sit on account annexed to recovthe sum of One hundred and twenty-two do lars
and fifty cents ($122.60) al eged to be due fiom the
defendant to tbu plaintiff according to the decla ationi* the writ.
The writ is dated the twenty-sixth day of November. A. D. 18*1. and madn returnable at the dan
uary Term, A. D. 1*82. of said Superior Court.
Ad damnum, Two hu dred and fifty dollars.
J. A E. M. Rand Attorneys for Plaintiff.
Upon the foregoing, the Court onier that the
Plaintiff cause the above nameo Samuel Elliott to
be notified of the i end m y of this sub b> publishing three weeks successively in the P rtl nd Daily
Press a newspaper
in PO'tlnud. in the
County of Cumberland, an abstract of tt e Writ and
Declaration and this o der of Court thereon, the
last publication to be thirty da vs *t lo*st. before the
te-rn of said Court, »o be hidden at Portland aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of February, A. D. 1882,
that he may then hmi tip rein s»-id Court
show cause if any he has why judgment Should not
be rendered against him and execution issue *ccorder

printed

appearand

B. C. JORDAN, Alfred, Maine.
1.000 Oak and Spruce Piles.
500.000 fi.Ouk, for Car Timber,
Ship Plank and Timber.
500.000 ft. llemloek.

100.000 ft. 7-8 dry pine

boards
octl

bi

iuglv.

Attest:
PERCIVAL B >v\EV, J. S.C.
Abstract of the Writ and Foehn alien and o*der
of Court thereon.
B. C. STONE, Deputy Clerk
Attest:
decSdlawSwS

_

_

E. W. FRKSH.MA.V A BROS.

Advertising Agents,
1180 W. ForRT H ST.,

tWflSNJIT

*

V.

